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Scene I
Faculty

The President
Since he came to The University of Arizona
two years ago, President Homer LeRoy Shantz
has done much to better the institution. Enter ing into the swing of activities with his everpresent smile and his buoyant enthusiasm, he
has found a warm spot of welcome in all our
hearts. His spirit of good will and his desire
to make Arizona the school of schools makes
us all want to do our best in assisting the for-

warding of this world of educated men and
women.

He is now our duly inaugurated president.
The occasion of the formal installation of Presi-

dent Shantz was celebrated on April twenty fourth of this year. Activities of the day included a holiday for the. entire school (the

warm spot in our hearts burst into flames),
ceremonies and `addresses on the campus, a big

military review on the new polo field, and a
concluding lawn party in the President's garden.

There were over ninety universities and colleges represented at these inauguration activities.

Such a widespread interest in the occasion

speaks well for its importance and the regard
with which the recipient of these courtesies is
held in the national sphere of learning.
If, in the future, we assist the President to
the best of our abilities, the present progressive
movement in the welfare of the school will continue. just remember that while "In union
there is strength," that in disorganization there
is chaos.
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The Board of Regents
EX-OI,'FICl( )
,

IJis,s-ce11r--nc1T Tnhn C 1'hillín
Governor of . \rizona
Hon. Charles O. Case,

State Supt. of Public Instruction

:

I ion. Robert
11Y, L. M.,
I., Chancellor
I Ion. (=eorgc. -,1 l )ridge. Treasurer

Hon. Roy Kirkpatrick, Secretary
llon. Charles
Ilon. [enry

Layton
IcClusl:ey
I ton. hranl=,lin j. Crider, :\ l. S.

Ion. Theodora Marsh
lion. William C. Joyner
CHANCELLOR TALLY

Joyner, Layton, McCluskey, Shantz
Bride, Case, Kirkpatrick, Phillips, Tally, Crider
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The Directors
Elmer Darwin Ball, Ph.D.
Director of Agriculture Experiment Station
Fired P. Perkins,
Director of Health
Byron Cummings, A. 'I., LL.D., Sc.D.
Director of State Museum
°Àridrew Ellicott Douglass. A.B., Sc.D.
Director of Steward Observatory
,

Pontus ilenry Ross, M.S.
Director of Agriculture Extension Service
C.C.
r fatum. Lieut. -Col. U. S. Army
1- Toward
Director of School of Mil. Science & Tactics

James Fred McKale. M A.
Director of Physical education for Men
T_na. Estelle (äittings

PRI;.SIDENT SHANTZ

Director of Physical Education for Women
Max Phillip Vosskuhler, M.S.
Director of University Extension

Douglass, Tatum, Cummings
Vosskuhler, (äittings, McKale
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The Reistrar
Under the guidance of C. Zaner Lesher, the
office of the Registrar completed a most successful year. When the green little Freshmen
came to register on a bright Saturday morning
they were shown the fundamentals of register ings, such as : what course they were going to
take up, what subjects they need, etc. He succeeded in getting all attendance records practically straight and also classes. He helped juniors and seniors check their units so they will
,,know how and when (if ever) they will gradu -,
ate. lie saw to it that all those who wrote for
information concerning attendance, prior to the
l:cginning of school, received it. He helped

those who were late in arriving to register.
Later on those students wishing to drop
courses saw him about it. What good it did
them, no one knows. For any additional information see pages four and five of this pro -

REGISTRAR LESHER

duction.

The Bursar
The Bursar oh ! That does remind one so
--of money. So does lvir. r. ivi. vv aixer, wnen
there are bills to be paid to the University by
those worthy individuals who attend college.
Money seems to be the main topic in the Bur-

sar's mind --yet, what could we do without
him and his financial bent ? He looks after our
welfare, too. He sees that all persons who need
employment get it. He pays them off. He sees
that those worthy, bright freshmen who won
scholarships get them. Yes, he even sees to it
that we pay for meal tickets if we are so destined to eat at the University Commons.

BURSAR WALKER

Setting aside further comment of our able
financial guide, let us consider the labors of
his office force. `l 'hey have had a lot to contend with (counting college students as a
whole). They will conclude a very, very successful year in June. Ask any student.
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The Dean of Men
Oft in the still, far reaches of the night comes

a call from the dark or a whoopee from our
sandy environs. Then, leaping from his downy;
conch, girding on his shining armor, conies the
Knight Errant of the ;Arizona Campus -Dean

Athur H. Otis. Now wouldn't that he pieta.
esquely romantic?: But is it true? What sort
of welcome awaits behind the door marked
DEAN OF 1\ FEN- ? One of two things may
answer these questions : a phone call in the
pleasant but "carrying-an- undercurrent -ofsteel" voice of Mrs. Denny, or a neatly typed

note from the saine person requesting one's
immediate presence.
actuated.

One's presence becomes

Turn the page or shift the scene and we are
in the outer sanctum awaiting admittance to the
inner realm. Soon, with downcast eyes, we ente r -then the voice of ominpotence pierces our

conscience-"SMOKE?"
A Dean among Deans and a real man has
made another friend.

DEAN OTIS

The Dean of Women
It is obvious that we have all met Dean Jones

at one time or another.

She is very active
around the campus, especially with her duties
in the activities of the women students and arse
in all social endeavors.
Miss Evelyn Wellington Jones, our new Dean

of Women, is one of the most capable leaders
of the weaker sex that this school has seen in
all its trials and tribulations.
The work of Dean Jones has been especially
satisfactory to the students. The first declaration she made, was welcomed with hearty applause-- -the creation of twelve- thirty nights for
all University functions. Under her supervision, the activities in which women students were
involved were well carried through and resulted

in the keeping high of the ideals for which all
Deans of Women are supposedly emblematic.
This hearty co- operation is welcomed as a great
help for us all. May its spirit spread throughout the student groups.
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The College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
The College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
leads all the other colleges by a wide margin in
point of enrollment. Its students are those whe
are seeking a general cultural education rather

than one of a technical or professional type.
Though many students, because of the great
variety of courses offered in the different departments of this College, find pointed out to
them the specific field of endeavor to which they

are best suited.
i.other type of student that this College at-

trâ, and perhaps the typical one, is the per-

son who wishes to have a fair understanding of

all the courses offered.

The potential actor,

author, playwright, artist, and perhaps the jour -

nal,t may he included in this last mentioned
rr Ugh the efforts of Dean Frank C. Lock-

wood, and his wonderful staff of instructors
the standards of this college have been raised
to a high degree of excellency. Since the facili-

ties have been quite limited and in some cases
I)i;AN LOCKWOOD
inadequate, the accomplishment of the - college
is significant of the ability and industry of the man who is most responsible for its progress -Dean Lockwood. Dr. Lockwood was first connected
with the University as head Of the English department in 1916. He was then absent from duty
here while serving on the Army Educational Commission during the war. In 1919 he returned
and organized the extension service. Then, in the following year, he accepted the duties of the
dean of the college. He also served for a while as President of the University during the absence
of the regular officer.
Dr. Lockwood has become known during his years here as a popular professor, successful administrator, and -a well known author. But now he will no longer act as the dean because of his
inclination to devote more time to productive scholarship:
.

Second row -Dean, Hawley, Shaw, Carpenter, Graess er, Leonard, Cresse, Leonard, Frazier, Fowler, Conrad
First row -Woundy, Post, Fitz- Gerald, Nicholson, Loc kwood, Riesen, Douglass, Sougey, Morgan, Medcraft,
Cummings
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The College of Agriculture
The agricultural courses for 1929 -'30 were
completely reorganized, fifteen new courses

added, a department of soil bacteriology was
instituted, and a laboratory staff of citrus research workers was established at Phoenix.
Otherwise the College of Agriculture had a
ver- erdinary year.
Dean Rail is the motivating spirit behind the
amazing development which the agricultural
college is experiencing. And the dean is still
ambitious. For next year he is enthusiastically
planning the strengthening and differentiation
of graduate courses, and the raising of entrance
requirements.
Friday. _\ Dril lo), was the annual Aggie Day.
The students left the Aggie I wilding at

o'clock and ;went out to the Lniversity Farr

where the entertainment took place. The progran'
gram included all kinds of stock and crop

judging ; the stock judging contests taking
place all during the day and the crop judging
at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. There were conDEAN BALL
tests in Animal. Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry,
Poultry, Horticulture, and Agronomy.
pl he College of Agriculture aspires to be more than an institution for training hay pitchers and
stable hands. University teachers, governmental research workers,
trators are the products of Dean Ball's staff
Regular classroom work is not the only function of this college. Important research is carried on in the five Experiment Stations farm's located in different parts of the state. The Agri ciultural Extension department is the most important agency in putting the university before
the state. Last fall a stock judging team from the college attained nation -wide recognition by
finishing eighth in the National Stock Show c ompetition at St. Louis. In addition to occupying the finest building on the campus the Aggies claim to be in activities the most aggressive
and in education the most advanced of all the colleges.
And only five can dispute their contention!

Second. row -Mather, Thernber, McGeorge, Davis, Wehrle, Stanley, Vorhies, G. E. P. Smith,
Embleton, Klemmedson, Hawkins, `Hinds, Greene, Bryan, Dickson, Ball
Front row- hvnott; Cunningham, Schwalen; Gallatin, Serviss, Vorhies, Briggs, Smith, Stockwell,
Langworthy, Rannev
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The College of Mines and EnAineerinA
It is quite logical that a state which is extensively devoted to mining and the use of engineering, should support an institution which is
adequately and excellently equipped to give the

highest type of training to those desiring toa
enter these fields. Arizona has such an institution in the College of Mines and Engineering
Proof of this fact from the outside is shown

in many ways. A large number of the gradu-

ates of this college have been distinctly success-

ful in their professions after leaving school.

hor this reason, most of the graduates each year
lind a position already waiting for them. The
office

of the college is continually receiving

communications from big operators desiring a
man for some position they have open.
The college is housed in a building which is
modern in every respect. Precision instruments and many machines of every kind are
found in this department. Much of the excellent equipment has been donated by companies

grateful to the college for the work which is
being accomplished in the way of training and

DEAN BUTLER

research.

To supplement these facilities of training, is the faculty of the college headed by Dean Butler, who has distinguished himself by his accomplishments, especially that of keeping the
standards of the college headed in the general direction, skyward. Under the dean is a group
of instructors, each one being proficient and capable in his line of instruction.
Arizona has become synonomous with the best in the way of training of men for mining
and engineering.

It will not be long ere that famed partizan, Cressy of California, must

needs say when the walls and windows of his native habitat quake with apparent tremblors,
"That is merely the Arizona engineers changing the face of the world."

Third row -B. S. Butler, Jimmerson, Doe, Darrow
Second row- Stáeynow, Mathewson, Tenney, Heineman, Park, Kelton, Cunningham, Leonard
First row -Ehle, Chapman, King, Polk, G. M. Butler, Clark, Decker, P. N. Thornburg,
M. L. Thornburg
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The College of Music
The. University of Arizona College of Music.

mer the direction of Dean Charles Fletcher
ogers, offers full four year courses in piano,
voice, violin. theory, orchestral and band instrument and school music ; leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Music. In addition, post graduate courses in piano and voice are offered
leading to the Degree of Master of Music.
'1 "11is college is accredited with all the national

accreditin organizations. It is also an institutional member of the National Association of
Music Schools. In the school year of 1928-

1 929 the juilliard Foundation of New York

DEAN ROGERS

designated the College as one of its district extension schools by making available from one to
five music scholarships each year. 'Phis work
must be done in residence at this University.
In addition to the classroom work the college
sponsors vari(n's
curricula activ
which include: two bands, the school band and
the military band, boys and girls glee clubs and
orchestra and the oratorio society. Each year
the Men's Glee Club and the band make extensive tours. The Oratorio Society gives Han-

deys "Messiah" each year, and this year presented it in Phoenix. This summer the Male Quartet are guests of the El Tovar hotel at the Grand Canyon, as they have contracted with the hotel
management for the entire summer season.
Frequent concerts as well as weekly student recitals are given by the college and an Artists
Course is maintained by the college each season at which time the students may have an oppor-

tunity of hearing the best music by world renowned artists. Five programs a week are
broadcasted from the College of Music, offering many opportunities for student participation.

Each year the college sponsors a Music Week, which is called the Spring Music Festival,

Second row -DeLuca, Vogel, Rogers, Williams, Schulz
First row = Rebeil, Berg, Cook, Camp, Berry, Winn, Altman
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The College af'Law
The past year has seen an astonishing acceleration in the advancement of the College of

Law, along its path of higher andr.,

r

cation. Installation of the second national le

fraternity took place at tile first of the year

\lready the college has gained recognition from
the American Association of Law Schools and
is working for recognition from '!'h_ Americas,
Par Association. To facilitate the winning of
t lais hitter recognition, the College of Law
nuilding has been completely remodeled at
cost of $40,000. It is now, one of the best fur
fished buildings on the campus, and its class
rooms, which henceforth are to be used on11

.

for law classes, are pervaded with a distinc

legal atmosphere throughout. Additional volumes are continually being added to the Law
Library.
Although '.Che College of Law maintains its
own self.- g-ernment entity, it iaintains an
ever present interest in the welfare of the general student body. This interest, it is rumored,

may bear fruition next year in the event of a

DEAN F'F,GTI,Y

constitutional assembly. According to the
backers of this plan the campus would furnish the necessary legal foundation. Dean Samuel Marks

Fegtly is being held as a material and foremost promoter of the plan to place Arizona's College of
Law among the highest. His efforts in this direction have been unceasing since he was made
Dean in 1915. His success can largely be accounted for by his ability to gain the confidence and
friendship of his students.
Each member of the faculty working under the dean is well known for his legal ability. With
such a combination, that of an able staff under the dean and an augmented plant, it is inevitable that
the College of Law will grow much faster than it has in the past when its conditions were not nearly
so favorable.

Thomas, McCormick,. Fegtly, Curtis, Smith
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The College of Education
The five instructors, professors and dean of
the College of Education are not numerically
impressive, and might lead to the very erroneous
impression that this is one of the last important
of the colleges. Three things the College of

Education strives to bestow upon her graduates are ; a broad liberal education, an intensive

education in the subjects to be taught, and
professional training in the art of teaching.
Only the last of these is done by the iducational College proper. 'fhe first two arc done
by other departments. It might be said that
up
all the colleges, properly speakingt#
the Educational College. It is the ennbodinlent

of the cream of the c(,ntemporary colleges

salted with its own peculiar pedagogical flavor.
To Dean Clarson goes much of the credit for
the rapid growth and development of the college
during the last few years. More graduates with

teaching majors, and what is very important,
more men graduates with teaching majors, are
DEAN CT,ARSON
being granted degrees each year. Upon the
success of the College of Education in supplying the lower schools of the state with the proper type of teachers must necessarily depend the
success of the university.' Every college which desires well prepared students should enthusias -.
tically support Dean Clarson and his staff.
The College does much more than train its students to sit at the head of high school history and
English classesl. Courses in physical education, school administration, and educational research
are included in its curriculum. Coaches, principals, superintendents, and deans, as well as instructors and professors are its products. No peace is in prospect for generations of Arizona youngsters
-or as long as this college remains in existence.

Clarson. Rose, Walke, Peake
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The School of Military Science and Tactics
The United States .Army invaded the Arizona campus in 1901, and in each succeeding
year has more completely dominated the life of
hapless freshmen and sophomores. "Basic
cavalry," their course is catalogued, but before
they complete it they decide that Napoleon's

legions were not the only "foot" cavalry.

Marching, first -aid, military courtesy, care of
the rifle, everything except that which infantrymen think cavalrymen do, are taught the incipient wearers of the gold bar.
But the School of Military Science and Tactics is not all bunkum, campus rumblings to the
contrary. Mere drill occupies a relatively unimportant place in the courses ; much is taught
that is of unquestionable value to the civilian.
And even Colonel Tatum will admit that one
of his graduates would make a better officer in
the event of war than a man who has had no
military training.
In 1921 the National Defense Act made the
Military School an integral part. of the Reserve
COLONEL, TATUM
,Officers Training Corps. That first year several men graduated, and were awarded commissions as reserve officers of the United States Army. Each year since 1921 there has. been a
gradual increase in the number taking the advanced course, until this year commissions will be
awarded to no fever than twenty. No small part the credit for the increase must go to Colonel
Tatum who, in his four years as Arizona commmand ant, has transformed a merely good unit into
one of the truly distinguished R. -O. T. C. regiments of the country. Colonel Tatum is assisted by
Captain Irvin, Captain Mauger, and Captain Worcester.
In addition to the military courses, the military school supervised successful seasons in polo
and rifle marksmanship. Both are hobbies of Colonel Tatum, and his success in developing winning teams has done much to place the University of Arizona before the state and the nation.

Tatum, Tr1-in, Worcester, Mauger
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Student Government

The Student Body Organization of the University of
Arizona is one of the important forms of University goy
ernment. 'I he students are organized under a constitu-

tion, and have a varied program of activities.

Besides

promoting a spirit of democracy among the students, they
sponsor a fraternal spirit, and advance loyalty to the ideals
and traditions that have been adopted by the university.

However, this is not the whole responsibility of this
They control and finance student activities, pro-

group.

mote scholarship, and aim to bring about cooperation be-

tween faculty and students involving problems of the
campus,

DON STRIEGEL,
Student Body President

President Vice-President
Secretary
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Don Striegel
Stewart Johnson
Ann Eve Mansfield
-

Elected Members of Student Council
John Turner, Marjorie Koons, Herbert Chamber, Geo. Ridgeway

Traditions Chairman

Editor of Desert
Editor of Wildcat
Editor of Kittykat

-

-
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-

-

-

-
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-

-
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-

Levin O'Sell
Bill Kimball
;Henry Martindell
Howard Praeger
-

Striegel, Johnson, Mansfield, Kimball, Martindell, Praeger
O'Sell, Sparks, Turner, Koons, Chambers, Ridgeway
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this board forms a very potent factor in our present university organization.

A phase of their responsibility is that of approving
budgets, schedules of activities, and appointing managers
of various student activities.
Another phase covered by the General Manager of the
student body, who has no voting power in the Board of
Control, is the management of alumni activities. A very
important factor of this control is the sponsoring of University Week and the annual high school basketball tournament. This office embraces many activities and has a
variety of functions.
STEWART JOHNSON
Student Body Vice-president

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Stewart Johnson
Louis Slonaker

Members

Ann -Eve Mansfield, Dean Otis, Don Striegel, Warren Grossetta, J : F. McKale

Otis, Striegel, Mansfield, Slonaker
Grossetta, Johnson, McKale
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Several years ago, in 1922, a new form of student and
faculty government was established which was called "The
Board of Control." With a good record for its past, this
Board of Control has continued today as a strong form of
government.
With the president, vice -president, secretary of the student body, a faculty member, and an alumni representative,
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Board of Publicatínng
This board was created during the current school year
by an amendment to the student constitution which was
sponsored by Pi Delta Epsilon, national honorary journalistic fraternity.
The powers and duties of the board consist of receiving
applications of those students desirous of running for editorships of student publications. This year there were
only seven candidates presented to the student body at the
primary elections as qualified to edit a major publication,

and by thus cutting down the number of entrants it is
hoped to improve the quality of editors chosen.
It is hoped that the existence of such a board will further
the cause of journalism on the campus, at the same time
keeping alive the individuality of the respective publications. The recognition of the independence of each separate publication is one of the fundamental tenets of the organization. The board never interferes with the workings
of the staffs of the publications, but acts as a sort of mediating body in case of disputes which may arise.

This year the personnel of the board consisted of the

BILL KIMBALL
Secretary

editor of the 1930 Desert, William Kimball ; the editor of
the Arizona j 'ildcat, William Martindell ; the editor of the Arizona Kittykat, Howard Praeger; the
general manager of the ` student body, Louis Slonaker ; and the professor of journalism, Dr. Melvin
T. Solve. Next year there will be another member of the board in the person of the editor of the
Manuscript, newest addition to the list of student body publications.
The board is distinct in its organization, having only one officer, the secretary, who calls meetings, presides at them, keeps the records, and makes all announcements to the student body.

Martindell, Kimball, Praeger
Solve, Sloneker
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Alumni Association
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Association in
May, 1923, a new constitution was adopted. It provides

for the memberships of both graduates and former students, and in addition makes provision for the qualification
as associate members of those students who are credited
with 20 or more units of collegiate work, earned in residence.

The usual officers were provided for and also two members of the Athletic Board of Control, an Alumni Secretary, and Regional Directors who were appointed by the
Executive Committee. The duty of the regional directors is to develop local interest in respect to the undertakings of the University and the policies of the Alumni
Association.

The purpose of the Alumni Association is to foster a
friendly spirit between the alumni and the school and to
encourage them to keep up connections formed in college
and to lend a hand, whenever possible, to the building up
A. L. SI,ONAKER
(.raduate Manager

of the school.
Officers

President, Harold G. Wilson, '22

president, H. C. Tovrea, '24
Secretary, A. L. Slonaker, '21
Executive Committee

Wilson B. Wood, '20 ; John C. Hobbs, '23; Arthur Brooks, '24 ; Rex Buehman, ex-'14
Advisory Board
Helen Mahoney, '24.; A. J. O'Connor, '24 ; Raymond Jacobus, '18 ; Albert Crawford, :18 ; W. W.
Pickrell, '20 James T. Gentry, '23 ; Lawrence Kreigbaum, '16 ; T. D. Romero, '22 ; Mary Estill
Caldwell, '16 ; Vernon Underwood, '29

Wilson. Hart, Buehman
Woods, Brooks
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Associated Women Students
Under the direction of their able president, Miss lone
Sparks, the Associated Women Students of the University

of Arizona enjoyed a year of perfect coördination and
fellowship.

Soon after school started they became well organized
under the officers of the year -- president, Ione Sparks;
vice- president, Ann -Eve Mansfield ; secretary, Marjorie
Koons ; and business manager, Dorothy Finley. The aims
of the Association--to regulate the student life which does
not fall under the jurisdiction of the faculty or the board
of control, to further in all ways, possible the spirit of unity

among the women students of the University, to their
sense of responsibility toward each other, and to be a
medium by which the standards of the university may be

made and kept high, -were all taken care of in goodly
fashion.
As all the girls in school automatically become members

of the A. W. S. upon their entrance into college, this asso-

ciation is of no small importance in campus affairs-just

IONS SPARKS

ask some unfortunate co -ed who has had to appear before

President

However, they did all their duties faithfully and
successfully and caused no ill feelings, which is in itself quite an accomplishment. More power to
them.

them
Officers

President Vice -president

-

Secretary - Business Manager

-
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-
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-

-
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-
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-
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-

Ione Sparks

Ann -Eve Mansfield

Marjorie Koons
Dorothy Finley

Finley, Koons, Sparks, Mansfield
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Assembly Committee
It is the duty of the Assembly Committee to provide entertainment for the students of the University of Arizona.
This group of people is very inconspicuous about the cam'pus, but every other week it has a hand in arranging the
programs for the Student Assemblies. The assemblies on

the intervening Thursdays are in charge of the faculty
members.

John Turner is chairman of the committee and the members are ; Bayly Filcher, Ike Tracey, Marjorie Miller, and
Lucy Akin. There are more feminine members on the
Assembly Committee this year than ever before. It was
last year that the first feminine member made her appearance.

Evidently the girls have proved very capable in

finding local talent.,

JOHN TURNER
Chairman

With the aid of the young artists on the campus and
numerous organizations, the committee has had a rather
successful year. There were various types of entertainment this year. Sometimes there were musical programs,
and sometimes the fraternity pledges amused the student

body with skits, and at other times there was neither

music nor skits. It was at the assemblies that everyone
saw everybody else (if they were -there) and also where announcements were made and honors
bestowed.

There was usually a pretty good attendance at the assemblies this year, but not nearly the entire
student body turned out. Why not support the new committee 100% next year, and maybe we'll
get a new auditorium !

Filcher, Miller, Turner,
Akin. Tracy
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Social Life e Committee
With Prexy's Mixer, held the first week of the school
year, the Social Life Committee began its work. This
' dance was only the beginning of the many successful school
parties throughout the year, under the direction of the
committee.

The above group have full control of the social life at
Arizona. They are : Eugene Smallwood, Chairman ; Mar garet Byrne and Emory Johnson, members ; Dean Jones
and Dean Otis. The student members of the committee

have taken part in numerous university activities, and
have been very popular socially. One must be prominent

in social life in order to take care of the social engagements of others.

The members of the Social Life Committee always
know just who are having parties and when -just ask them
any time. It is surprising what they can do ; anything

from changing the gym into an elaborate ball room, to
refusing permission for a party. They have a meeting
each month during the school year to check up on the dates
EUGENE SMALLWOOD
of the various social functions. No organization on the
Chairman
campus may give any social function without the permission of this committee. In case you are planning a dance, luncheon, or any other affair, it might
to inquire
it first.

Smallwood, Byrne, Johnson
Otis, Jones
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;-*frTraditions Committee
It is largely from the Traditions Committee that the
Freshmen receive all their "dos" and "don'ts" at the beginning of the year. The boys with the green beanies
always try to evade any of the Traditions members on the
campus, but after all, it is a fine committee -even if the
Freshmen are not wholly in their favor.
The true and loyal upperclassmen are anxious to see the
traditions of the University upheld, and they stand behind
the committee with full force. The "force" may be seen

being used on the Frosh every Thursday morning at
11:40 in front of Aggie.
The Traditions Committee is composed of seven members. The chairman is elected by the Student Body, and

the rest of the committee is composed of three Juniors
and three Seniors, who are selected by the members of
these classes.

Levin O'Sell, who was chairman of the committee this
I,ÉVIN O'SEL,L,
Chairman

year, found great delight in wielding the old paddle.
However, he is still liked by the abused ( ?) yearlings.
The other members of the committee are Stuart Krentz,

Parley Cardon, Emory Johnson, Don Striegel, Fred
'1'humm, and Kenneth Sagar. Several of the members were on the committee last year, so they
know just how it is done. Just ask the Freshmen ! But later on the Frosh may have the same
privilege, so just be patient, "young Funs ".

Striegel, Cardon, Krentz, Osell
Johnson, Sagar
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Class of '30
As the class of '30 approached the main gates of the
University in 1926, they looked just as every freshman
class when they come to college laden with green beanies
and much fond parental advice. It was not long, how
ever, before they exhibited promising indications. Under
their leaders, James Clark, president ; .Merle Hohn, vicepresident ; Adrienne Johnson, secretary ; and Catherine
Fowler, treasurer, they soon found themselves on the road
to higher culture.
-

Their sophomore year they arrived at the main gates
again, and they proved themselves worthy of their University by producing many outstanding members among
the Student Body. Their officers were : Don Streigle,
president ; Stuart Krentz, vice- president ; Helen Fowler,
secretary ; Waldo Dicus, treasurer.

When this class returned for their junior year, they
chose the following officers : Stuart Krentz, president;
Levin O'Sell, vice- president ; Shirley Thompson, secreBOYD ALLEN
tary ; Alfred Towne, treasurer.
President
Their senior year, and the last for many of them, was
entered upon with much regret and remorse. They realized that their college life was drawing to a close. They chose as their officers : Boyd Allen,
president ; Emory Johnson, vice- president ; Adrienne Johnson, secretary ; Eugene Smallwood, treasurer. And now it is "all over" we find that senior years as well as others must come to a close, and
it will be well to remember that to BEAR DOWN is a motto that may be applied to life as well as to
college and will not soon be forgotten

Allen, E. Johnson, A. Johnson, Smallwood
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Class of '31
September, 1929, saw the present junior class registered
in the University of Arizona as freshmen. At first, like all
freshman classes, it was hard to get started, but soon everything straightened out for the beginning of their sue cessful career.
As freshmen, they were soon instructed by their friendly
enemies, the sophomores, as to how to act properly. During the entire first semester they were ever under the wing
of the class of '30. The second semester, however, there
was a decided change in the class. They were able to
stand by themselves and no more needed the guiding hands
of the sophomore class.

With the opening of their second year, in 1928, the
class of '31 was well organized and had lots of class
spirit. Soon the new frosh were subdued and things went
along fine.

This year found the junior class back in school once
They sponsored and gave a dance in January
and ended the scholastic year of social functions with

again.
JAMES FLYNN

the Junior Prom. Bill Kimball, elected by the student body,
published the 1930 Desert.
The officers for the year were : James Flynn, president ; Fred Thumm, vice -president ; Frank
Bacon, treasurer ; and Margaret Hedderman, secretary. Under these very able officers, the class
has endeavored to execute the duties and take care of the responsibilities that have been given them
with the same spirit and ability that has been shown in the past.
President

Flynn, Hedderman, Bacon
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Class of' 32
Having deposited their green beanies in the strong box
of thin air, and having assumed a sometimes too dignified
attitude, last year's freshmen have emerged from the fog
and have completed a second successful year. The Freshman Class officers, Barry Goldwater, Tom Murphy, and

Frances Berryman, were succeeded by Tom Murphy,
president .; Olga Butler, secretary- treasurer ; and Sanford
Babson, vice- president. Under the leadership of these
able executives, the class of '32 wended its way through
many accomplishments and activities.

As a freshman class the group took the usual beating
from the sophomores, indulging in numerous mud- fights,
tugs -of. -war, pillow fights, and other kinds of battles. As
a consequence, the present freshman was made to swallow

mud, to submit to being tied up, and in other ways to
show that they were at the mercy of the sophomores.
This year a new idea vvas sponsored by the frosh and
sophs. They decided to have a big special Freshman Sòphomore dance. Of course, it was a huge success and
TOM MURPHY
everyone had a good time. The affair was the most outPresident
standing event of the year, and was patronized very enthusiastically by the students. It is sincerely hoped that this sort of cooperation will continue to
exist between the underclassmen.

Murphy, Butler, Babson
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dass of '33
On Wednesday, September 18th, the Freshman class of
'33 had its first meeting for its organization. Under the
supervision of Levin O'Sell the following officers were
elected : "Chinch" Cummins, president ; Walter Alwin,
vice- president ; Josephine McDonald, secretary and treasurer ; and Shorty Gambrel], yell leader.

The Saturday after school began the freshman boys
painted the "A". And how they painted that "A" ! They
toiled manfully, hauling a wagon up "A" mountain by
hand. After pulling said wagon over all of the mountain
except the right road, the frosh finally reached the summit.
When the "A" was successfully decorated, the laborers
proceeded to Clearwater, where the girls served them with
soda pop, ice cream cones, and hot dogs.

The administration of the class is excellent.

All the

officers perform their duty well, and they are ably assisted
by the paddle wielding Traditions Committee. The officers
JACK O'DOWD
President

elected by the class for the second semester were : Jack
O'Dowd, president ; Paul Leary, vice- president ; and
Josephine McDonald, secretary -treasurer.

Altogether with a fine bunch of athletes, scholars, and
fair maidens---Oh! those fair maidens ! -the class of thirty -three bids fair to be the finest that has
ever entered the University.

O'Dowd, McDonald, Leary
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seniors

DONALD STRIEGEL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Student Body President, 4; Cadet Colo nel; Bobcats; Basketball, 1, 2_, 3, 4;
Scabbard and Blade; Chain Garin; Traditions Committee, 3; Sophomore Class
President,
Man, 4.

2

Representative

Senior

ANN -EVE MANSFIELD

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Alpha Phi; Mortar Board; F. S. T.;
Class Honors, 3; A. W. S. (Vice President) ; Mortar Board Cup, 2; Secretary
of Student Body.

LOUISE M. MILLIGAN

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Varsity Villagers, 2, 3, 4; W. A. A.;

Spanish Club, 1; Wildcat, 3, 4; Horse -

CHARLES CRISMON

College of Agriculture

show, 2.

HEINZ HAFFNER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha; Wildcat; Senior Fol lies, 1, 2; Social Life Committee, 3.

CAROLYN McLAUGHLIN

College of Education

Alpha Phi; Desert, 2; Wildcat, 2, 3;
Alpha Rho Tau; Girls' Glee Club, 2;
Oratorio,

2;

Senior Follies, 1, 2, 3;

Varsity Villagers.

VELMA McNATT

College of Agriculture
Kappa Omicron Phi, 4; Class Honors, 1;
2, 3; Oratorio, 4; Home Economics
Club, 4.

HENRY MARTINDELL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Delta Chi; Alpha Kappa Psi; Wildcat,
2, 3, 4 ( Editor, 4) ; Pi Delta Epsi ?on
(President).

JACK H. HOPPER
College of Mines and Engineering
Tau Upsilon; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Delta
Tau; Theta A'.pha Pi; Scabbard and
Blade; University Players, 2; Lieutenant

Colonel, R. O. T. C., 3; Polo, 1, 2, 3, 4,
(Captain, 4) ; Class Honors, 2; Interfraternity Council (Vice President, 4) ;
Student Chapter of American Association
of Engineers (President, 4) ; American
Institute of Electrical Engineers (Char man, 3).

CATHERINE FORD

College of Education

KATHLEEN FLANNERY

College of Education
Delta Gamma (President, 4) ; Pi Lamb da Theta; Newman Club; Women's Rifle
Team, 2; W. A. A.; Senior Follies, 2, 3.

JEAN PROVENCE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Kitty Kat,

1, 2, 3, 4, (Editor, 3) ;
Wildcat, 1, 2; Dramatics, Senior Follies, 2, 3, 4; Class Honors, 2; Alpha

Rho Tau; "30 ".

DON HUMMEL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Phi Delta Theta; Chain Gang.

FAR McNATT

College of Agriculture
Home Economics Club.
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STEWART C. JOHNSON

Kappa Alpha Theta; F. S. T.; Pan- Hellenic Council, 3; Traditions Committee, 3;

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Chain Gang; Bobcats; Vice President Student Body, 4;
Pi Delta Epsilon; Alpha Kappa Psi;

W. A. A.; Senior Follies, 2, 3; Oratorio,
2; Desert, 3.

(Business Manager, 4); Polo, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Desert (Business Manager, 3).

JOHN WESLEY TURNER, Jr.

MARJORIE MILLER

PEARL ULDENE EWING

Col''ege of Education

A. W. S. Council, 3; Alpha Rho Tau;

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Pi Kappa Alpha (President, 3) ;

Inter -

fraternity Council (President, 3, 4) ;
Senior Member Student Council; Chairman of Student Assembly Committee, 3;

Alpha Kappa Psi (Vice President, 4) ;
Pi Delta Epsilon; Basket Ball, 3, 4;
Desert, 4; Representaive Senior Man.

HARRIET ABERCROMBIE

College of Educaion
Alpha Gamma Omicron; Pi Lambda Theta (Treasurer, 4) ; Varsity Villagers;
Newman Club; Oratorio, 1, 2; Glee Club.

JAMES DAY

College of Law

Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Phi Alpha Delta;
Senior Follies, 2, 3; Cheer Leader, 3.

Scabbard

and

Blade;

Senior

Follies

College of Education
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Desert Queen, 4;
W. A. A. ( President, 4; Secretary, 3;
"A" Club, 3., 4; P. E. Majors Club, 3,
3,
4; F. S. T.; Traditions Committee,
4; Assembly Committee, 4; Secretary
of A. W. S., 3; Varsity Villagers (Secretary, 4) ; Senior Follies, 2, 3; Desert,
3, 4; Honor Hockey Team, 2, 4 (Captain; Honor Baseball Team, 2.

WILLIAM CONLEY

College of Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Track Captain, 3;
Chain Gang; "A" Club.

ELIZABETH RIGDEN

College of Education
Chi Omega; Pan -Hellenic Council, 2, 3;

W. A. A. (Treasurer, 4) ; "A" Club, 3,
4;

Wildcat, 3.

INA A. NELSON

College of Education
Mortar Board (Treasurer) ; Pi Lambda
Theta (Secretary) ; Woman's Glee Club
(Business Manager) ; International Relations Club; Representative S e n i o r
Woman; Desert, 3, 4.

JOHN A. ANDERSON

College of Mines and Engineering

Sigma Chi; Chain Gang; Class Vice
President, 2; Theta Tau; Phi Mu Alpha;
Male Quartet, 2; Glee Club, 1, 2; Base-

JAMES ARTHUR MIDDLETON

College of Mines and Engineering

Zeta Delta Epsilon; Foot Ball,

College of Leters, Arts, and Sciences
Gamma . Phi Beta; A. W. S. Council, 3;
W. A. A.; "A" Club, 3, 4; Swimming
Sport Leader, 3.
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LUCILE MEDCRAFT

College of Education
Chi Omega; Class Honors, 1, 2, 3; Mortar Board; Pi Lambda Theta; Women's
Press Club; Wildcat (Feature Editor).

ball Manager, 4.

MARY L. BALDWIN

3,

"A" Club; Senior Follies, 3, 4.

ADAM GRIDLEY

College of Education

Sigma Chi; Football; "A" Club.
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IVAN HARRY BARKDOLL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

ALICE LOVE

College of Education
Varsity Villagers, 2; Wildcat Staff, 4.

JOSEPHINE RODGERS

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Varsity Villagers; Alpha Epsilon (Presi-

dent, 4).

DON C. FARVER
College of Mines and Engineering

Tau Upsilon; Theta Tau;
A. S. C. E.

A.

A.

E,;

OLIVER KNUTSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Northwestern University, 3; Pi Kappa Alpha; Desert Staff, 3.

BETTY McCANDLESS

College of Education

EDYTHE S. CABBE

College of Education
Transferred from U. C. L. A., 3; W. W.
A.; Girls' Glee Club.

ARCHIBALD CALDWELL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Beta Kappa.

GWENDOLYN NOON

NEELY E'. BRADFORD

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Class Honors, 3; Phi Delta Kappa.

College of Music
Transferred from Oberlin College, 3;
Chi Omega; Sigma Alpha Iota (President, 4) ; Dance Drama, (Accompanist,
3) ; University String Ensemble; Col-

lege of Music Quintet; Girls' Glee Club
(Soloist).

WILLIAM A. HAMILTON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Concert "Band; Alpha Kappa Psi; Kappa
Kappa Psi.

NORMAN HERRING

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Foot Ball; "A"
C.ub.

ELIZABETH BOULTON
LOYDE KNUTSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Northwestern University, 3; Pi Kappa Alpha; Desert Staff, 3.

College of Education

Kappa Alpha Theta; Mortar Board; F.
S. H. ; Manuscript Editor, 4; Chi Delta
Phi; Wranglers, 3, 4; W. A. A. Vice
President, 3) ; Y. W. C. A. (Cabinet,
2, 3) ; Wildcat, 1, 2, 3; Desert, 3;
University Players; Dramatics.
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EVELYN CAPT

College of Education
Pi Lambda. Theta.

CHARLES E. EVANS
College of Mines and Engineering

Zeta Delta Epsilon; Pi Delta Tau; Scabbard and Blade; Polo, 3.

CLARA PETERSON
College of Education

Pi Lambda Theta.

*
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JOHN D. RIGGS
College of Education

Transferred from Tempe State Teachers'
College, 4; Sigma Chi ; Phi Delta Kappa;
Sigma Delta Psi; Football, 4; Basketball, 4; Baseball, 4.

HAZEL ALMA BUENTE
College of Music

Orchestra Manager, 2, 3; Oratorio; Honor
Rifle Team, 2.

CHET W. WADSWORTH

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Grinnell College, 3; Tail
Upsilon; International Relations Club.

DAVID L. MINTON, JR.
College of Mines and Engineering
Tau Upsilon; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Delta:
Tau; Theta Alpha Pi; Kitty -Kai (Pub-

ROSE OLIVER,

ESTHER L. MUELLER
College of Music

JOHN B. NEFF
College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Zeta Delta Epsilon.

licity Manager, 2) ; University Players,
2; Senior Follies, 1.

Sigma Alpha Iota; Woman's Glee Club
(President, 3) .

TRUMAN McCARTY

College of Letters, 'Arts, and Sciences

College of Education

Women's Glee Club, 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Villagers; Class Honors, 3.

ELIZABETH R. GOODING
College of Education

Chi Omega; Pan- Hellenic Council, 4;
Senior Follies, 3, 4; W. A. A., 3, 4; Polo,

4; Horse Show, 4.

LOIS STIDHAM
Collegeof )Jdûcation
Pi Lambda Theta ; Kitty -Kat. 4.

Paze

CHARLES V. K1NT.ER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha; Pi Delta Epsilon; Philakean Society, 4; Wildcat, 1, 2, 3;
Desert, 4.

flr

SPENCER P. NORDYKÉ

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Chi; Band, 1; Wildcat, 1; Desert,
1, 3, 4; Basketball Manager, 4.

CHARLOTTE WILLIAMSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Gamma Phi Beta. (President, 4) ; Alpha,
Epsilon, 3, 4 (Secretary, 4); W. A. A.;
Senior Follies, 2, 3; Kitty -Kat, 3.

FRANCES IRENE KANEN

College of Music

Sigma Alpha Iota; Glee Club; Oratorio,
2, 3; W. A. A.

OLIVER PINSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma. Alpha Epsilon.

CLARK JACOBS
College of Education
Phi Delta Kappa.

RUTH WINGFIELD

ELIZABETH JANE WHITE
College of Music

JAMES G. LYONS

College of Education
Pi Lambda Theta.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Chi Omega; Sigma. Alpha Iota; Women's
Glee Club. 3. 4.

HUGH HUDSON

College of Agriculture

Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Frosh Baseball;
Transferred from Tempe State Teachers'

HELEN WOOLIS

College of Agriculture
Glee Club, 4; Oratorio, 3, 4; Kappa
Omicron Phi, 3, 4 ( President, 4) .

College.

EVELYN CROP

College of Education

STANLEY L. STEWART
College of Mines and Engineering

Jr. Basketball Manager, 4; Senior Fol lies, 4; Junior Play (Business Manager).

WAYNE MITCHELL HANCOCK

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from San Diego State College, 3; Zeta Delta Epsilon.

FRANCES PRATHER
College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Kitty -Kat, 4; Oratorio, 2; Glee Club.
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DOROTHY FINLEY

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Board, President; A. W. S.
(Treasurer) Maricopa Hall (President);
Women's Press Club (Vice- President);
Manuscript (Editorial Board) ; Representative Senion Woman.
Mortar

FRED F. DENNY
College of Mines and Engineering
Zeta Delta Epsilon; Tau Beta Pi; Pi
Delta Tau.

EDITH FOSTER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

ROSS HENDRIX

REX F. BELL
College of Letters, Arts,a nd Sciences

Transferred from University of Texas;
Pi Kappa Alpha.

KATHLEEN KELLOGG

College of Music

Transferred from Mills '28; Pi Beta Phi;
Glee Club, 4; Oratorio, 4; Dramatics, 4.

JOHN G. DRANE
College of Mines and Engineering

A. A.

E. ;

Concert Band; Cosmopolitan

Club.

KATHERINE ZL.ATNIK

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Delta Chi.

College of Education
Delta Gamma; W. A. A.; Hiking Leader,
Leader, 4; "A" Club
3; Swilmmin
(Vice- President) ; Diving Champion, 3, 4.

LUCILLE THOMPSON

MITCHELL SWICK -VIALO

College of Education
Transferred from Washburn, Topeka,
Kansas, '27; Pima Hall (President) ;
Y. W. C. A. ; Round Table.

College of Education

Phi De'ta Theta; Basketball, 1, 3, 4;
Baseball, 1, 4; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4; "A"
Club-;- Chain Gang; Traditions.

ALFRED FINKL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences..
Transferred from University of Iowa;

Follies, 4.

VERA WALDEN

College of Education

IONE SPARKS

College of Education
Gamma Phi Beta; Pan -Hellenic (President) ; W. A. A.; Swimming Sport Leader, 2; "A" Club; A. W. S. (Treasurer,
3) (President, 4) ; F. S. T.; Student
Council, 4.
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LOUIS ROBERTS

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Tau Upsilon.
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ROBERT M. CUSHING
College of Mines and Engineering
Zeta Delta Epsilon; Band, 1, 2 (President, 2) ; Wildcat, 3; Kitty -Kat. 3, 4;

A. S. C. E., 3, 4.

Íi

(fil

HELEN JONES

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from University of Southern
California, 3; Alpha Chi Omego; Alpha,
Rho Tau (Secretary, 3) ; Stray Greek
Club.

OLGA HAMLIN

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Delta Gamma; A. W. S. Council, 2; W.
A. A. (Vice -President, 4) ; Honor Hockey Team, 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor Baseball
Team, 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor Soccer Team, 3;
Soccer Sportleader, 3; Hockey Sportlead-

er, 3; "A" Club, 2, 3, 4 (President, 4) ;
Newman Club, 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer, 4) ;

CHARLES F. TODD
College of Education

Delta Chi; Phi Delta Kappa; Pi Delta
Epsilon; Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; "A" Club;
Band, 1, 2; Senior Follies, 2; Kitty-Kai,
2; Desert, 2, 3, 4.

Best Co -Ed Sportswoman, 4.

THEODORE L. DEGL1N

FLORENCE GROSHEIDER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from U. S. C., 3; "30" Club;
Philakean Society; Pi Delta Epsilon.;
Manuscript Editorial Board (Business
Manager, 4) ; Phoebe Bogan Poetry Prize,
3: Coffee Club ( President, 4) ; Kitty Kat (Managing Editor, 4); Kitty -Kat Society (Historian, 4) ; Desert, 4; Senior
Follies, 3.

versity Players, 3, 4; Wildcat, 3; Kitty Kat, 3, 4; Junior Class Play; Women's

EVA NEWCOMER GEYER

ROY M. GOAR

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Women's Press Club.

Zeta Delta Epsilon; Chain Gang; Tau
Beta Pi; Pi Delta Tau.

ALBERT H. RANDALL

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
De'ta Chi (President, 4) ; Alpha Kappa
Psi; Wildcat, I ; Tennis Manager. 4.

LEILA E. RICKETTS
College of Education
Transferred from Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versity, 3; Kappa Kappa Gamma.

A. WENZEL FRAPS
College of Mines and Engineering

Delta Chi; Tau Beta Pi (Vice -President,

4) Class Honors, 2; A. A. E., 2, 3, 4;

A. I. E. E., 4.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Texas School of Mines,
3; Delta Gamma; Coffee Club, 3, 4; UniPress Club.

College of Mines and Engineering

LEOLA J. WHITE
College of Agriculture
Kappa Alpha Theta (President, 4) ;
Mortar Board (President) ; Alpha Epsi'on,
1; Kappa Omicron Phi, 3. 4; Class Honors, 3; W. A. A. ; Senior Follies, 1, 2, 3;
Desert, 3, 4.

FRED HOAR

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Phi Delta Theta; Chain Gang; Scabbard
and Blade; Pi Delta Epsilon; Spanish
Club, 2, 3; Wildcat, 2, 3, 4 (Business
Manager, 4) ; Junior Class Play, 3; Desert, 2, 3; Senior Follies Committee, 3, 4.

CLARA E. MILLER
College of Education

Transferred from U. C. L. A., 2; Delta
Gamma; Pi Lambda Theta; Senior Fol-

lies, 2; W. A. A. (Business Manager, 4) ;
"A" Club, 3, 4; Honor Swimming Team,
2,

3; Honor Baseball Team, 3; Class

Honors, 3.
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GERALD K. GARARD

College of Law
Beta Chi; Glee Club, 3; Varsity Debate,
3, 4; Debate Manager; Phi Nu Alpha;
Phi Delta Phi; Delta Sigma Rho; Secretary of Law Student Body.

HENRIETTA ELVEY

College of Education
Alpha. Phi; W. A. A.

F. W. BOYD ALLEN

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Sigma; Senior Class President;
Track Manager, 3; Scabbard and Blade
(Captain, 4) ; Senior Follies (Student
Director, 4) .

THELMA McNATT
CoLege of Agriculture

Class Honors, 1, 2, 3; President's Cup,
1; Oratorio, 4; Phi Kappa . Phi, 4; Kappa
Omicron Phi, 4; Home Economics Club,
4.

CHARLES WALCUTT
HELEN WOODSIDE

College of Education

Transferred from U. .C. L. A.; Pi Beta
Phi.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Tau Upsilon; Phi Kappa Phi; Class Honors, 1, 2, 3; Pi Delta Epsilon; Alpha;
Kappa Psi; Tennis, 1, 4; Kitty -Kat (Associate Editor, 2) ; Wildcat, 1; Desert, 4.

LAWRENCE E. ROSE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha; Delta Sigma Rho
(President, 4) ; Pi Delta Epsilon; Theta
Alpha

Phi

(Vice-President,

4);

Vice -

President Freshman Class; Junior College
Debate, 1, 2; Varsity Debate, 3; Arizona.
State Peace Oratorical Contest (first

place) ; Pacific Coast Forensic League
Oratorical Contest (first place) ; Pacific

ISABEL ROEDER
College of Education`

Transferred from University of California.

Coast Forensic League Extemporaneous
Speaking Contest (third place) ; Wildcat,
1, 2, 3, 4; Kitty -Kat, 3, 4; Desert, 4;
University Players (President, 4).

MARGARET SWEENEY

College of Education

HERBERT F. KRUCKER
College of Law

Kappa Alpha Theta; Alpha, Rho Tau, 2,
3; Newman Club, 2, 3, 4; Junior Cass
Play Committee, 3; Varsity Villagers, 3.

Beta Chi, President; Phi Delta Phi; Law

STANLEY CISSNA
College of Education

LA CHARLES GOODMAN

Student Government.

Beta Kappa.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
"A" Club; Kitty -Kat; W. A. A. ; Desert,

LOIS BAKER

JOHN STANLEY

College of Education

Alpha Phi; Pi Lambda Theat, 4; Senior
Follies, 3; Oratorio, 3, 4.
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ROBERT STROUD

AGNES SMITH

College of Law
Phi Delta Phi.

Women's Press Club, 4; Pad n' Pencil,

College of Education

1, 2, 3; Coffee Club (Vice- President, 4).

ALICE RYAN

College of Education
Transferred from Tempe State Teachers'
Colloge, 3; Gamma Phi Beta.

CLARK JACOBS

I H1LIP MUSSELMAN

MILDRED NIXON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha.

College of Education

Pi Lambda Theta.

HAROLD A. PATTIN
College of Education
ROSE L. SILVER
College of Law
Transferred from University of Detroit. 3.

Sigma Chi; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Track, 2, 3; Honors in
Military; Cadet Staff Captain, 4; Sigma
Delta Psi; Desert, 1; Wildcat, 1, 2; Newman Club, 2, 3, 4 (President, 3) ; Cosmopolitan Club, 2, 3; Spanish Club, 3;
Freshman Basketball Captain; Representative Senior Man, 4.

LAWSON BAXTER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Phi Delta Theta; A Club; Baseball 2, 3,
- 4; Chain Gang; Alpha Kappa Psi.

EUNICE BABBITT

College of Education
Kappa Alpha Theta; Desert, 2, 4; New-

man Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; W. A .A.

RIVULA G. SPARKS
College of Education

NORMAN PEARCE

College of Agriculture

Zeta Delta Epsilon; Alpha Zeta; Sigma
Kappa Zeta

MARGARET BYRNE

LOUIS TISDALE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Sigma, Alpha Kappa Psi; Senior
Follies, 4.

College of Education

Delta Gamma; Senior Follies, 3; "A
Club; Wildcat, 1' Kitty -Kat 2; Social
Life Committee, '4; Tennis Championship, 1, 2, 3, 4; Honor Hockey Team, 2;
Honor Swimming Team, 1; W. A. A.
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WENDELL ACUFF
LYLA WILSON

College of Education
Kappa

Alpha

Theta

4) ;

( President,

Mortar Board; Pi Lambda Theta; Wrang-

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Football, 1, 2, 3,
4 (Captain, 4); "A" Club; Track, 1, 2.

lers (President, 3).

ADRIENNE JOHNSON

CONSTANTINE A. MAORIS

College of Mines and Engineering

College of Education
Kappa ,Kappa Gamma; Traditions Com-

mittee, 3; Class Secretary, 1, 4; W. A.
A. ; Honor Rifle Team, 2; Swimming
Team, 1; Assembly Committee, 1; Debating Committee, 1; Debating Club, 2;
Senior Follies, 2, 3; Wi'.dcat, 1, 2; Des ert, 1, 2.

BILLIE JEAN LATHROP

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Phi Omega Pi.

LLOYD CHANDLER

College of Law
Omicron Phi Omicron (President, 4) ;
Phi Delta Phi.

MARGUERITE McFAUL
NEAL NATHANIEL GOODMAN

College of Education
Pi Kappa Alpha ( President, 4)

Inter -

fraternity Council, 4; Sigma Delta Psi;
Basketball, 3, 4 (Co- Captain, 4).

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Delta Gamma; Sigma Alpha Iota (President. 3) ; Varsity Villagers; Pan- Hellenic
Council, 3, 4; Glee Club (President, 1) ;
Oratorio. 1. 2, 3; Dance Drama, 1, 2;
University Players.

MARGARET L. DOTY

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Alpha Gamma Omicron; Varsity Villagers; Alpha Epsilon, 3, 4 (Vice -President,
4) ; Women's Glee Club; Oratorio, 1, 2;
Y. W. C. A. (Vice- President, 3) ; W. A.
A.; Women's Varsity Debate, 4; Class
Honors, 2, 3.

1SADORE KLINE

ARTHUR A. BRADY

Transferred from Yale, 3; Phi Gamma
Delta; Scabbard and Blade; Alpha Kappa
Psi; Stray Greek Club.

VIRGINIA HELGEMAN

Zeta Beta Tau; Pad n' Pencil Club, 2

College of Agriculture
Home Economics Club, 4; Glee Club, 3,
4; Oratorio, 3, 4.

ANNE A ALKIRE
College of Education

STANLEY McKINLEY

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
(President);
ager, 3.

Wildcat (T3usiness Man -

Pi Beta Phi; Pi Lambda Theta; Theta
Alpha Phi; University Players; Drama
Award, 3; Women's Press Club.
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EMORY JOHNSON

College of Leters, Arts, and Sciences

Phi Delta Theta (President, 4); Chain

Gang; Bobcats; Class Vice -president, 4;
Traditions Committee, 4.; Social Life

HELEN STREIGEL

College of Music
Sigma Alpha Iota.

Committee.

MADELEINE BASSLER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Alpha Phi; Pi Epsilon Delta; Kitty -Kat,
4; Desert, 3; Senior Follies, 3; Alpha
Rho Tau; University Players, 3.

JOSEPH S. JENCKES, JR.
College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Phoenix Junior College, 3; Sigma Nu; Phi Delta Phi; Kitty Kat, 3; Senior Follies, 3; Class Honors, 3.

GEORGE A. LaROQUE

College of Mines and Engineering
l)elta Sigma Lambda; Scabbard and
Blade; A. S. C. E. ; Senior Follies, 3, 4.

MARGARET MOSSE

College of Education
Transferred from Phoenix Junior Col-

lege, 3; Delta Gamma.

JOHN MERCER JOHNSON
College of Law
Tau Upsilon.

LESLIE UNGERER

College of Education
Desert Riders.

FRANCES MARIE KOHLER

Collegeof Letters, Arts, and Sciences
A. W. S. Council, 2; Varsity Villagers
(Treasurer, 4) ; Alpha Epsilon (Secretary-Treasurer, 4) ; W. A. A. ; Honor
Baseball Team. 1, 2, 3; Honor Tennis
Team, 3; Newman Club; Oratorio.

FRANK PRESTON SULT

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from Phienix Junior College, 3; Omicron Phi Omicron; Junior

Class Play,

3.

HOWARD O. WELTY, Jr.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Zeta Delta Epsilon; Pi Delta Epsilon;
4) ;
Philakean
Society
(President,
Manuscript Editorial Board, 4, Widcat
(Associate Editor, 2) ; Kitty Kat (Editorial Board, 4) ; Fred Newton Scott

LA CHARLES GOODMAN

(On page 59)

Competition, 3.

ROLAND ROBINSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Beta Chi; Alpha Kappa Psi.

ZORENA GOODWIN

College of Education
Transferred from Phoenix Junior Col-

lege, 3; Delta Gamma; Senior Follies, 3.
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V ERNA WHITE

College of Education

STANLEY KIMBLE

Transferred

from Kansas State Agricultural College, 2; Gamma Phi Beta;
Art Club, 2, 3, 4.

College of Law
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Phi Alpha Delta;
Glee Club, 2.

JOHN CHEEK

ALICE J. KNOWLES

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred, Special Student.

College of Education

Gamma Phi Beta; Pi Lambda Theta;
Newman Club.

RICHARI) O. PENCE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Tau Upsilon; Alpha Kappa Psi.

PHILIP HUDSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
'Beta Kappa; Alpha Kappa Psi.

ROBERT L. WHITE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from University of Idaho, 4.

ROBERT W. WEBB

College of Agriculture
Sigma Kappa. Zeta; Alpha Zeta.

VICTOR J. HAYEK

College of Law

Phi Delta Phi; Phi Mu Alpha (Presi-

dent, 3) ; Glee Club, 2, 3, 4; (President, 4) ; Oratorio, 2, 3, 4 (President,
4) ; University Male Quartet, _2, 3, 4
(Manager, 3, 4).

WILLIAM O. HAMILTON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Alpha Kappa Psi; Kappa Kappa Psi;

Concert Band.

MIRIAM O'HARA
DUDLEY CRAWFORD

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha; Class Vice President 2.

College of Leters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Alpha Theta; Transferred from
Lawrence College, Wisconsin, 3; Alpha
Epsilon, 3, 4; Wranglers, 3, 4.

LEOTA E. NEELY
College of Education

Alpha Gamma Omicron; Delta Sigma
Rho; Pi Lambda Theta (President)
Women's Glee Club, 1, 2, 3; Varsity Villagers; W. A. A.; Honor Hockey . Team,
2; Honor Soccer Team, 3 'Baseball
Sportleader, 4; "A" Club.
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GENE MAGEE

Mines and Engineering

Tau Beta Pi.
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KEITH TAYLOR

College of Agriculture
Beta Chi.

LEONOR MANSFIELD

College of Education

Alpha Phi; Mortar Board (Secretary) ;
F. S. T. ; Pi Lambda Theta; Pi Epsilon
Delta ; Varsity Villagers ;
Follies ; Dramatics.

Wranglers;

FLORENCE DUNN

College of Leters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Kappa Gamma; French Club; W.

A. A. ; Pan Hellenic ; Follies, 3; Honor

Dancing Team; Junior Class Play; Dance
Drama, 3.

JAMES A. RORK
College of Mines and Engineering

Tau Beta Pi, 2, 4 (President and National Delegate, 4) ; Newman Club; As

sociation of American Engineers, 1, 2,
3, 4.

ABNE.R LIPSCOMB

College of Law
Kappa Sigma; Phi Delta Phi.

l'ERCY POGSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Nu, Senior Follies, 1, 2, 3.

JOHN R. MOTE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Phi Delta Theta; Wildcat, 1, 2, 3; Zeta
Chi Alpha, 2, 3 (President) ; Phi Lambda Upsilon; Social Life Committee, 3,
4 (Chairman, 4).

WILLIAM WISHART

College of Mines and Engineering

Sigma Nu; Theta Tau.

WILFRED PARKER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Beta Chi; Wildcat, 1, 2, 3 Follies, 1,
2, 3, 4.

HOWARD GORDON

College of Education
Sigma Chi; Baseball, 1; Bobcats.

ROBERT C. JAY

Collège of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Alpha Kappa Psi; Chaing Ganf; Cochise
Hall ( President, 4) .

DONALD JAY

College of Mines and Engineering
Cochise Hall.

HAROLD CUMMINGS

KENT RUCKER

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa Alpha; Dramatics, 2, 3, 4.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Transferred from University of Oregon;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Phi Mu Alpha;
Follies, 2, 3, 4.
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SHIRLEY ELSIE' THOMPSON

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Alpha Theta; F. S. T.; Pi Epsilon
A.;
Delta (Vice -president, 3) ; W. A.Board
Golf Sport Leader, 3; Fortar
Freshman Cun; Class Secretary, 3; University Players, 2.

CLAIRE KEPPLE

HARRY JENNINGS

CAROLINE C. COOLEY

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Kappa Kappa Gamma; W. A. A.; Swimming Team, 1; Tennis Team, 1; Dance
Drama, 1, 2; Horse Show, 1, 2; French
Club, 1; Art Club, 2.

GEORGE WALTON

LEVIN OSELL

College of Law

Transferred from St. Mary's College, 2;

College of Mines and Engineering

LAWRENCE RUNDLE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Kappa' Alpha.

FRANK RYLEY

College of Law
Psi; President of Law Student

Chi

Body, 4; Phi Delta Phi.

College of Education
Sigma Nu; Chain Gang; Class Vice-president, 3; Traditions Comm ittee Chairman, 4.

CECIL EDWARD HOFFMAN

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Omicron Phi' Omieron ( President, 4) ;
Y. M. C. A. (Secretary, 4), Dramatics, 3.

CHARLES LAWRENCE GUNTHORP

College of Education
Tgansferrell from University of California, 3; Beta Kappa (President, 3) .

EUGENE E. SMALLWOOD
LORENZO ENRIQUE GUTIERREZ

College of Law
Phi Alpha Theta.

- ROBERT WILLIAMS

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
'Orchestra, 3, 4.
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College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Sigma Chi; Chain Gang; Pi Delta Epsilon; Chairman of Social Life Committee; Chairman of Senior Follies 'Committee; Class Treasurer, 4; Basketball
Manager, 3; Kitty Kat 3; Desert, 3.

LOUIS TOWLE

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Beta Chi.
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CLA.RENCE WILCOX

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Tau Upsilon; Phi Delta Phi.

College of Mines and Engineering

TED E RUG I R

REX E. LEE
College of Law

Phi Delta Phi.

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Zeta Beta Tau; Pi Delta Epsilon; Alpha
Kappa Psi; Wildcat, 1, 2; Desert, 3, 4.

BEN PARSONS

WILLIAM EUGENE WOOD

College of Law

College of Law
Phi Delta Phi.

Tau Upsi'on; PM Theta Delta; Phi
Delta Phi; Senior Follies; University
Players.

KENNETH KELTON

CHARLES QUARE.LLI

College of Mines and Engineering.

Kappa Sigma; A.
Senior Follies, 3,

I.
4.

E. K.;

A. E. E.;

BRIT BISHOP
College of Law

College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Pi Delta Epsilon; "30" Club; Kitty
Kat, 2, 3, 4; Desert, 4; Election Board,
3, 4.

Phi Delta Phi.

Jr.
College of Mines and Engineering
A. A. E.

CORNELIUS DIERKING

JESSE V. LANGDON

College of Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Agricultural Club, 1, 2, 3, 4.

JOAQUIN CARRILLO

College of Agriculture

Alpha Zeta, 2, 3, 4; Aggie Club, 1,
3, 4; Arizona Agriculturist, 1, 2, 3.

LESTER I. PARKER
College of Education

ARMANDO ELIAS

Beta Kappa; Phi Delta Kappa; Oratorio
Society; Men's Glee Club.

A. A. E.

College of Mines and Engineering
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FLYNN, J

FREBERG, M.

DAVIS, R.

PARSONS, A.

MURPHEY, G.

HUGHES, M.

AKIN, L.

ANTONICK. (..

HUDSON, H.

SAUNDERS, L.

MOORE, M.

CASHION, A.

CARR, S.

DUNBAR, II

1.0
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P.LATH, D.

KIMBALL, A.

WALKER. O.

MENDELOWIT7.,. T.

ANDREAS, 1).

DOHE"RTI; R.

RAFFERTY, 1).

COW1N, R.

COLLINS, L.

RIDGEWAY, G.

'IYIWNE. A.

BUZAN, A.

HOWATT, D.

CHAMBERS, H.
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WRIGHT; C.

STILL, B.

WILLIAMS, P.

11'ALKER, J.

11'ELLS, S.

SMITH, L.

DUDLEY, M.

SPICER,R.

LAINE, L.

FARISS, P.

SCHILLING, K.

GRAHAM, J.

BUENTE, H.

SLETTE, A.
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1)AVIS, R.

HART, M.

BAKER, S.

BR1NTON, W.

FISH, F.

COOK, F.

BLOOM, H.

McCORMICK. T.

POMERAY, K.

HOYE`, R.

RULISON, J.

ERICKSON, J.

MORRIS, W.

DUFFIELD, D.
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BARNES, J.

HURST, L.

KRAUSE, B.

CLARK, L.

AARROW, M.

'I`HObIPSON, C.

CARTER., R.

CHASE, N.

M AII)EIY, A.

TRACY, L. E.

COWIN, J.

STEWART, J.

GABALDON, L.

BAKER, F.
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LEWIS, H.

CLARK, D.

BRYANT, M.

PRINCE, F.

RASCO, D.

(Law College)

BRYCE, J.

WRIGHT, V.

WHITE, J.

WILSON, R.
RIDDLE, E.

PARKER, G.

ANDERSON, R.

CLAYTON, W.

McAL1STER, L.
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KOONS, M.

PHILLIPS, T.

ROLLE, J.

CULBERSTON; V.

JOHNSON, S.

NELSON, M.

DUNNIGAN, J.

FOX, L.

I:I:\DRICKS, K.

l'OUNT, R.

POLLOCK, W.

TATE, N.

NEWMAN, G.

MORIARITY, R.
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MULLEN, W.

COLES. R.

TILLSON, H.

CLARDY, M.

GARRETT, L.

NELSON, B.

CASTANEDA, M.

LEVY, A.

REE -SE, M.

GRIFFITH, H.

ECKMAN, A.

IURPHY. L.

WOODS, T.

tiTHADLING, B.

.

f.10

HARRELL. P.

IIHPI"i", 11'.

fat

-14

DEFTY, H. W

STERRITT, C.

HEPWORTH, C.
13OYD, E.

HAIGHT, L.
COLE, B.

COCHRAN, W. B.

DOUGLASS, K.

STOWE, F.

McLEAN, N,

CIIISM, J.

HEILEMAN, B.

.
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ALT, R.

L L':t. :

ELLIS, R.

ANDERSON, .J. G.

KEY, C.

KINSMAN, S.

C(1KER, E.

KNOPP, R.

FOWLER, W.

ROBERTS, E.

HARDING, II.

De. ROSIER, L.

MANFIELD, H.

MARQUIS, R.

SHURTLEFF, D.

.
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PRAEGER, H.

CHANDLER, V.

CARPENTER,

JOHNSON, F.

s P1LSBURY, P.

CAMERON, D.

MYER, 13.

BRUNSWICK, N.

Mc VA Y, C.

RANDALL, P.

KIRK, R.

NEMICK, K.

IILTI3 ER, W.

GREER, W.
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Publications
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The 1930 Desert
William Kimball has served as editor and Al Levy as
business manager of this, the twentieth volume of the
University of Arizona's year book.
The year 1903 saw the first publication of an annual on
the campus, in "The. Burro." Leslie A. Gilbert edited it,
and H. Clay Parker was its business manager. Eight years

elapsed until "The Desert" was published in 1911, and
after an interval of two more years, "El Sahuaro" made its
single appearance. In 1914 the year book was again called
"The Desert." Since then it has been published annually,
and has continued to hear the same name.

Editorial Staff
Associate Editors
Jack Nelson, Tames Shirley, Jane Wilson, Virginia Roberts
Editorial Board

Lawrence Rose, Elgin Sanders, Howard Praeger, Fern
Patton, Eli Gorodezky, Marjorie Miller, Dorothy Finley,
K.ay Holtsclaw, Marion Moore, Gertrude Greiner, Sheila

BILL KIMBALL
Editor

Top row- Atwater, Baker, Babbitt, Reirdon, Holtsclaw, Pearson, Finley, Praeger .
Second row -Shirley, M ock, Miller, _Adams, Sanders, Rose, Duffield, Brown, Turner
Third row -Hitch, Moore, Patton, Goodman, Rechif, Wilson, McElhinney, Royer, Todd
Fourth row -Gorodezky, Greiner, Roberts, Platte, Willis, Bouse, .Jaynes, Welty
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The 1930 Desert
Baker, Howard Welty, Floyd Brown, Charleton Key,
Barbara Willis, Theodore Deglin
Photographer
John Cassady

Business Staff'
Assistant Ïi usiness \ tanagers
Watson Fritz, Charles Tribolet
Subscription Manager
Spencer Nordyke
Secretary
Helen Judd
Staff

Helen Handley, .Milton Corodezky, Elizabeth Donahue,
To 'McDonald

ALFRED LEVY
Business Manager

Circulation Staff
Max Kruger, Manager
Ferman Lange, Ted Woods

TO row -Judd, Wood, Lange, Donahue
Second row -Nprdyke, Gorodezky, Corbett, Tribolet
Third row -Handley, Fritz, McDonald
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The Wildcat
The nineteenth volume of the Arizona Wildcat, semi-

weekly student newspaper, has been edited by Henry
Martindell. hred Hoar has served as business manager
of it.
Although the Wildcat dates officially from 1911, it had

its earliest beginnings in The Sage Green and Silver, a
monthly publication issued in 1899 and 1900. The Uni-

versity of Arizona Monthly followed for seven years, and
gave way to the first weekly paper, University Life, in
1908. This became the Arizona Weekly Life in 1911, and
the Arizona Wildcat in 1915. The Wildcat was put on a
semi -weekly schedule in 1924.

Editorial Staff
Associate Editor
Millard Reese News Editor
Eli Gorodezky
Assistant
News Editor
Floyd Brown
Sport Editor
Charles Hitch
Feature Editor
Lucile Medcraft - - - Society Editor
Winnie Belle Cochran
Gertrude Greiner - - - Assistant Society Editor
Exchange Editor
Marion 1\Ioore - Music Editor
Florence Grosheider
News Reporters
Fred Johnson, Glenn Poole, Paul Roca, Sam Adams, Art
Parsons, Katherine Dodge, Dorothy Greiner, Paul Brown,

HENRY MARTINDELI.,
Editor

Top row- Cochran, Taylor, Milligan, Collins, Kl ink, Bickerstaff, M. Gardner, Johnson, Pearson
Second row- Anderson, Atwater, Burton, Love, Baker, Willis, Hendricks, Hitch, Potter
Third row -F. Brown, Hjalmarson, Medcraft, Ha ndley, Reese, Hoyt, Rechif, P. Brown, Gorodezky
Fourth row -Roca, Platt, Parsons, Moore, Greiner, Sprague, Verner, Rolle, Suydam
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The Wildcat
Jane Pearson, Kathleen O'Donnell, Godfrey Atwater,
Mary Rechif, Lillian Sprague, Margaret Gardner, Katherine Morgan, Alice Jones, John L. Taylor
Sport Reporters
Charles Bilson, Francis Connolly, Franklin Fish, Perrin
Solomon, Dori Hjalmarson ; Co -ed Sports : Genevieve
Gardner, Ruth Hoyt, Marjorie Bickerstaff
Society Reporters
Sheila Baker, Ann McElhinney, Winnifred Williams

Feature Reporters
Louise Milligan, Dorothy Klink, Dorothy Linn
Copy and Proof Readers

Bill Elsing, Park Verner, Mary Louise Phelps, Marcus
Hardin, Edith Coolbaugh, Gene Hirsch, Alice Love

Business Staff
FRED HOAR

Business Manager

Albert Horwitz - Charles Collins Frances Jacks - Margaret Johnson William Van Demain
Jack O'Dowd - 'YIerle Moore

-

Rex McBride Milton Gorodezkv
Thornton Phillips
Ardee Ivancovich

-

-

-

-

-

Assistant Business Manager
Auditing Manager
Assistant
Assistant
Circulation Manager
Assistant
Assistant
Collection Manager
Assistant
Subscription Manager
Secretary

Top row -Collins, Moore, O'Dowd, Jacks
Second row -- Gorodezky, Horwitz, McBride, Phillips
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The Kittykat
The Arizona Kitty -Kat, portrayer of the lighter side of
campus life, has this year been published under the editorial direction of Howard A. Praeger. Charles Quarelli
has handled the . business end of the magazine's affairs,

since the resignation of Fred Thumm during the Fall
semester.

The Kitty -Kat was originated as a private enterprise,

but was taken over as an official publication by the student
body organization several years ago. At present it is a
member publication of the Western Association of College
Comics, and its written humor and art is widely reproduced
throughout the country.

Editorial Staff'
Managing Editors
Charleton Key, David Brinegar
Editorial Board
Bill Kimball, Howard Welty, Ted Deglin, Lawrence Rose,
Bayly Filcher, Archie Cashion
General Staff
Florence Grosheider, Marjory Copeland, Millard Reese,

HOWARD PRAEGER
Editor

Top row -Reese, Riddle, Bryant, Mansfield, Beale, Welty
Second row -Filcher, Grosheider, Mott, Stidham, Hughes, Kimball
Third row -Rose, Brinegar, Key, Deglin, Cashion
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The Kittykat
Floyd Brown, Elinor Riddle, Henley Simpson, John C.
McGregor, Marjorie Hughes, William Elsing
Art Staff
C. H. Eckford, Ralph Thompson, T. H. Evoe, Lois Stidham, Mark Pohle, David Nutt, Eleanor Mott, Maurine
Bryant

Business Staff
F -\dvertising Manager

James Lyons WWVilliam Corbett

Wendall Clayton Charlotte Williamson

Fern Patton Virginia Hayden
Robert Cushing

CHARLES QUARELL,I
Business Manager

-

-

Circulation Staff
Marjorie Bickerstaff, Helen Gregory, Nellie. Jean Bouse,
Kathryn Harms

Top row -Cushing', Bouse, Harms, Clayton
Second row -Hayden, Williamson, Patton, Bickerstaff
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Circulation Manager
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Exchange Editor
Assistant
Printing Editor
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The Manuscript
The fifth volume of The
Manuscript, the. University's quarterly literary publication, has been edited this

year by Betty Boulton during the Fall semester, and
by Gertrude Greiner during
the Spring term. Theodore
Deglin lias acted as business

manager, and the office of
faculty adviser has been
held byJ Dr. Melvin T.
Solve.

BETTY BOULTON
Editor

The Manuscript made its
maiden voyage in 1925 under the guidance of the Women's Press club. Last semester the Philakean society became associated with
it as joint publisher, and

THEODORE DEGLIN
Business Manager

at the student body elections in April, it was voted the status of an official student organ.

The Editorial Board
Chairmen

First Semester -BettyJ Boulton
Second Semester -Gertrude Greiner
Members

Theodore Deglin, Eva 'Newcomer Geyer, Howard O. Welty, Dorothy Finley, Howard Praeger
Business Staff
Theodore Deglin
Business Manager
Bill Kimball Assistant Business Manager

Welty, Finley, Greiner, Praeger
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The University Players
The University Players
were organized on the cam-

pus four years ago when a
group of students here who
were interested in dramatics

saw the need for a lasting
organization that would actively foster dramatic pro duction on the campus.

To encourage active interest in the Players, the organization gives four cups
each year. Two are pre sented to the man and woman who do the best piece

of dramatic work, and to
the fraternity and sorority
on the campus which show
the greatest interest in play
presentation.

LAWRENCE ROSE
Under the capable guidance of \ [rs. Marguerite Morrow as director, and Bradford F. W Crocker as assistant director,
the University Players have enjoyed a successful year
BRADFORD CROCKER

The Players re- organized this year into a closer -knit working unit, with a point system based on
active work in the productions as requirement for membership in the Players. The constitution

was drawn up at the first of the year -by a committee composed of William Kimball, chairman, Lawrence Rose, and Ann Alkire.
The University. Players' officers for the 1929 -1930 season were :
Lawrence Rose
President - Henley Simpson
Vice -President Secretary (first semester) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Betty Boulton
Nellie Jean Bouse
Secretary (second semester)
Richard Moriarity
Business Manager - Board of Directors
Mrs. Marguerite Morrow, Bradford F. W. Crocker; Ann Alkire William Kimball, Lawrence Rose,
Richard Moriarity
--

Moriarity, Alkire, Kimball
Page 95

Pinter Madame
The campus season opened auspiciously on

the evenings of November 7 and 8 with the
highly successful production of "Enter Madame," the popular romantic comedy by Gilda
Varesi and Dolly Byrne.
The play, really a sparkling study of vigorous
Latin emotion accentuated by artistic temperament, depended 'largely for its success upon the
interpretation of the role of Madame, the femi-

nine lead, and in this Jane Gassaway gave a

thoroughly adequate demonstration of her ability. Her performances were outstanding, and

won for her a large measure of favorable criticism.

Miss Gassaway was well supported by Lawrence Rose, who carried the masculine lead in
the role of Gerald Fitzgerald, giving a performance second only to hers ; and by the rest of the
cast, in which several new players were introduced to campus threatre- goers. A non -royalty

performance of "Enter Madame" was also
given before patients at the U. S. Veterans'
hospital, where it was enthusiastically received.

The cast of the play was as follows :
Madame Lisa Della Robbia

-

-

Gerald Fitzgerald-Madame's husband
Mrs. Flora Preston -a widow
John Fitzgerald -Son Aline Chambers- John's fiancee
Bice -- Madame's maid

-

-

Tamomoto -Mr. Fitzgerald's servant
Archimede- Madame's chef Miss Smith - Madame's secretary The Doctor -- Madame's personal physician

Jayne Gassaway
Lawrence Rose
Mildred Northmere
John F. Betak
Claire Allabach
Genevieve Norvell
Pedro Adriano
Edward Cooley
Leonore Mansfield
Mucio Delgado
-

Left to right -Adriano, Gassawav, Delgado, Allabach, Mansfield, Norvell, Rose, Betak, Cooley, Northmore.
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The Cradle Son
pended solely upon a high quality of artistic
performance in the members of the cast, and

As a play which presented a marked contrast
to the first production, "Enter Madame," G. M.
Sierra's "The Cradle Song" was chosen for the
second performance of the season, and was presented on the evenings of December 17 and 18.
A study of the spiritual chaos which is produced in women who have stifled the inherent

desire for motherhood, with little plot, with
no swift movement, "The Cradle Song" de-

upon beauty of staging, for its success.
Jayne Gassaway, William Kimball, Lawrence
Rose and several other campus stage veterans
took part in the performance, while a number
of new dramatic aspirants, attracted to the work

of the Players by the success of "Enter Ma.

The cast of the play was as follows :
Sister Joanna of the Cross
Teresa
The Prioress The Vicaress - - The Mistress of the Novices
Sister Marcella Sister Maria Jesus
Sister Sagrario - - - - Sister
The Doctor Antonio - The Poet - -

dame," won places in the cast.

Jayne Gassaway

Jane Pearson
Freda Stowe
Catherine Morgan
-

-

Genevieve Norvell
Charlotte Hussong
Annette Masten
Russell Robins
Cramer
William Kimball
Merle Moore
Lawrence E. Rose

heft to right -- Cramer, Masten, Norvell, Stowe, Gassawa y, Moore, Pearson, Hussong, Morgan, Kimball, Robbins,
Sweek
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He Who Gets Slapped
Turning now from the lighter plays, the University Players presented the four -act Russian
tragedy, "He Who Gets Slapped," by Leonid
Andreyev, in the new Player's Theatre on the
nibhts of April 28, 29, 30, and May 2.
Although the play was an extremely heavy
one and sad throughout, it was well received by
its audiences. The players handled the tragedy
in commendable style, putting into it its fullest
possibilities.

A grief -stricken man, driven from his home
by domestic troubles, joins a circus troupe of a
southern French city, where he becomes a clown
and takes the name of "He." He has only been
with the circus for a short time when he finds

that he has fallen hopelessly in love with the
beautiful bareback riding girl of the troupe,

one who was already bethrothed to a Russian
baron.
Growing more desperate as his love for Con -

suelo increases, He finally poisons her on the
night before her marriage to the baron, then
follows this by poisoning himself, too, rather
than see her married to someone else.
The acting was featured by excellent work
on the part of the leads, Paul Roca as He, Virginia Watkins playing Consuelo, and Mucio
Delgado as Count Mancini, Consuelo's sup -

Delgado did an outstanding
characterization of the proud Italian count.
His dialect, his sweeping gestures, and his
posed father.

stage bearing was decidedly above usual amateur stage standards. Mrs. Marguerite Morrow, director of the play, also carried the difficult part of the lion tamer.

The cast of "He Who Gets Slapped," in order of appearance on the stage, follows :
Tilly and Polly (musical clowns)
David Nutt and L. Kelley Suydam
Briquet, manager of the circus
Wilbur E. Monier
Mancini, Consuelo's father Mucio Delgado
Zinida, a lion tamer - - - Marguerite Morrow
Angelica and Lysia, bareback riders
Dorothy A. Clarke and Hazel
Stenor
Rosa, a toe dancer - Josephine Rulison
.He
Paul M. Roca
Jackson, a clown - - R. Harold Scoville
Consuelo, equestrian queen Virginia Watkins
Alfr ed Bezano, bareback rider
David E. Brinegar
Baron Regnard
Eugene Buehler
A Gentleman Delphine Rasco
Waiters William W. Peryam and C. W. Lutz
An Athlete - Howard C. Tarr
A Trapeze Performer
Sherwood Johnson

The production personnel in the first act set
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The Players Theater
Arizona's first Little Playhouse, The Players
Theatre, was dedicated Monday night, April

The two leads in the play are deserving of particular mention. Paul M. Roca, as He, did

28. with the presentation of Leonid Andreyev's
play, "He Who Gets. Slapped." The play was
also given the two following nights.
The souvenir program which was published
for the dedication night, was dedicated to President Homer LeRoy Shantz, Dean F. C. Lock-

a superb bit of. work in his portrayal of the
tragic figure of a clown. Virginia Watkins,
as Consuelo, ideally represented her part, -

wood, and Professor Sidney F. Pattison, for
their splendid interest and encouragement in

ments were served in the Green Rooìn, which
adjoins the auditorium proper. The hostesses
were Mrs. M. Katherine Moore, Miss Frances
Perry, and Miss Estelle Lutrell: They were
assisted by the Social Committee which consisted of Wilberta Ripley, Lillian Sprague,

the University Players. The booklet contained
the program of the opening evening, the pro-

gram of the play, the committees and staff,
acknowledgements, announcements, and a list
of patrons of the theater.
The events of. the opening evening were very
elaborate and delightful. The guests were received by President and Mrs. Homer LeRoy
Shantz, Dean and Mrs. Frank C. Lockwood,

Professor and Mrs. Sidney F. Pattison, Mrs.
Marguerite H. Morrow, and Miss Anne Alkire. After the reception, the play "He Who
Gets Slapped," was presented. This is a
tragedy, set in the human atmosphere of a circus, expressing the futility of men's strivings
The players, who all represented types, and all
were disappointed, acted their parts very well.

a beautiful unconscious lover, more loved than
loving.

Before the dedication ceremony, refresh-

Dorothy Finley, Jane Pearson, Claire Allabach, Eloise Martin, Winifred Flood, Mary J.
Woolery, and Eldora Hopkins.
The dedication consisted of short, enthusiastic talks by President Shantz, Dean Lock wood, Professor Pattison, and Mrs. Morrow.
Mrs. Morrow gave a brief account of the work
of the University Players, together with their
purpose and aims. The other speakers added
their enthusiasm and encouragement and gave
to Mrs. Morrow the praises which are certainly
due her. President Shantz said, "This little
group of players is doing a remarkable work

Déláado, Buehler, Roca, 'Watkins, Rasco
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for the University, in the presentations of their
delightful and well -acted plays." In Dean
Lockwood's talk, he said, "I thoroughly enjoy

the charming plays given by the University
Players, and the time spent at their performances is one of full cultural pleasure for me."
Under the able direction of Mrs. Morrow, the
work of the University Players has progressed
rapidly, and they are becoming better organized and have a larger part in the University life
each year. The program of the opening evening was closed by a group of dances suggestive of (1) The Play, (2) The Spanish Southwest, (3) All Drama. These were presented
by Mary Frances Carmichael, Lillian Nicholas,
Genevieve Brown, and Louisa Gabaldon was
at the piano.

year as the Inauguration of our President.
The auditorium of The Players Theatre, resplendent in cream and gold, is the last word in
university . dramatic studios. Decorated with
batik -designed murals, so constructed that each
seat is equally good for viewing the stage floor,
and the latest in stage mechancial accessories, .

The Players' Theater will prove a revelation
to supporters of Arizona dramatics.

In speaking of the success of the opening
night of the theater, acknowledgements are due
the following people : Benjamin Shantz, who

recently returned from a trip around the

wood, Dean and Mrs. Samuel M. Fegtly, Dean
and Mrs. J. \ \'. Clarson, Dean Evelyn Wellington Jones, Dean Charles Fletcher Rogers, Mrs.

world, loaned some beautiful Javanese prints;
W. J. Bray and his staff helped in equipment
and lighting ; the work of the murals was done
by the Arizona Chapter of National Collegiate Players ; Frances Walker was responsible
for the design 'and paintings of the murals ; the
circus posters which were done by Art Myatt way were very clever ; Jean Ilrovence was responsible for the advertising posters, and the
music was under the direction of Adolph Solo-

Selim Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bell

mon.

Wright, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bray, Dr. and
Mrs. Melvin T. Solve, Mrs. Kathryn Kitt, Mr.

The dates of the season next year have already been selected. A tentative list of plays
has been chosen and from this list the season's
program will be made. The plays being

Among the patrons of the theater who attended the opening night were : Mr. and Mrs.

Albert Steinfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Under-

and Mrs. H. D'Autremont, Dr. and Mrs. Roland Davison, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Bayless, Mrs.
L. H. Manning. Mr. and Mrs. John B. Wright,

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins, Mrs. Grace R.
Ellis and Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Tuthill.

It has been the ambition of the University
Players for some time to have a theater of
their own. Previously they have used the
University auditorium, which has been very
inadequate in comparison with the excellent
work which they are accomplishing. With

considered are :

"Holiday," "Caponsacci,"

"A Gentleman in Spite of Himself," "The
Lower Depths," "Old 'English," "Beyond the
Horizon," and the "Taming of the Shrew."
The theater is now equipped to offer train
ing in all branches of the arts of the- theater
including theory and practice in acting, stage
make -up,

costuming,

directing,

managing,

scene design and construction, lighting, a sur-

their dream realized, they have a home of their
own and an adequate place to do their acting
and to keep their :properties. It is very appro-

vey of the theater arts of all times, literary
and production appreciation of outstanding
drama and the study of playwriting. In the

priate that The Players Theatre was dedicated to President Shantz. He has been so

laboratory productions the outstanding one -act
plays of the student playwrites will be directed
by members of the advanced production course
aided by those studying the technical branches
of the theater.

vitally interested in the dramatics of the University, and in future years it will be remembered that the theater was dedicated the sane
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Women's Glee Club
The Women's Glee Club, under Miss Dagna Berg's
direction, has had a busy season. This year the club
appeared in a number of recitals in Tucson, and gave
concerts in other Arizona towns. Its activities climaxed
with the joint concert which was given with the Men's
Glee Club in April.

The club has a larger membership than it has ever
had before, and the fine quality of tone and the altogether splendid programs given by the club have been
commented upon many times. Under Miss Berg's
capable direction, the club has come through a very
successful year, and is hoping for a long tour next
year.

OFFICERS
,

President
Secretary- treasurer
Business Manager

-

-

-

-

Esther Mueller
Virginia Oliver
Ina Nelson

MISS LAGNA BERG

MEMBERS
Effie Autry
Ruth Barkell
Maxine Chilton
Lucille Cashon
Laura Clark
Margaret Carnighan
Virginia Hilgemán
Mildred Hardin
Frances Jacks
Katherine Peach

La Verne Sundin
Jane Stewart
Lillian Sprague
Helen Striegel
Mary Jo Woolery
Helen Woolis
Elizabeth White
Mrs. Fanny Young
Dorothy Huffman

Annette Masten
Esther Mueller
Ina Nelson
Lillian Nicholas
Frances Prather
Annie B. Russell
Delia Smith
Kathleen Kellogg
Elizabeth Kilborn

Irene Kanen
Gladys Lott
Margaret Matson
Virginia Oliver
Cecilia Anderson
Dorothy Anne Clark
Veda Case
Louise Enochs
Elizabeth Gholson
beota Henney

Full Chorus
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Men's Glee Club
The Men's Glee Club, under the very able direction
of Professor William A. Vogel, accomplished a great
deal this year. The club completed a very successful
concert tour, which extended through Arizona and into
a few of the border states, as well as a few shorter trips
for programs in other cities. The club has also given
a number of concerts in Tucson this season. Their
final appearance was the combined concert given with
the Women's Glee Club.
Professor Vogel is largely responsible for the success
of the club. His interest and work with the boys is

untiring, and his thorough understanding of music
makes it possible for him to train the club in such a
manner that its performances are very finished and
professional.

The club holds a very firm place in the
organizations of the campus, and is a splendid aid in
making the University of Arizona known in all parts
of the state.
PROV. WILLIAM A. VOGEL,

President
Vice-president
Secretary- treasurer
Business Manager

R. K. Thierry
Lester Parker
Parley Cardon
T. H. Rhodes
I. J. Blondon
ID. Cameron

OFFICERS

Victor J. Hayek
Osborne Foster
Lester Parker
Parley Cardon

MEMBERS
Walter Warlop
V. J. Hayek
Clarence Wollard
Gilbert Ronstadt
M. B. Tribby
Osburne Foster
J. H. Sobilloff
Wallace Wells
Angelo Nuzzola
f ichael Van Buren

J. G. Rulison
Herbert Pothoff
J. E. Cooley
Bruce Gerard
Henry Stevens
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Concert Band
The l5ríiversity Concert Band, under the capable
direction of Professor Joseph De Luca, has had a very
successful year. 'I..`he band has played at the athletic
events, and has appeared in a number of concerts in
Tucson, giving several Sunday afternoon programs on
the Terrace of the Mines Building. A concert tour of
the state was made, besides several short out-of-town
trips.
Professor De Luca has done a great deal with the
band, it having made rapid strides under his direction.
He chooses a high quality of music for the band's con-

certs, and through his ability in directing, the band
always renders a splendid program.

PROF, JOSEPH DE LUCA

MEMBERS

'EloteH. Enlows
Oboes- Robert Sigler
Crosby Lusk

Clarinets Robert McBride
Fred. Noon
Maurice Anderson
Lawrence Van Sant
Waldo Huber
Louis Evans

BassoonsLouis Blaker

Saxophones-

Fred Gates
Dario Ruby
Monroe Vreeland
R. Wilkinson
John Zellweger
L. Murphy
Phillip Graven
W. R. Van Sant

Cornets Guy Tufford
Henry Johnson

Fred Terry
Howard Harlan
P. McCasty
George Jackson

HornsJohn Noon
Robert Clayton
James Fruin

Euphoniums-

Guy Gates
George Snow

Baritones -

Leonard Woods
Curtis Anderson

Percussion William Hamilton
Edward Breazeale
K. R. Potter

Tympani Adolph Solomon

Trombones Elmer Coker
William H. Fowler
Dearing Ayers
Robert Carson
L. Booher
Roland Henshaw
S. Jones
C. C. Austin
Pablo Amado
Godfrey Atwater

Tubas -

Stanley McKinley
Bruce Watkins
Robert Gonzales
Horace Gilbert

Concert Band in Full Dress
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Symphony Orchestra
The University Symphony Orchestra, directed by
Professor Roy Williaus; has done some interesting
work during. he year. The orchestra has given several
concerts in ucson, and offered one of the finest recitals
of the series during the Spring Musical Festival. It
also accompanied for "The Messiah" at its annual presentation.

-

Professor Roy Williams was a new director this
year, and has proven himself very capable in the position. He has reorganized the orchestra considerably,
and has shown very shrewd judgement in the choice of
music for the programs.

Orie of the features of the orchestra is the string
ensemble, which is composed of eight violins. The
ensemble has made many appearances in Tucson, as
well as in other towns, and several programs have been
broadcast over the radio.
PROF. ROY WILLIAMS

Orchestra
Violins `Gwendolyn Noon
Robert Clayton

Henry Johnson
Jewel Chism
hazel Buente
Eloise Martin
Mary Rechif
Jane Stewart

Mary Morrill
Archibald Cashon
Nellie Bouse

Viola Mrs. J. C. Clark

'Cellos Robert Williams
Richard Clayton

BassProf. J. E. J. Schultz

Clarinets Robert McBride
faurice Anderson
Lawrence Van Sant

Flute -

Ruth Terry
Cornet -Betty Bandel
Howard Harlan
Trombone Elmer Coker

Piano Arleen Slette

STRING ENSEMBLE
Gwendolyn Noon
Robert Clayton
Henry Johnson

Jewel Chism
Hazel Buente
Mary Rechif

Nellie Bouse
Arleen Slette,
piano

Symphony Orchestra on the University Stage
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Jane Stewart
Professor Williams,
leader
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The Oratorio Society
Under the capable direction of Charles F. Rogers, dean
of the College of Music, the Oratorio Society of 300 students and townspeople, in conjunction with the Glee Clubs
and the university Orchestra led by Prof. Roy Williams,
had the most successful year in its history. In the latter
part of December, as has been the custom for several years
past, the organization presented Handel's "Messiah" as
its Christmas gift to the people of Tucson. The production
was enthusiastically received by an audience that overflowed the high school auditorium. The following night
the entire company went to Phoenix, where, with the addition of 100 voices secured from the various musical organizations of the latter city, the "Messiah" was again
presented to another tremendous and enthusiastic
audience. The Phoenix concert was the first ever offered
in that city by the society, and its success was such as to
make probable future appearances there.

The soloists for this year's presentation were Marie
Sidenius Zendt, of Chicago, soprano; Viola Ellis, of Los
Angeles, contralto ; John Sparks, of Los Angeles, tenor,
and Rollin Pease, of Chicago, bass.

DEAN CHARLES F. ROGERS

The Messiah at the First Curtain- Opening Night
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scene IV
Forensics
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Men's Varsity Debate
Participation in seven debates, of which they won

three, lost two and took part in two non- decision. con-

tests was the record for the forensic season of the

University of Arizona varsity debaters. The men were
ably coached by Professor W. Arthur Cable, director
of forensics. Seven speakers engaged in these debates,
while eleven men tried out for the squad. Those who
engaged in the contests were Archibald H. Cashion,

Gerald K. Gerard, Henley B. Simpson, Milton O.
Riepe, Wylie K. Peterson, Clifford B. Briggs, and
Nolan McLean. The varsity debate manager and

student representative to the convention of the Pacific
Forensic League was Gerald Gerard.
The Arizonans bested their opponents, representatives from the University of Redlands, on March 19.
They upheld the negative side of the question "Resolved,

That the nations should adopt a plan of complete disarmament with the exception of a police force for protection only." Local speakers were Archie Cashion
and Gerald Gerard.
The first of the non -decision contests was held here
on March 23, when the Universities of Oregon and
Arizona clashed on the question : "Does modern science
PROF. W. ARTHUR CABLE
tend to destroy theistic faith ?" The fray took place in
Forensic Director
the Presbyterian Church and was broadcast over radio station KGAR. The contest was featured
by considerable haggling over the wording of the question rather than by a clash in the issues at
stake. Milton O. Riepe and Henley B. Simpson contended for Arizona that science does not tend
to destroy religin, while the students from Ore gon upheld the affirmative side of the question.
The next debate was held on March 25 during the convention of the Pacific Forensic League,
which met on the Arizona campus for the first t ime. Arizona's opponents were representatives
from Wiliarnette College. Again the locals were victorious. This time Arizona speakers were
Archie Cashion and Gerald K. Gerard. The question was the regular League issue, disarmament.

In the evening of the same day a second debate on the same question was held, this time the
Arizonas were defeated by a team from the University of California, Los Angeles Branch. It
was the second time within three or four hours that Cashion had debated. In the afternoon fray
MEN'S VARSITY DEBATE RS

Simpson, Gerard, Cashion, Briggs
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against Williamette he upheld the affirmative, while in
the debate with the Californians he talked on the negative.

In the last contest held in connection with the confer-

ence of the Pacific Forensic League, on March 29,
Wiley K. Peterson and Henley B. Simpson engaged

representatives from the University of Oregon on the
question : "Is foreign indictment of American education justifiable." The encounter was a non -decision
contest featured by humor and general entertainment
as well as interesting educational matter for the moderately large audience.

The Arizonans met the second defeat of the season
when they contested with the College of Puget Sound
here on April 15. The locals were Clifford Briggs and

Nolan McLean, who upheld Arizona's cause on the
disarmament question.
The Wildcats closed their forensic season with a win
over the University of New - Mexico at Albuquerque on

April 21.

Henley B. Simpson and Archie Cashion

brought home the bacon for Arizona.
Members of the squad were Archie Cashion, Charles
GERALD GERARD
Kin.ter, Clifford Briggs, Ralph Doherty, Nolan
Forensic Manager
McLean. William M. Thompson, jr., Gerald K. Gerard,
Virgil Chandler, Arthur C. Prescott, Henley B. Simpson, and Milton O. Riepe.

Junior College Debate
Winning the state championship Junior College debate title was the record of Arizona's freshmen and sophomores. The two teams which won three out of their four contests in which they
participated were composed of Donna Leah Smith, Arthur C. Prescott, Samuel Adams, and Byron
Mock. They won their places on the team by engaging in repeated tryouts before judges from the
speech departments. The winning four. were coached by Professor W. Arthur Cable, director of
f orensics.

JUNIOR COLLEGE DEBATERS

Prescott, Smith, Adams, Mock
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The first contest was a dual debate with Phoenix Junior College held on December 10. Arizona's affirmative

team composed of Arthur C. Prescott and Donna Leah

Smith, met the Phoenicians in the Capital City and
defeated them. Adams and. Mock, speaking on the
negative side of the question "Resolved, That the na-

tions should adopt a plan. of complete disarmament
with the exception of a police force for internal use
only," also defeated their opponents from Phoenix.
The second series of contests was on December 13.,
This time Arizona's representatives. emerged with a
win over the Gila College negative and a loss to their
affirmative.

Donna Leah Smith and Arthur Prescott

defeated their opponents here, while Adams and Mock,
speaking in Thatcher, lost to the representatives of Gila
College.

Those eligible for the Junior College teams are men
and women regularly enrolled in the freshman or sophomore classes. Those who tried out for the teams were
Lewis Evans, Anton Frederickson, Lewis Slye, Mucio

Delgado, Paul Roca, and the four who comprised the
final teams.

DONNA LEAH SMITH
Extemporaneous Speaker

Women's Varsity Debate
Only one women's varsity debate was staged this year, Arizona's opponents being representatives

from the University of California at Los Angeles. The cause of the Wildcats was upheld by
Donna Leah Smith and Margaret Doty. The question for discussion was "Resolved, That the nations should adopt a plan of complete disarmament with the exception of a force for police protection only." The affair being a non- decision one, neither side m a_y be said to have won, but the
Arizonans acquitted themselves very well in the encounter.
The visiting women were on their way to the National biennial convention of Kappa Delta soror-

W 'OMEN'S VARSITY DEBATERS

Doty, Smith
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ity, and were engaging in a number of forensic encounters on the way. Both of the women had participated
in a number of regular varsity encounters, and proved
themselves. to be finished and accomplished speakers.
The women's varsity debate marks the first time that

a Freshman has been allowed on a varsity team, but
because Donna Leah Smith is such an excellent speaker,
Professor Cable, who cöached the girls, considered her

worthy of the position.` Margaret Doty, though a

SAMUEL ADAMS
State Peace Orator: Champion

senior had never participated in a varsity contest until
this time. In spite of the fact that both the girls were
inexperienced, they spoke remarkably well. Miss Doty
will be graduated this year, but Miss Smith will return
to participate in forensics again next year. She per formed well on the junior college debate team this year,
being one of the four who won the state championship
for the University of Arizona.
Women who were on the squad this year were Mrs.
Rose Silver, Marion Moore, Gertrude Greiner, Marian
Berkman, Margaret Doty, and Donna Leah Smith.

Oratory
Winning first place in the State Junior College peace oratorical contest held this year at Tempe
on April 21. was the feat of Samuel Adams, freshman from the University of Arizona. Adams
spoke on "Paths to a Permanent Peace." He won the right to represent his institution in the local .
contest by winning first ; Mary Rechif won second ; and Arthur C. Prescott, third.
Donna Leah Smith won second in the state extemporaneous contest held at Tempe. She drew the
topic, "Progress in Aviation. " Miss Smith won first place in the local contest, defeating Paul Roca,
Byron Mock, Albert Richards, and i\Iucio Delgado.
Arizona's varsity debaters failed to fare so well, however, William Thompson (orator), and
Archibald Cashion (extemporaneous speaker), not surviving the primary rounds in the Pacific
Forensic League contests, held on the local campus the latter part of March. Professor Cable was
in charge of this convention as well as being Secretary of the League.

VARSITY ORATORS

Thompson, Cashion
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Scene I
Honoranies
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Walcott, McNatt

Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi is an honorary scholastic fraternity which aims for unity and democracy of
learning. Membership is not to exceed one third of the whole graduating class. This one third must have distinguished itself by scholarship or intellectual service to the college or uni-

Honorary membership is open to
those who have won distinction in science,
versity.

literature, or education.

Membership is open

to both men and women, who are elected a

year before graduation. It was established at
the University of Arizona in 1916.

OF'F'ICCRS

President
Vice-president
Secretary

-

-

-

Treasurer
Historian

-

-

-

-

Mrs. E. C. Bourne

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Elected October 25, 1929
Dorcas Worsley
Charles Walcutt

Miss Estelle Lutrell
Prof. Russell M. Howard
Prof. R. S. Hawkins
Miss Anita Post
Charles Zaner Lesher

Thelma McNatt
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Top row -Boulton, Nelson, Finley
Mansfield, L. ; Medcraft ; Mansfield, A. E.

National Mortar Board
Mortar Board sponsors all girls' organizations of the campus of the University of AriMembership on it represents the highest
attainment possible for women in scholarship
and leadership. Six members are elected about
May of each year, and pledging takes place at
zona.

an early morning ceremony in front of Mari

copa Hall Second semester junior women are

Bortar Board is a national organization, founded in 1918 at Cornell University
eligible.

with the principal aim of providing co- opera-

tion between senior honorary societies for
w omen.

1bTICr;RS
-

President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

=

Lola White

Ann -Eve Mansfield
Leonor Mansfield
Betty Boulton
-

Dorothy Finley

EMBERS
Leonor Mansfield
Ann-Eve Mansfield
Betty Boulton
Dorothy Finley
Leola White
Ina Nelson
Lueile Medcraft
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Bobcats
Bobcats is an honorary organization for sen ior men, founded in 1022. It is a local club.
The chief purpose of Bobcats is to cooperate
with school authorities and students in move-

ment for the interests of the University of
Arizona.

Members are elected at the end of

their junior year on the basis of leadership
and school spirit shown during their years on
the campus. The members sponsor all student
activities and are active as officers of various
men's activities.

MEMBERS
William Hood

Emory Johnson
Fred Stoft

Stewart Johnson
Don Striegel

Stuart Krentz
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Top row -Middleton, Patten, Anderson, Baxter, Herring
Bottom row -Fulton, Conley, Strieáel, Todd, Swick

"A" Club
"A" Club is an honorary athletic society for
men. No man is eligible to membership until
he has made at least two letters in any major
sport.

The importance of "A" Club to the

adviser of the organization is Coach J. F. McKale, who is also an honorary member. Coach

Enke and Coach Davis are also honorary
"A" Club officially supports im-

campus of the University of Arizona has been

members.

growing steadily, and from its membership

portant all- school projects, particularly in ath-

come the captains of many teams. The faculty

letics.

OFFICERS
President
Vice- president

-

Secretary- Treasurer

-

Wendall Acuff
John McArdle
Waldo Dicus

MEMBERS
Kenneth Anderson
Theodore Diebold
Fred Fulton
Adam Gridley
Mitchell Swick
Thomas Muff
Neal Goodman
George Ridgeway
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Lawson Baxter
William Hargis
Norman Herring
Karl Mangum
Jack Todd
Reardon Pendleton
Henry Leiber
John Riggs

hawrence Bever
Arthur Middleton
Bradford Miller
Harold Patten
Clinton Warren
Gus Seidel
Mark Pohle
Spencer Stewart

William Conley
Frank Sancet

Fred Stofft
Donald Striegel
Moss Kelly
Myron Nelson
Watson Defty
Bud Moore

41

41

Top row -Butler, Sagar, Cardon, Yount, Hall, Kinsman, Nelson
Bottom row - Douglass, Chambers, Bennett, Anderson, Bacon, Flynn, Levy

Chain Gang
Chain Gang is an honorary junior men's orElection to membership is based
on representation in campus activities and

_ganizat.ion.

go toward some definite school project.

This

year the money was raised to paint "Bear
Down" on the east side of the gymnasium.

Chain Gang for men ,corsePonds 'tb F. S. T. for women, and each year
the two organizations combine efforts in put-

' embersh.ip is limited to fifteen men, who are

ting on a sport dance, the proceeds from which

Every six weeks a new chairman is elected.

school spirit.

elected at the end of their sophomore year.

'MEMP>ERS

Kenneth Anderson
;Parley Cardon
George Hall
Robert Yount
Frank Bacon
Herbert Chambers
Simon Kinsman
Kenneth Sagar
Earl Bennett
Keith Douglass
Alfred Levy
Fred Thumm
Carl Butler
James Flynn
Myron Nelson
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Top row -Willis, Thompson, Akin, Boulton, Koons, Sparks, Butler, Castenada
Bottom row -Mansfield, A. E..; Mansfield, L. ; Moore, Ewing, Miller, Hedderman, Hart, Greiner

F. S. T.
them at the end of their sophomore year.

F. S. T. is a junior women's honorary or-

Senior members are honorary. This year F.
S. T. helped to put on a Sport Dance with the
members of Chain Gang. Traditional to this
organization are the monthly Sunday morning
picnic breakfasts. F. S. T. also officially sup-

ganization, the purpose of which is to promote
school spirit by cooperation with college authorities and participation in college activities. It
is essentially a pep organization and is a sister
to Chain Gang for men. Membership is limited

ports all school activities.

to sixteen women, elections taking place for
President
Secretary-Treasurer

Lucy Akin
Betty Boulton
Rose Bush
Olga Butler
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-

-

-

-

MEMBERS
Ruth Hubbard

Uldene Ewing
Gertrude Greiner
Martha Hart
Margaret Hedderman

Ann -Eve Mansfield
Leonore Mansfield
Veronica McDonald

-

Marjory Koons
Marguerita Castaneda

Marjorie Miller
Marion Moore
Ione Sparks
Shirley Thompson
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Top row -Bothwell, Kimball, Praeger
Bottom row -Welty, Kinter, Key, Deglin

Philakeans
This is an honorary literary organization for
The members of this society contribute
to campus activities by publishing, with women
men.

of the Press Club, the Manuscript, literary

magazine of the University. The Philakean
Society was organized this year and is a local
organization. Membership is limited to six
men, who must be seniors, and each man has

a successor, new members being admitted in
this way. Sponsors of the society are President Homer LeRoy Shantz and Dr. Melvin T.
Solve. The Philakean Society was founded
after the Black Friars, literary organization of
Cambridge, and is the only men's literary

society on the campus of the University of
Arizona.

OFFICERS
President
Secretary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Howard Welty
Charles Kinter

MEMBERS
Lyman Bothwell.

Charleton Key

William Kimball
Charles Kinter

Howard Praeger
Howard Welty
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Top row -Culbertson, Greiner, Boulton, Bassler, Alkire
Bottom row -Finley, Medcraft, Smith, Gager, Geyer, Wineburg

Womens Press Club of Phi Delta Chi
Women's Press Club is an honorary literary
It is affiliated with a national literary

society.

women, selected on the basis of literary ability
and interest at the end of their sophomore year.

organization, Chi Delta Phi, which was
founded in 1918. The purpose of the society

Women's Press Club is six years old on the

and to aid in the publication of the Manuscript.
Membership on this campus is limited to fifteen

years.

is to forward literary interest on the campus

campus of the University of Arizona, but it has

been affiliated with national for only three

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Treasurer
Secretary

Betty Boulton
Dorothy Finley
Ruth Hubbard
Gertrude Greiner

MEMBERS
Ann Alkire
Dorothy Finley
Pauline Harrell
Patricia Paylore
Madeline Bassler
Prudence Gager
Ruth Hubbard
Agnes Smith
Betty Boulton
Eva Newcomer Geyer Velma handolt
Mildred Wineburg
Virginia Culbertson
Lucile Medcraft
Gertrude Greiner
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Top row -Di Concini, Kimble, Locke, Tailor, Briggs, Franklin, Johnson, J., Rasco
Center - Jenny
Bottom row -Garett, Rolle, Johnson, L., Stevens, Day, Fulton, Dunigan, Chandler

Phi Alpha Delta
Phi Alpha Delta was the first honorary
national legal fraternity on the campus of the
University of Arizona, being established here
in 192'3. Nationally, it was organized in 1897
by students of the Chicago Law Schools.

Chapters are named after various eminent law
yers, and this is Knox chapter. The organization is governed by biennial conventions held
every odd numbered year. Many of the chapters take the place of social fraternities.

OFFICERS
Justice
Vice-justice
Clerk

-

-

Treasurer
Marshal
Historian

Selim Franklin
Frank Jenny
I,ee Garrett
Henry S. Stevens
Wiley Peterson

-

-

Theos Bernard
Virgil Chandler
Cecil Clampitt
Evo Di Concini
James Day

-

-

J. B. Sumter

MEMBERS
Joseph Dunnigan
Albert Guitler
Byron Hunter
Rosolio Espinosa
J. Mercer Johnson
Gillmor Tailor
Fred Fulton
John Joss
Horace Gillum
William Kearns

George Locke
Henry Merchant
Del Rasco
James Rolle
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Top row- Flowsare, Chandler, Garard, Woop, Kopp, Caine, Lee, Stroud
Center -Jenckes
Bottom row- Hayek, Lindstrum, Robinette, Ryley, Krucker, Lipscomb, Romley, Parsons

Phi Delta Phi
Phi Delta Phi is the newest legal fraternity
on the campus of the University of Arizona,
but is the oldest national legal fraternity, being
founded in 1869 at the University of Michigan.
s in Phi Alpha Delta, the chapters are named
after eminent lawyers. Most of the chapters

require projects that will supplement the work
offered in the law schools in the universities
where they are located. The fraternity is divided into provinces which hold conventions
between the general conventions.

OFFICERS
President
Reporter
Clerk
Historian
Tribunal
Gladiator

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ivan Robinette
Abner Lipscomb
Robert Stroud
Lloyd Chandler
Benjamin Parsons
Thomas Murray

MEMBERS
Brit Bishop
Joseph Jenckes
Karl Mangum
Gerald Gerard
Herbert Krucker
Bernard Caine
Victor Hayek
Elias Romley
Odin Dodd
Lawrence Holiday
Rex Lee
Francis Ryley
Elliott Dunseath
James Howsare
Herbert Lindstrum
Walter Schonheir
Raymond Knopp
Lish Whitson
Eugene Wood
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Top row -Rose, Ripley, Alkire, Kimball
Bottom row- l,esher, Vossknhler, Schlegel, Moriaritv

Thata Alpha Phi
Theta Alpha Phi is an amateur honorary

socially students, alumni, and instructors who
have histrionic talents. To be eligible for membership a student must have played two major
roles or four minor ones, or shown proficiency
in some other phase of dramatic art.

dramatic organization. It was organized at
Chicago in 1919 and established on this campus
in 1920. Its purpose is to foster an interest in

dramatics and provide the means for uniting

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Secretary- treasurer
Faculty Advisor
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

William Kimball
I,awrence Rose
Karl Schlegel
Professor W. A. Cable
-

William Alexander
Ann Alkire

MEMBERS
Peggy O'Neall
Edward Cooley
Rickard Moriarity
Wilberta Ripley
Jack Hopper

Jane Wilson
D. C. Minton

John W. Tucker

FACULTY
C. Zaner Lesher
Max P. Vosskuhler
Homer L. Shantz

Marguerite Morrow
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Panel- Bassler, Thompson, Mansfield

Pi Epsilon Delta
Pi. Epsilon Delta is an honarary dramatic
organization, the local chapter of which was
granted in 1924. Since its founding on the
campus of the University of Arizona its activity has been growing and widening. Only

those who show marked histrionic ability are
eligible to membership. Membership is kept to
a small number. This year the club has been
under the direction of Mrs. Marguerite Morrow, faculty advisor.

OFFICERS
President
Secretary
Treasurer

-

MEMBERS
Leonore Mansfield

Henley Simpson

FACULTY ADVISOR
Mrs. Marguerite Morrow
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Fred Sperry
Madeline Bassler
Shirley Thompson
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Top row-Martindell, Fritz, Shirley, Todd, Pilcher, Hoar, Turner, Kinter

Center row --Rose, Welty, I-Iitch, Kimball, Deglin, Reese, Key, Levy
Bottom row -Vosskuhler, Quarelli, Praeger; Walcutt, Horwitz, Lesher, Johnson, Smallwood

Pi Delta. Epsilon
Pi Delta Epsilon is a national journalistic

professional f raternity which was organized

at Syracuse University in 1909. The local
chapter was granted its charter in 1922. Its
purpose is to stimulate an interest in college
journalism and to elevate the standard of the
same.

Eligibility for election to active membership
is confined to undergraduates who have served
two years or the equivalent on a campus publication. Two initiations were held during the
past year, one of which, the second, was held
at Nogales. This is an annual custom with the
organization.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Secretary

-

Henry Martindell
Gene Smallwood
Millard Reese

MEMBERS
Theodore Deglin
Watson Fritz
Charles Hitch

Thomas Johnson
Charlton Key
Charles Kinter
Fred Hoar
Ted Kruger
William Kimball
Alfred Levy

Professor E J. Brown

Jack Nelson
Bayly Pilcher
Howard Praeger
Charles Quarelli
Lawrence Rose

Tames Shirley

Jack Todd
Charles Walcutt
Howard Welty

FACULTY MEMBERS
Charles Zaner Lesher

Prof. Melvin T. Solve

Max Phillip Vosskuhler

4
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Top row- Brinegar, Roca, Cashion, Quarelli
Bottom row -Hall, Provence, Hitch, Praeger, Deglin

"30" Club
"30" Club is an honorary journalistic fraternity, the name being one of purely journalistic origin. "30" Club is a local organization
and has been active on the campus of the Uni-

versity of Arizona for slightly over a year.
Since its establishment it has been growing in

importance as an activity for men. Only men
who have distinguished themselves in journal-

istic work either on the campus or off are

eligible for membership. Most of the members

of this organization are represented on the

various official publications of the University.

OF'F'ICERS

President

-

Vice-president
Secretary-treasurer
Historian

David Brinegar
Charles Key
Howard Praeger
Archie Chasion

MEMBERS
Jean Provence
David Nutt
George Hall
.David Brinegar
Charles Quarelli
Custer Pierce
Charles. Hitch
Archie Cashion
Paul Roca
Mark Pohle
Charleton Key
Theodore Deglin
Howard Praeger
John MacGregor
C. H. Eckf ord
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Top row -Hopper, Harris, Denny, Brinton, Mangum
Bottom row -Minton, Rork, Goar, Traps, Magee

Tau Beta Pi
'.Tart Beta Pi is an honorary engineering

students who have maintained a high grade of
scholarship and to foster the
of
culture in the engineering students of the institutions in which its chapters are located.
Conventions are called at regular intervals.

fraternity founded on the campus of the University of Arizona in 1926. The national society was founded in 1885. The purpose of the organization is to confer distinction upon those

OF':CICERS

President
Vice-president
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Gene Magee
William Treuraine
-

-

-

James Rork

-

-

-

-

-

Roy Goar
John Park

MEMBERS
Weldon Brinton
Elton Dail

Fred Denny
Wenzel F'raps

Charles Harris
Jack Hopper

Otto Mangum
D. L. Minton

FACULTY MEMBERS
James C. Clark
Dr. E. P. Matthewson
R. E. Hieneran
J. C. Park

Enrique Ostrea
Dean G. M. Butler
Tom G. Chapman

R. J. Leonard

Walter Soller
M. L. T. Thornburg
J. Audley Sharpe
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Top row -Draper, Murphy, Webb
Bottom row-Thornber, Thornber, Tatum, Pearce
.

Sigma Kappa Zeta
Sigma Kappa Zeta is an honorary horticultural fraternity, the local chapter of which was
granted March 14. 1929. This organization
has for its purpose the promotion of research
in the science of horticulture, and is active the

entire school year in this field. Members are
elected annually on the basis of scholarship and
ability in the field of horticulture. This activity
is a particularly important one for those majoring in this work.

OF'F'ICERS

President

-

-

Vice-president
Secretary- treasurer

Charles Berkenkamp
Fred. Draper

-

-

-

MEMBERS
Frank Parker
Norman Pearce

-

-

Byron Tatum
Robert Webb

FACUI,TY MEMBERS
Allen Kinnison

Malcolm Wharton

J. T. Thornber

-

Guy Murphy
John Thornber
Edward Tatum

IuÌ

1
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Top row- Austin, Terry, Atwater, Clayton, Fowler
Bottom row -Lusk, VanSant, Noon, Vreeland, Coker

Kappa Kappa Psi
Kappa Kappa Psi is an honorary band music
fraternity. It is becoming more and more
recognized in the College of Music as well as

general ability. The organization is sponsored
by Prof essor Joseph De Luca, who is also an
honorary member. Kappa Kappa Psi nationally is a young fraternity, but it has biennial
conventions and publishes a quarterly maga-

on the campus. Election to membership is
held annually and is based on excellence in
band music work as well as interest in it and

zine.

OFFICERS
President
Secretary
Treasurer

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Godfrey Atwater
Elmer Coker
-

Fred Noon

MEMBERS
Maurice Anderson
Robert Clayton
Lewis Hamilton
George Snow
Carryl Austin
James Fowin
Roland Henderson
Fred Thierry
Dearing Ayres
William Fowler
Myron Lusk
Lawrence Van Sant
Maurice Booher
Philip Grevin
Robert McBride
Ralph Van Sant
Monroe Vreeland
Prof. Joseph DeLuca,
Honorary Member
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Top row -Peterson, Lesher, Bradford
Bottom row -Hunnicutt, Jacobs, Todd

Phi Delta Kappa
In 1910 three existing national educational
fraternities combined to establish Phi Delta
Kappa, the national professional educational
organization represented on this campus by a
chapter whose charter was granted in 1924.
It is devoted to research service, and leaderIt is also honorary in character, outstanding scholarship being a major
ship in education.

requirement of each candidate. The local
chapter has on its rolls many graduates who
.

have proven themselves outstanding in educational fields in this and other states. The rigid
membership requirements have proven to be
effective in making the local chapter a strong
one.

OFFICERS
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
Paculty Sponsor

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lester Parker

Clarence Hunnicutt
Clark Jacobs

-

Glover Evans

-

Dr. J. F. Walker

STUDENT MEMBERS
George Bazzetta
Neely Bradford
Clarence Hunnicutt
George J. Peak
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Clark Jacobs
John M. McLernon
Joseph W. Magee
Noble M. Riser

Lester Parker
Wiley K. Peterson
Charles F. Todd
Charles Lee McFarland

Simon Kinsman
Glenn Sorenson
Nathaniel Houston
John Riggs

Top row-Nelson, Peterson, Stidham, Abercrombie, Capt, Miller
Bottom row- Nixon, Alkire, Neeley, Wingfield, Knowles, Flannery, Medcraft

Iii Lambda Theta
Pi Lambda Theta is an honorary education

fraternity for women, the local chapter of

which was installed on the campus of the University of Arizona in 1928. The national organization was established in 1917 with the
purpose of developing high professional ideals
and encouraging advanced study in education

among women. To be eligible for membership
it is necessary to be recommendrl by two education professors, have creditable scholarship,
and have shown professional interests. The
local chapter sponsors project work in the field
of education, and is lead by Mrs. J. W. Clarson,
as advisor.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary

-

-

Leota Neeley
Katherine Flannery
Ina Nelson
Harriet Abercrombie
Helen Noon

MEMBERS
Ann Alkire
Lois Baker
Evelyn Capt

Mrs. Clarson
.Clara Miller
Alice Knowles
Lucille Medcraft
Leonore Mansfield
Mildred Nixon
Ruth Wingfield

Clara Peterson
Lois Stidham
Olive Van Doren
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Top row -Wells, Pense, Turner, Johnson, Walcutt, Martindell, Kennedy, Hitch
Center row -Randall, Hudson, Davis, Hamilton, Baxter, Robinson
Bottom row-Williams, Ellis, Neff, Yount, McCormick, Taylor, Tisdale, Anderson

Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Kappa Psi is a national professional
fraternity of commerce, the local chapter of
which, Alpha Nu, was founded in 1923. The
national organization was established October
5, 1904, at New York. Conventions are held

Election to membership is based on
commercial ability, scholarship, and interest in
the field. The organization is honorary and
annually.

sponsors supplemental work to the course
offered in this university.

OFFICERS
President

-

-

Vice -president

Secretary

-

-

Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary

K. R. Anderson
Lawson Baxter
Rodger Davis
R. J. Ellis
Charles. Walcutt

Henry Martindell

MEMBERS
W. A. Hamilton
C. E. Kennedy
C. J. Hitch
E. T. McCormick
S. C. Johnson
R. O. Pense
R. C. Joy
A. H. Randall
L. S. Wells
T. M. Williams
R. C. Yount
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Arthur A. Brady
John W. Turner
P. Hudson
John B. Neff

O. Rawson
B. R. Robinson
C. T. Taylor
L. C. Tisdale
E. M. Wilson
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Top row -Chambers, Johnson, Striegel, Hoar
Bottom row- Howsare, I,aRocque, Moriarity, Yount

Scabbard and Blade
Scabbard and Blade is an honorary military

fraternity, the local chapter of which was

granted in May, 1923. The national organization was founded in the fall of 1904, with the
purpose of raising the standard of militry train ing in American colleges and to unite in closer

relationship their military departments. Qualifications for membership are not based on military efficiency alone, but also on character and
interest in the field. The organization of the

various chapters is modeled after that of the
United States Army.

OF'r~ICI;RS
Captain

Fred Stofft

-

-

First Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
First Sergeant

-

Bob Yount
Joe Magee

-

Fred Hoar

-

MEMBERS
Burton Hall
Fred Sperry
George LaRocque
Ricard Moriarity
Don Striegal
Arthur Brady
James Howsare
Herbert Oakes
Herbert Chambers
Stewart Johnson
Boyd Allen
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Top row -Kirk, Anderson, Wollard, Cardon, Hayek
Bottom row- Foster, Gerard, Vreeland, Bancroft, Gerard, Noon

Phi Mu Alpha
Phi Mu Alpha is a national honorary music
fraternity. The chapter on the campus of the

membership is based on excellence and interest
in the field of music. The local organization is

and since has been growing in membership and

led by Professor Charles F. Rogers, dean of
the College of Music. Conventions are held

University of Arizona was granted in 1927,
work. The national organization, first called
Sinfonia, was founded in 1898 at the New
England Conservatory of Music. Election to

biennially, and the national policies carried out
at that time.

OFFICFRS
President

-

Vice- president

-

-

Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
National Councilman
-

Parley Cardon
Edward Cooley
John Anderson
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MEMBERS
Monroe Vreeland

James Howsare
Clarence Wollard
Robert Kirk
Wayne Morris

-

Bruce Gerard
Gerald Garard
Fred Noon
- Robert Bancroft
Clarence Hunnicutt
Prof. E. J. Shultz
-

Angello Nuzzola
Osborn Foster
Del Rasco
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Top row- Draper, Pearce, Cardon, Dierking
Bottom row -Butler. Webb, Murphy, Tatum, Langdon

Alpha Zeta
Alpha Zeta is a national honorary agricultural fraternity founded in 1897. The local
chapter was granted in 1927. Election to mem-

bership is based on academic standing in the
College of Agriculture, character, qualities of

leadership, and the completion of one and one half years of a four year academic course. The
organization publishes a quarterly magazine
and is governed by national officers and .biennial conventions.

().heb ~IC:RS

Chancellor
Censor
Scribe
-

-

Treasurer

-

Chronicler

Jesse V. Langdon
C. F. Dierking
Guy H. Murphey
T. Spillsbury
Stephen B. Tatum

MEMBERS
Charles A. Berkenkamp Parley. P. Cardon
John M. McLernon
Carl D. Butler
Fred Draper
Frank H. Parker
Robert W. Webb

Norman A. Pearce
Edward C. Tatum
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Top row- Rodgers,. Williamson
Bottom row -Doty, O'Hara, Kohler

Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Epsilon is an honorary commerce f ra-

ternity for women: The chapter on the campus of the University of- Arizona was founded
November 6, 1927, and since that time interest
in the organization and active membership has

To be eligible to membership, women students must have maintained
creditable scholarship, shown an active interest in commercial work, and must be of good
increased rapidly.

character.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president

-

-

Secretary and Treasurer

-

Elsie Burchett
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Rose Bush

MEMBERS
Frances Kohler

Josephine Rodgers
Margaret Doty
Charlotte Williamson
-

Marian O'Hara
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Top row -Branson, Duffield, Mueller, White
Bottom row- -Webb, Webster, Noon, Kanen

SLma Alpha Iota
Sigma Alpha Iota is an honorary and profes-

sional musical fraternity for women. The local chapter was installed in October, 1927. The

national organization was founded in 1904,

with the purpose of promoting and dignifying
the musical profession, establishing and main-

taining friendly relations between musicians
and music schools, and to further the development of music in America. The government
is managed through annual conventions. The
fraternity publishes a quarterly magazine and
sponsors research work in the field of music.

OEI'ICERS
President

-

Vice- president

Secretary
Treasurer
Chaplain

-

-

-

-

Dagna Berg
Lucille Best
Sylvia Branson
Audrey Camp
Veda Case

-

-

-

Maxine Chilton
Mary E. Gohlson
Irene Kanen
Betty Light
Heloise McBride

MEMBERS
Esther Mueller
Gwendoyln Noon
Annie Russell
Helen Striegal
Ruth Terry

-

Gwendolyn Noon
Lillian Nicholas
Sylvia Branson
Elizabeth White
Margaret Webster

Margaret Webster
Elizabeth White
Winifred Williams
Ada Pierce Winn

PLEDGES
Doris Duffield

Emilie Pauli
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Dudley, McNatt, IVlcNatt, Woolis

Kappa Omicron Phi
Kappa Omicron Phi is a national honorary
home economics fraternity for women. The
local chapter was installed in 1926. Election
to membership is based on the completion of
two years of work in the department of home
economics, creditable scholarship, and all -round

excellence in the field. The national organiza-

tion publishes a quarterly magazine, the Distaff, and is governed by called conventions and
national officers. The local organization has
been quite active as a group during the year.

OrF'ICERS
Helen Woolis
Velma McNutt
Thelma McNatt

President
Secretary
Treasurer

MEMBERS
Hannah Romney
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Marion Dudley
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Top row -Boulton, O'Harra, Mansfield
Bottom row -Greiner, Tillson, Wilson

Wranglers
Wranglers is an honorary literary organization for women, the oldest of its kind on the
campus of the University of Arizona. Wranglers was founded in 1916 with the purpose of
discussing and reading french and Russian
literature. The present purpose and activity
centers around stimulating interest and appre-

ciation of contemporary literature. Meetings
are held twice a month and some new book is
reviewed and discussed. An annual affair of
the organization is the fall luncheon to which

all alumnae are invited. Elegibility to membership is based on interest in and amount of read-

ing of current literature.

OffICERS
President
Secretary

-

-

-

-

-

Lyla Wilson
Helen Tillson

MEMBER
Betty Boulton
Gertrude Greiner
Leonore Mansfield
Virginia Culbertson
Mary M. Lockwood
Marian O'Harra
Peggy Paige
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Scene II
Student Quarters
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Maricopa .Mall
Maricopa 1-1 all is one of the residence halls
on the campus of the University of Arizona for
women. Like all other residence halls it has a
self -government plan. It has a council composed of the above officers and the following
girls : Isabel Llowatt, Helen Hawkins, Frances

Hamilton, Betsy Perkins, Margaret Stevens.

In addition to this there is a system of proctors
to see that all house rules are kept. Maricopa

also sends a representative to the Woman's
Council.

Maricopa Hall is a social center for the

campus. They fully extend themselves social-

ly in endeavor to outdo their friendly rivals, the
girls next door. Maricopa Hall is chiefly the
residence for freshmen women ; however, there

are a few upper classmen there to get in all
the fun. When studies are over, these girls

are all for fun, and plenty of it. The Maricopa
girls are often called upon to act as hostesses

to A. W. S., Press Club, and Y. W. C. A. affairs. Among their other social activities of

this year have been several dances, one of them
being a formal. These dances have all proved
successful and well -managed.

Maricopa Hall is also very prominent in

campus athletics, having well -trained basketball, hockey, baseball, soccer, golf, and tennis
teams. Individual girls have also taken a very
active part in the University honor teams.

The President of the hall for this year,

Dorothy Finley, has certainly proven herself
worthy of this honor, by carrying on the duties
of this office with a quiet yet forceful dignity.
Dorothy, with all her campus activities, has not
neglected to meet the responsibilities imposed
by her position.

Mother Ellis comes in for a share of the

honor in the excellent management of the Maricopa.

Mrs. Ellis has been with the residents

of Maricopa for nine years, and her experience

enables her to fill her position with the kindness and understanding necessary for such a
position.

OF~ICFRS
President
First Vice- president
Second Vice -president
Secretary

House Mother

-

Dorothy Finley
Helen Striegel
Hanna Romney
Ruth Wingfield
Mrs. Grace R. Ellis
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Pima Hall
Pima Hall, the residence of mostly out -ofstate girls, is a self -governing group having a
president, secretary -treasurer, house council,
and a representative to the Associated Women
Students' Council. Nearly all the girls are upperclassmen representing Illinois, Massachusetts, Ohio, Oklahoma, Iowa, Kansas, Washington, Colorado, Tennessee, Michigan, New
Mexico, New York and California.

riding. The tennis team was runner -up in the
finals of the inter -group tournament. Winnie
Belle Cochran has been especially active in the

semi - formal dance in May. Last fall, the Pima
girls honored their house mother, Mrs. Catlin,

hall, housing about one -third as many girls as
Maricopa. Theref ore the girls are able to act
as a group more easily. Scholarship is one of

1 ones and the house mothers and house presi-

the aims that the girls as a group strive for,

Pima has entertained at several attractive
house dances during the year the last one of
which was a Spring Garden Party given as a

with an autumn tea to which Dean Evelyn
dents of Maricopa Hall and of every sorority
on the campus were invited. In addition to
these, the hall has a monthly ten o'clock social
for the girls.
Pima has taken an active part in baseball,
basketball, hockey, archery, and horseback-

latter sport and distinguished herself on the
girls' polo team. Many of the girls are members of the Stray Greek Society, having transferred from other universities. The girls are
aided in all their activities by the sympathetic
understanding and cooperation of the house
mother, Mrs. Catlin.
Pima Hall is a comparatively small residential

and Pima usually maintains the school average
throughout the year.
The building itself is one of the oldest on the
campus ;

it is made of gray stone and is two

stories high. Beautiful ffowers surround it all
during the year and add to its attractiveness.

()F F'ICERS
President
Secretary -treasurer
House Mother
-
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Lucile Thompson
Nancy Pinkley

Mrs. Pearl P. Catlin
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Cochise Hall
A scarcity of available room accommodations
on

campus compelled the University to

build Cochise Hall in 1922. It is a three- story,
red brick building located at the entrance of the
south campus drive. Accommodations are provided for 140 students. Sleeping porches are
included. Surrounding the building is a beau-

tiful terraced lawn while the double row of
evergreen trees lining the drive affords an

enhancing environment.
An organization of the students living in the
hall functions during the school year. - Teams

tion. Executive offices are held by Junior and

Senior men, but each resident is an integral
part of the hall. These men have also contributed a great deal to the activities on the

campus. Representatives of the hall are found
in many scholastic, honorary professional, and
publication activities at the University of
Arizona.

There has been rather pleasant rivalry between the large hall and its older, but smaller
brother, Arizona Hall. Each tries to outdo
the other in athletics and social functions, and

representing the hall are entered in all intramural sports. A social function of some nature
is usually held once 'or twice a year. During
Homecoming celebrations the hall is decorated
attractively each year. A head -resident is main-

this year the open house held by each dormitory

that regulations affecting the hall students are
enforced. During the last year Coach Davis

the campus, and many of the traditions, and

tained who acts as an advisor and sees to it
filled this office.

Cochise Hall is a self- governing organiza-

furnished a lively bone of contention and

rivalry. Cochise Hall and its residents are real

and dependable contributions to the achievement of the University of Arizona.
Cochise Hall lodges most of the freshmen on
punishments for violations to traditions, originated in this hall. More power to the freshmen
and their disciplinarians.

OFFICERS
President

-

Vice- president
Secretary- treasurer

Robert Jay
Romero Fernandez
Robert Stroud
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Arizona Hall
Situated on a very quiet part of the campus,
covered with old, heavy vines that give the place

a touch of benevolent age and the hint of

legend and tradition, Arizona Hall almost approaches the ideal as a campus residence.
Erected in the year of admission of Arizona
into statehood, the hall is appropriately named.

The organization of the group this year

started with á "bang." William J. Bowers was
elected president, "Duke" .Karam handled the
financial , matters very efficiently, and Bill
"Tiney" Norton was the reader of the minutes.
Both men resigned the second semester and the
combined duties were entrusted to Mucio Del -

About 65 percent of the fellows in the
hall being freshmen the other 35 percent took
the precaution and fortified themselves behind
godo.

Under the guidance of George T. Bazzettagrand old man of Arizona Hall -the organization finished a very successful year in athletics.
The hall finished in better than the half-way
position in the intramural sports participated
in, especially basketball. This is very good for
the hall considering the opposition faced in the
matter of selected teams.
Open house was a big night for the -hall this
year for it gave some of the boys an excuse to
hang up those fancy blue lace curtains which
mother insisted that they bring from home last
autumn. This, we believe, was the first time in

the history of the hall that its decorated walls

a so- called "Enforcement committee" (wielders

were exhibited to the critic eye.
Mr. and Mrs. Ina Briggs deserve a lot of the

work most efficiently, *especially in the matter
of delingilencies.

year. as they kept the morale of. the boys -high
at all times with their help and kind advice.

of the baton). This committee handled its

credit for the good showing of the hall this

OF':b~ICERS

President

-

secretary-treasurer
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-

-

William J. Bowers
Mucio Delgado
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Commons
The average student never troubles himself about the dining hall except perhaps
during an 11 :40 lecture when he sits hungrily gnawing his pencil and wonders
whether
is
to be spinach for lunch today or a second round of pie for
dessert. He never stops to consider what large quantities of food are consumed
there daily. And considering the time spent at each meal it doesn't seem possible
that so much food could be consumed there each day. But here are the facts on
staple foods according to Mrs. Katherine Moore, head dietitian of the dining hall.
Each day approyimately 32 pounds of butter are used, 40 gallons of whole milk,
18 pounds of coffee, 60 pounds of sugar, 400 pounds of potatoes, 200 to 300 pounds
of meat. The dining hall has its own bakery and some 150 pounds of flour are used
daily in bread, pastry, ancc cake. Eggs-are rarely
for breakfast, and people
dining there may not be ¡tie to credit this, but an average of 1.5 dozen eggs are used
every day. Mrs. Moore explained this by saying they were used for cooking purposes.

When serving baked ham which goes farther than any other kind of meat, at least
125 pounds are required for each meal. Fruits and vegetables vary in kinds and
amounts, but the monthly bill for produce runs very close to the meat bill.
Now this idea of estimating how much of our campus we could pave daily using
the dining hall potatoes for cobble stones is old. Rather let us imagine a person
of sufficient capacity to make use of the food used at the dining h all each day.
Hm- m -m -m, well, imagination just fails, but one could cafely say with the old
nursery rhyme, "What a great man that would be !"
Chief Dietitian

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mrs. Katherine Moore
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Scene VI
Socials

REF

oda

Pz Beta Phi
Founded at Monmouth College, Monmouth,
Illinois, 1867.

ter granted August 1,

Anne Alkire
Frances Berryman
Virginia Culbertson
Mary Jean Eads
Marion George
Mary Hall
Alice Hanson
Vera Hendrix
Hellen Hubbard
Elizabeth Jaynes
Kathleen Kellogg

oons
cCombs
litchell
Nicholas

ildred Northmore
Edith Parker
'Bertha Rosenblatt
Lillian Sprague
Charolott Stirratt
Margaret Wilson
Helen Woodside

PLEDGES
Cecelia Anderson
Virginia Burton
Edith Coolbaugh

Mary Elsiig
Leah Inch
Lorena Kirby
N'aidera Lewis

Alice laechtlen

Dorothy Maechtlen
Eleanor Mallott
Maxine Matthieson
Norma Richter
Eleanor Riddle
Eugenia Rountree
Franklyn Royer

Top row -D. Maechtlen, I <.éons, Lewis, Elsing, Stirratt, Lads, Hall, Riddle
Second row -Culbertson, George, Woodside, Mallott, Richter, Parker, Alkire, Inch
Tihrd row -Mitchell, Wilson, Hanson, A. Maechtlen, Rountree, Jaynes, Berryman, McComb
Fourth row--Kellogg, Matthieson, Coolbaugh, Rosenblatt, Manson, Royer, Sprague, Hendrix
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Founded at De P w University, January 27,
870.

Local chapter granted* September 17, 1917.
Çolors : Black and gold.
Flower : Pans
\II;AT

PLEDGES
Nellie Jean Bouse
Dorothy Anne Clark
Ruth Coles
Adelaide Gemmel
Shirley Isley
Evelyn Johnson
Betty Munger
Betty Oakes
Wilberta Ripley

Eunice Ba
Betty Boult
Olga Butler
Gladys Camero
Frances Cook
Uldine Ewing
Pauline Harrell
Kathryn Harms
Catherine Hawbaker
Charlotte Hermes
Marjorie Johnson
Helen Judd
Mary Leonard
Caroline Montague

n McE.lhinney

Iariäm O'Harra
Dorothea Plath
Betty Roblee
Virginia Roberts
Josephine Rulison
Virginia . Shreeves
Shirley Thompson
Leola White
Jean Williams
Barbara Willis
Jane Wilson
Lyla Wilson

Top row -- Thompson, Wilson L., Clark, White, Boulton, Ewing, Harrell, Harms
Second row- Roberts, Wilson, J., Babbitt, Cook, Rulison, Coles
Third row- O'Harra, Willis, Johnson, E., Isley, Hermes, Plath, Montague, Ripley
Fourth row- Sweeney, Gemmel, McElhinney, Leonard, Williams, Cameron, Bouse, Judd
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
rounded at Monmouth College, Monmouth,
Illinois, October 12, 18`0.
Local chapter granted June 4, 1910.
olors : Blue and blue.
lower : Fleur- de -lis.
Cla

Jose

k
. rues

Lou Be ows
Caroline Cooley

Eleanor Cunningham
Florence Dunn
Adolphus Edwards
Harriet Fisher
Louise Haight
Martha Holzworth
Adrienne Johnson

Marie Krutt
Marjorie Mil
Peggy O'Nea
Mary Louise Phelps
Mary Rechif
Mary Rierdon
Viola Russ
Jo Strause
Mary Francis Stevens
Katherine Vernet
Maurine Wylie

PLEDGES
Portia Andreas
Virginia De Lue
Barbara Davis
Catherine Favour
Ethel Fisher
Josephine Goodman
Katherine Hughes
Frances Prather

Top row- Barnes, Dunn, Vernet, Holzworth, Goodman, De Lue, Stevens
Second row -Akin, Allaback, Rechif, Cooley, Fisher, Rierdón, Johnson
Third row -Hooker; Miller, Prather, Russ, Andreas, Eisher, Wylie
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Gamma Phi Beta
Founded ,.t S) race e Ur4okirsity, Syracuse,
)\ evv York, November 11, 1874

ocal chapter grated April 19, 1922.
Colors : Pink and anode.
Flower : The pink carnation.
ME1\ i: BERS

PLEDGES
Josephine McDonald
Marjorie Bernhiesel
Mary Cloud
Clara Rock
Mary Donahue
Betty Ruthrauff
Doris Duffield
Bertha Lavin
Hortense Lindenfeld

Eloise Martin
Lily McAllister

Adona Smith
Marian Thompson
Christine Walker
Winifred Williams

-v Baldwin
dna Boyd
Alice Cade
ille Cashon
ivieve Gardner
Handley
Ma a Hart..

Veronica c
Nancy Rhuart
Monica Rodee
Ruth Rodee
Alice Ryan

Elaine H

Lora Smith_

Ruth
Marjorie
Margaret Jame
Alice Knowles
Ernestine Kothe
Zana Lamb
Betty Light

Virginia Ruthrauff
Arlene Slette
Ione Spa
Rut
ele
ce Stillman
LaVerne Sundin
Dorothy Tolson
Verna White
Charlotte Williamson

Top row -Johnson, Cloud, Duffield, Smith, A. Knowles, Cashon, Ryan, Stillman, Webb, Baldwin
Smith, Thompson, McAllister, V. Ruthrauff, Rodee, M. Hughes,
Second row -Rock, James,
Martin, J. McDonald

Third row -Walker, Houle, Williamson, Handley, Sparks, White, Sundin, Tólson, Hart, Fite
Fourth row -B. Ruthrauff, Donahue, Hoyt, Boyd, Lindenfeld, Lamb, Lavin, Steele, Bernheisel
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Delta Gamma
Founded at Oxford,
Local chapttr, gían

January 2, 1874.
arch 72. 1923.

Colors : i3ronze, Pii

Flower : .

a14.4.'1)lue.

ose.

MF;ï

Betty Atkinson
Marjorie Bickers gaff
Margaret Byrne
Helen Dunbar
Kathleen Flannei

Jayne Ga away
/orena G win
Florence
Olga Ham
Madge Ha

heider

Margaret H
Katherine Holtsc a
Ethel KeefeElizabeth Keller
Dorothy Linn
Aileen Maiden
Clara Miller

llargurite IN lcFaul
larga t Mosse
Eleanor Mott
Tane Pe- -son

Parr

Riker

'ecker
tta Ren
PLEDGES
Alice Byrne
Prances Byrne
Letha Bray
Jean Doan
Virginia Haydon
Aileen Johnstone

ate.

ane Thalman`
Helen. Tillson
Ruth Van Der-slice
Katherine Zfatnik

Top row- Holtsclaw, Thalman, Zlatrrik, Atkinson, Tillson, Tate, Byrne, F. Byrne, M. Goodwin
Second row -Doan, Linn; Hayden, Bickerstaft, Miller, Pearson, Recker

Third row- Riker, Grosheider Dunbar Flannery, Maiden, Mosse, Bray, Hamlin
Fourth row- Saunders, Robins, Van Derslïce, Renshaw, Hedderman, Byrne, A. McFaul,
Riggs, Mott
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Chi Omega
Founded at I'
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Arkansas, April

!.

chmmr granted in P122.
Coloi,4..Cardinal and straw.
loicr : White ca, ati-rn.

\! 11;1:

Ma

ran

Shea

u1iti'

Sylvi

ucil-r

Mario
Edna
Alar-jorie

PLEDGES
Eleanor McCadden
Ruth Barkell
Dorothy McCartan
Nancy Beale
Mae Burns
Mary Elizabeth Owen
Katharine Peach
Winifred Flood
Martha Hamilton .
Mary Frances Reed
Joanetta Heidel
Dorothy Sanders

Grace -

Maroa
Eli
Helen Gregory
Dorothy Greiner
Gertrude Greiner
Elizabeth Hastings
Sarah Johnson
Kathleen Kendrick

ode
edcraft

ario M
h.

e

-rgan

elga

T ends'

oon

Peggy Paig.

Sarah Pierce
Dorothy Pond
Betty Rigden
Ardella Sweek
Elizabeth White
Peg Williams-

Top row -- Sweek, Freburg, Beale, Barkell, White, Hastings, Burns, Reed
Second row -Kendrick, Bryant, Rigden, Paige, Gooding, Williams, McCartan
Third row -Moore, Branson, Greiner, G. Gardner, Dudley, Greiner, D. Adams, Baker
Fourth row- Franzen, Sanders, Pierce, Noon, Johnson, Heidel, Nelson, Medcraft
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Alpha Phi

National founded October 10, 18 %2.
Lo 1 charter granted March 12, 1926.

Colors: Silver and bordeaux,
of the valley.

Flow t s : Forget -nie -not and

MEAL1 iLRS

Lois Baker
Made
qss 1 r
Margan a as ëncda

Dorothy Cummis
Marybelle Darrow
Henrietta Elvey
Marjorie Evans
Helen Felton
Prudence Gager

Mary (fries
Prances .Jacks
\nn -Eve Mansfield
1,eor or Mansfield
Caroline McLaughlin
Margaret Roper
Barbara Stradling
Virginia Watkins

PLEDGF;S

Dorah Atkinson
Marilee Davis
Mattie Lee Handley
Mary Hannahs
Margaret Johnson

Elizabeth Kilburn
Annette Masten
Lilah Schulte
Ruth Seele
Hazel Dorothy Steuer

Top row -Schulte, Atkinson, Steuer, A. Mansfield, Darrow, McLaughlin, L. Mansfield
Second row -Hannahs, Roper, Bassler, Handley, Davis, Castenada, Jacks
Third row -Stradling, Baker, Cries, Watkins, Kilburn, Evans, Gager
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Phi Omega Pi

Founded at t; niversit of Nebraska, Lincoln,
rçh 5, 1010.
Ne s1

c h a p apt

vember 3Q, 1929:
tie and white.
glower: Lily of the valley.
,

alors : Sapphire

:

EMBER

Meredith Brñ
PLEDGES
Helen Rounsville
Helen Hutchins

Nancy Chase
Catherine Chism
Jewel Chism
Anna Eckman
Mary Eoff
Catherine Floyd
Helen Griffith
Eldora Hopkins

Louise Huff
Virginia Oliver
I felen Johnson

Dorothy Klink
illie Jean Lathrop
Visa Lindau
Martha J. McWhirt
Beulah Nelson
Jane Stewart

\\

.

:

...

NI

kl

Top row -McWhirt, Brown, Hutchins, Ekman
Second row- Klink, Floyd, Chase, Nelson
Third row- Hopkins, Huff, J. Chism, Stewart
Bottom row -Boff, C. Chism, Rounsville, Johnson
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Alpha Gamma Omicron

Petitioning
Founded March 19
Colors S

Harriet Aberc
Anyta Buzan
Mamie Cella
Ruth Cowin
Alice Champion
Margaret Doty
Lillian Falk
Katherine Freeman

Omega.
1 son, Arizona.
hite.

r
Virginia Hilgeman
Alice Lilley
Leota Neely
Marian Partlow
Mildred Wineburg
Mary Jo Woolery

PLEDGES
Winniebell Cochran
Laura Clark
Elizabeth Hanks
Jane Hennigér
Leota Henney
Iona Legler
Carol McCloy
Dix Neely

Top row -Doty, D. Neely, L. Neely, Wineburg, Legler, Freeman
Second row- Cowin, Falk, Gallagher, Champion, Partlow
Third row- Lilley, Woolery, Hilgeman, Abercrombie, McCloy
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National Pan -Hellenic
National Pan -Hellenic is a group whose
function is to regulate relations between the

Greek letter social sororities in regard to rushing, to discuss questions which concern all the

groups in general, and to arbitrate and pass
judgment when some question of policy is
involved. Its menihership is made up of two
representatives from each house on the campus.

Monthly a meeting is held to discuss routine
problems, and special meetings are held when
it is deemed. necessary.
Pan -Hellenic was instrumental in establish-

ing the present system of rushing on the Arizona campus, which has proved to be quite
successful during the time it has been installed
here. A preliminary rush tea is given by each
house to determine those students to whom they
are to send date hooks, carrying a schedule of
their rush activities during rush week. The
rushee returns the filled -in - date books and the
activities are commenced. At the end of the

week, on day termed "Silent Day" is observed
with no communication allowed between

rushee and the various groups. At the end
of the period the rushee hands in her favored

list of three sororities in the order of her

preference, to a committee created_ for the pur-

The groups hand in their- bids to the
same committee and when the bid coincides
with the rushees preferences,. the successful
group is notified the following morning and
pose.

pledging follows.

.

All matters of laxness on the part of organizations in regard to the regulations, are considered before Pan- Hellenic, and suitable punishment, usually in the form of revoked privileges, is dealt out.
Each year the organization sponsors a social

function, the Pan- Hellenic formal, which is
one of the largest social affairs of the year:
This year it was successfully held in the Patent
Leather Room at the Santa Rita Hotel.

OF'rICERS
President
Treasurer
Secretary

-

Baker, Tillson, Evans
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' Sheila Baker
Helen. Tillson

Marjorie Evans
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Kappa Sigma
Founded at university of Virginia, December
10. 1860.

Local chapter granted Alay f), 1913.
' -arlet, green, and white.
Co .
Lily Of the valley.

EMBERS
F. S. McSweei

Boyd .11ík

Frank Armer
Sanfor T abson
E. W. lirad ford
Robert Dille
Kenneth Flickenger
Fred Fulton
Oscar Hansen
William Hargis
Allen Hood
William Hood
Maurice Kelly
Kenneth Kelton
Al Kimball
Rex Knoles
Abner Lipscomb
Tom Long
J. E. McArdle

Dermont Mel. Brad Miller
R. L. Moore
Tom Muff
Walter N oon
Donald Reimers
Tom Rigden
Karl Schwarz
R. S. Smith
Dick Sunderland
Louis Tisdale
Ike Tracey
Stewart Treadwell

Clinton Warren
Wilbur Webb
John Williams

PLEDGES
Tom Carey
Knox Corbett
I-I. G. DeWolf
T. C. Gillette
Phil Graven
T. R. Gambrell
Larry Moran
G. E. Smith
Mark Welter
James Williams

T'op row -Kelly, Gillette, Jno. Williams, Hanson, Jas. Williams, Gambrell Tisdale
Second row -Moran, Babson, Knowles, Welter, Webb, R. S. Smith, Kimball
Third row -A. Hood, Fulton, Dille, Kelton, Rigden, Lipscomb, Schwartz
Fourth row- DeWolf, Melick, Allen, Armer, Tracy
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Founded at University of Alabama, March 9,
856.

Local chapt
Colo

Wendell
F,dward A

I. Harry Ba

Tom Algert
Floyd Brown
Leon Childress
Ben Cole
Donald Deweese

John Dritt
William Dritt

PLEDGES
Hugh Hudson
Paul E. Leary
L. McCorkindale
Gilbert Ronstadt
Waldo Smith
Collins Smith
Faison Smith

Howard Bar
Albert Brooks
Horace Collier
William Conley
Harold Cummings
James Day
James Flynn
John Graham

Norman Herring
Harry Jennings
Stewart Johnson

ted March 2, 1917.
gold.
and
olet.

]tinlble
is Krentz
a rt Krentz
* 'ley hangston
mes Lyons
Oliver Pinson
Çharles Provence
:alph Rampton
illiam Ryder
Kenneth Sagar
Barney Shehane
Kelley Turner
Osborne Walker
Sidney Wells

Top row -Krentz, Rampton, Johnson, Kimble, E. Algert, Leary, Acuff, Herring, W. B. Smith
Second row -T. Algert, Wells, Provence, Day, Sagar, Dewe.ese, Ryder, Shehane
Third row -Hudson, Langston, Ronstadt, Childress, C. Smith, Brown, W. Dritt, McCorkindale
Bottom row -Walker, Collier, F. Smith, Pinson, Barkdoll, Graham, Lyons, Cole, Conley
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&Anza Nu
Founded at Virginia Militar .Institute, Le :lanuáry 1, 1869
ington,
chapter
granted
March 30, P)17.
o
olors : Black. \\liite, Gold.

Flower : White rose.
\11;:\TIW[ZS

E
P
ausev
Virgil Chandler
William Corbett
John Deaton
Ted Die
Ralph Do
Elliot Duns
Sherry Fisher
John Flannery
Lee Gardner
Harry Gray
James Howsare
Horace Hardy
Joseph Jenckes

lovt Lewis
Valter Love
Ienrv Leiber
'Robert Marquis
illy Meyers
I

\Valker IN[ullins
:ick
Fr-

Le
Jac Peichert
Percy Pógson._

Lawrence Roberson
Wendell Smith
Francis Wilson
William Wishart

PLEDGES
Ralph Hardy
Henry Calhoun`
Henry Dahlberg
Edward Hume
Gordon Dessery
Burchell Driscoll
Brunt Dawson
James Elder
Edwin Fisher

James McGuire
Albert 'Rountree
David Sears
Al Williams

Top row -Marquis, Deaton, Mullins, Causev, Wishart, Gray, Howsare, Love
Second row- Lewis, Rountree, Elder, Sears, Driscoll, Doherty, Roberson, Hume
Third row- Fisher, Peichert, Jenckes, Smith, Hardy, Chandler, Crowell, McGuire
Fourth row -Corbett, Dahlberg, Pogson, Hardy, Dessery, Alt, Calhoun, Williams
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Sima Chi
Founded at Miami Universi,.
June 4?-ß.
1,

.

Oxford, Ohio,

1

al charter granted

ßr1

1921.

Blue a cl gole
1 ower : White r,

Colors :

K
D`"

lark
alcolm M.

PLEDGES
Wilbur Asbury
John L. Beasly
John Betak
William Brown
Francis Connolly
Thomas Miller L,enox Whitaker

L. Max Con
Loren Curt
William D
Watson D
Waldo M.
P. N. Gib
Howard F. Gordon
Adam A. Gridley
George H. Hall
Richard R.. Joy
Bruce Knapp
Ed Mott

tten
ers
rankly
ohn D. Riggs
*ftin Rodgers
ord M. Sample
prank Sancet
dames Sheafe
'.ugcne Smallwood
lyn Smith
nneth O. Smith
H. Russell Spicer
Fred Starbuck

Ernest Suggs
William Thompson
Charles S. Tribolet
Clifton A. Wright

Second row -Tribolet, Patten, Deity, Gridley, Mott, Gordon, Riggs
Third row -Curtis, P. Brown, F. Smith, -Nordyke, Clark, Palmer, Spicer
Fourth row -Sample, Dicus, K. Smith, Butler, Anderson, Connolly, Sheafe
Fourth row- Sample, Dicus, K. Smith, Butler, Anderson, F. Connolly Sheafe
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Phi Delta Theta
Founded- at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
December 26, 1848.
Local charter gr -d May 3, 1923.
nd argent.
Colors : A
Flower :.

Tack De V "()

ery Johnson
bert Krause
n Mote
Clark \IcVay
Thomas

Watsot.i Fritz
Williaül Grace

Do d

Granvelle . \,igen

Lawson Baxter
Earl Bennett
Russell Carter

VVillian. Greer
Haskell 1.1a1 iìcl(1

Clare Hei;w4)rth

Fred Hoar
Don Hummel
Gail Hummel
Francis Jenney

Tac, -

PLEDGES

d

Raffety
Sidney Stallings

1iké Swick
Charles Thompson
Alfred Towne
William Van Deman
Clarence Wollard

Howard Abbott
Glasgow Callicote
Charles Collins
Richard Grondona
Donald Gilliespie

Bert Hall
Dale Holmes
William Lind

Cy Maddox
Merle Moore
Francis Podesta

Jack Poole
Jack Raffety
Austin Thompson
Phil Thompson
George Ward

Top row- Stallings, Murph, Johnson, Towne, Fritz. Collins, C. Thompson, Greer, Grondona
Hummel, G. Hummel
Second row -D. Rafferty, Wollard, Podesta, Carter, Krause, Maddox, Callicote, D.
Third row -Baxter, Mote, VanDeman, Hoar, Hatfield, Swick, Ward, Jenney, Thomason, Angeny
Fourth row-Gillespie, Moore, ('Dowd, Hall, J. Raffety, Holmes, Hepworth, P. Thompson
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Pi Kappa Alpha
Founded at the University of Virginia, March
1, 1868.
Local chapter granted January 1, 1924.
Colors : Garnet and gold.
flower : I,i1\T f the Valley.

\ ,BERS
Wimberly, Ba
Rex Bell-

Phillip Musselman
Myron Nelson
Alvin Parker

Walter =Bu rgcs

Lal'avette Parrish

Samuel Mai

Dudley Craw fo
Logan DeRosie

Ray Anglin
Dearing Ayers

PLEDGES
Carl Hartig

Herbert Burr
Barton Cook
Ted Crisman
Charles Fulkerson
Alvin Gearhardt

George McDevitt
Henry Morrow
George Nicholas
Harold Passey
Tucker Southard
Roger Taecker

Charles Farrell
Neal Goodman
Heinz Haffner

Robert Hardin
William Kimball
Charles Kinter
Lloyd Knutson
Oliver Knutson
Byron Mock

Wayne Morris

Kent Pomeroy
Phillip' Randall
I.awrence Rose

Kent hucker
Gustave Seidel
lohn Turner
Harold Warnock
Roy White
Gene Wilson

Arnault Wood
Burl Wynne

Top row -Pomeroy, Seidel, Randall, Kimball, Crawford, Parrish, Morris, Nelson
Second row -O. Knutson, L. Knutson, Morrow, Mock, Adams, Turner, Wynne
Third row -White, Parker, Southard, Rucker, Baker, Kinter, Warnock, McDevitt
Fourth row -Goodman, DeRosier, Rundle, Bell, Rose, Crisman, Sapp, Musselnian
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Delta Chi
Founded at Cornell University, Ithaca, \ ew
York, October 13, 1890.
Local chapter granted May 2, 1923
Colors : Buff and red.
Flower : White carnation.
M E M B'sS
Curtis Anderson
t't _ge Locke
John Anderson
Cedric Lutz
Kenneth Anderson
Edward 11 aas
Frank Bacon
Henry e.11.artindell
ohn Boyd
Rex McBride
David Brinegar
I,eGr
Merrill
Stanton Carr
Ri e ka
riarty
Henry Clark
'William Pe leton
Kenneth Cole
Wiley Pete
Joseph Duni
llarvey Pla
Ronald Ellis'
Albert Randa
Wenzel Fra
Delphine Ras
Anton Frederic scfn
Paul Roca
Paul Gallagher
Horace Gillum
Ernest Griffith
Ross Hendrix
Charles Hitch
Dori Hjalmarson
Kenneth Jamison
Simon Kinsman

James Rolle
Martin Rogers
James Shirley
Dewey Shurtleff
William Soule
Tack Todd

PLEDGrS
Wallace Ashley
Robert DeVault
Gilmor Failor
Chapman Gilliland
Sherwood Johnson
Francis Krause
Roy McKay

George Mesick

Arthur Parsons
William Perkins
Glenn Poole
Hugh Rush
Lee Suydam

Park Verner
Carrel White

Top row- Rogers, Pendleton, Kinsman, McBride, Hitch, Locke, Anderson, Parsons, Gallagher,
Suydam, K. Anderson
Second row- Brinegar, Frederickson, Verner, White, Mesick, Cole, Martindell, Soule, Rasco,
Todd, Jamison
Third row -Phillips, Dunigan, Griffith, Poole, Platt, Hjalmarson, Roca, Bacon, Shirley, Boyd,
Rolle

Fourth row- Merrill, Maas, C. Anderson, De Vault, Perkins, Hendrix, Randall, Carr, Lutz,
Moriarty, Johnson
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Zeta Beta Tau
Founded at Jewish Theological
December 29, 1898.

Seminary,

Local charter granted April 10, 1926.
Colors : Old , d, light blue, and white.
:

PLEDGES
Leonard Slaff
Ferrin Solomon
Herbert Zweig

obert
Albert
Ralph Ha
Isadore K
Ted Kru

t

...Max K

Jack L
Lang
He an Lange
Alfred Levy
Harry Mansfield
Adolph Salomon
David Wolfson

Rich.;,`

Top row -Zweig, Kruger, Wolfson, Lange
Second row -F. Solomon, Levy, A. Solomon, Kline
Third row -- -Staff, Mansfield, Hanau, Horwitz
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Beta Kappa
Fot7ded at

iversity, St. Paul,
15, 1901.
Local charter gr. _
-y 11, 1929.
Colors :
old..
µ
Flowe
F Famline

Minn., on Octo

`

'

Carryl Austin
Victor Bran on
Archibald l
Joseph Ca enter
Archibald Cashion
John Cassady-

Stanley Cissna
Price Curd
Donn Freasier
Charles Gunthorp
John Hart

Rex Hornberger

udson
Paul K1ingenber
I arry Moseley
Guy Murphey
I

Frank Parker
Hester Parker
Robert Sigler
Edward Tatum
Stephen Tatum
Francis Thurston
Walter Warlop

PLEDGES
Theos Bernard
John Daly
Morris Hales
Lawrence Hudson
Edwin Montgomery
Morton Olson
Charles Vorhies

Top row -Cissna, Brannon, ITart, Sigler, Olson, Daly, Gunthorp
Second row- Caldwell, Klingenberg, Moseley, Stowe. Cassadv, Curd, Thurston
Third row -E. Tatum, Austin, Carpenter, L. Parker, Cashion, Murphy, P. Hudson
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Founded at the University of California,
Berkeley, California, September 9, 1921.
Local chapter granted March 23, 1930.
Colors : Blue and gold.
Flower : California poppy.

'ERS

PLEDGES
Lawrence Booher
Burl Heilman
ti /'illiam Norton
Harold Scoville
John Soule

Lewis Hurst
Fred Johnson

George La Rocque
Ted McCormick
rthur Prescott.
William Peryam
Moyers Shore
Elbert Scholtzhauer
John Taylor
Ted Woods

Top row- Taylor, Henderson, Johnson, Fowler
Second row -- Cowin, McCormick, Hurst, Shore
Third row -E. (xorodezkv, M. Gorodezky, .Atwater, Scholtzhauer
Fourth row -Heilman, Peryam, Woods, Prescott
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Delta Sigma Lambda

Milton rCorodezky
Thomas Henderson

`

+

.

,

-

Godfrey Atwater
John Cowin
William howler
Eli Gorodezkv

.

'

\

.
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Zeta Delta Epsilon
Founded at Tucson, Arizona, UIarch 16, 1921.
Flower : Ocatilla bloom.
Colors : Blue and gold.
MF1-1 HERS

Charles Berkencamp
Robert Brown
Frederick
Roger Davi
Charles Evai
Thomas Ev

Frank Evan
Brit. Fulbri
Delmar Fisher
Raymond Fors
Roy Goar
Wayne Hancock
Grant McGregor
Arthur Middleton
John Neff.

Jack Newman
James Lyons
Bayley Michel-

Norman Pearce
George Ridgway
larold Rupkey
onald Striegel
Oran Sarrells
Elgin Sanders
Robert Stratton
..

Morris T ' y

Willi
hompsoii
Hóward Welty
Jack Walker
Robert Yount

YL, EDGES
S

Charles Blenman
Meade Coles
Alexander Edelene
Roland Henshaw
Alex Mannen

John McNeal
Chester Nelson
Welford Peterson
Richard Whipple

Top row -Conner, Davis, Fisher, Neff, Edelene, Lyon, Hancock
Second row -Denny, Thompson, Stratton, Cole. Walker, Yount, T. Evans
Third row_ Sanders, Goar, Rupkey, Tribby, Welty, Pearce, Ridgway
Fourth row- Fulbright, Mannen, Filcher, Newman, McNeal, Middleton
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Beta Chi
Founded at Tucson, Arizona, October 1, 1921.
Colors : Green and white.
Flower : :American Beauty rose.
\ l EA! MIRS

George ßrì önick
Robert 1 Bancroft

PLEDGES
I_,ynn Bayless

Fred Bissel
Walter Chambers
Fred Contzen
Warren Eckland
George Grantham
Roscoe Kerr
Ed Maddox

Roger Peet
Kenneth Potter
Howard Praeger
Sterling Smith
George Snow
George Young

Walter rollack
Ronald R4inson
ese

Herbert Chain])
Keith Douglass
Ernest Gesin
Robert Gustette,
Gerald Gerard
Karl \laiigum

\l.ilton Rose
I van Robinette
John Rulison
Karl Schlegel

Otto \ I a1ì"'"um

I,ee Stevenson

\Vilfred Parker
Ben Peet

* c; cer Stewart

\Millard

Keith 'l'a'Ylor

1 [onroe Vreeland

George \ \Testman

Top row -O. Manguin, Gerard, Taylor, S. Stewart, Gesin, Reese, Vreeland, J. Stewart
Second row- Cóntzen, Antonick, Towle, H. Chambers, Thierry, Bancroft, Pollock, Westuran
Third row -Robinette, Young, Schlagel, Kerr, Robinson, Parker, Bayless
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Alpha Tau Omega
( Information received too late to obtain correct pin and place in book.)

Founded at Richmond, Virginia, September
11, 1865.
Local chapter grant .d May 24, 1930.
Colors : Sky
nd old gold.
Flow P
\ \T hi
rose.
.

}red Baker
B. F. Batey
Don Farver
Allan Hauter
jack Hopper
Ernest Johannsen
John Johnson
David Minton
Richard Pence
Louis Roberts

p

mley
Elias
lehn Stanley

Doug

ry
Isor
loin Wadin
Chet -WTadsworth

'Charles Walcutt
William Wood

PLEDGES
J. B. Boone
David Cameron
David Doran
Delos Gardner

George Jackson
Lawrence Murphy
William Oswald
Edwin Oswald

Ilubert Havins
James Herndon

Phil Potter
Edwin Townsend

T'op row -Jackson, Johnson, Roberts, Johannsen, Tisor, Hanter, Potter, Wadsworth, Wadin
Second row -Minton, Havins, Farver, Pence, Gardner, Baker, Cameron, Doran, Stanley

Third row -Batey, Romley, Wood, W. Oswald, F. Oswald, Sheffield, Hopper, Walcutt, Herndon
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Omicron Phi Omicron
Founded January 9, 1928
Colors : -Wine red and French blue.
Flower : Lily of the valley.

[a-

John Churchill
James Eaton
Louis Evans
Harold Enlows
Richard Iriving
Straton Jones
Sam Rees

PLEDGES
henry Taylor

Nicholas Bruns
Lloyd Chandle
Mark Clardy
Jacob Erickson
Harry B. Hardin,
Charles I-1 ari'; .
Cecil Hoffn.+
_Myron Lus

,RS
seph Magee

,, n McGregor
:..` tanley McKinley
Edwin Merwin
I'rcderick Schultz
l'reston Suit
Ralph Thompson
..Charles Wisdom

George Thomas
Frank Thompson
Paul Thomas
William Wagner
Harold Whiting
Bertram Young

Top row -Lusk, Young, McKinley, Trvin T, Clardy
Second row -Thompson, Schultz, Harris, Hoffman, Wagner
Third row -Chandler, Stilt, Erickson, Harding
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Inter fraternity Council
The Inter raternity Council is a group
formed for the purpose of regulating interfraternity relations on the campus. Its membership is composed of a representative from each
of the men's Greek letter social fraternities.
Meetings are held monthly to decide on

problems common to all of the organizations,
exchange ideas, and to take care of any incidental business which might fall under their
jurisdiction. Special meetings can be called
if the reason is sufficiently urgent to warrant it.
One of the most serious problems confronting the group at present is the plan of rushing
being employed at present on this campus : The
cut- throat plan it is often termed. It undoubtedly has its glaring shortcomings and the

Council, realizing this, has been at work on
a more appropriate system. The plans used
at various large universities elsewhere have
been investigated to determine their success,
and it is expected that within a year or so

Arizona rushing will be on a deferred basis.

Equally important is the investigation the
Council is making as to the justice of the present amount of taxes being paid by the houses.
Their contention is that fraternity houses are a
means of housing students, the large number
of which would necessitate additional rooming
quarters being built on the campus by the state,
were they not living as a group in the privately
built houses. Definite action has been taken
already by the Council. A fund created by donations from each house is to be used to secure
further legal advice on the situation.
The Council's efficient handling of these two
important questions as well as the minor one

which it settled, demonstrates the ability of
this year's president, Virgil Chandler. He was
well assisted by Tack Hopper, vice -president ;
Bus Evans, secretary, and Alfred Levy, treasurer.

OF'FICERS
President

-

-

-

V'ice- president

Secretary
Treasurer

-

-

-

Virgil Chandler

-

-

-

-

jack Hopper

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bus Evans
Alfred Levy

Hopper, Chandler, Levy, Evans
Page
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Scene IV
Associations

10-41
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Laine, Erickson, Fish, Bennett

American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers is
an organization for civil engineering majors in
the College of Mines and Engineering. It is a
national organization with the purpose of maintaining higher standards in the profession and
binding together the members of the profession.
Eligibility to membership is based on scholar-

ship, qualities of leadership, and good character, and promise of excellence in the field of
civil engineering. The local student chapter is
quite a large one. During the annual engineers
show put on in the spring they had many displays of their skill in surveying.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P. N. Gibbings
Charles McCash
Dan Conger
Leo Laine

11T,\1BERS

Earl Bennett
Carl Bruce
Southard Burdsal
MacKay Coleman
Elton Dail
John Dritt

Jacob Erickson
Franklin Fish
William Greer
Claude Hampshire
Claire Hepworth
Hubert Hunter
Herbert Ringer

Robert Houston
Peter Kiernan
N. G. Korneeff
George La Rocque
Herachel McMullen
Paul Newell
Paul Shaw

William Norton
Emil Pearson
Henry Pearson
John Perko
Earl Pingry
Sidney Rechlin
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Top row-Goar, Denny, McBride, Laine, Brinton

Second. row -Anderson, Tangum, Minton, Bennett, Brick son, Bacon

Theta Tau
Theta Tau is a national honorary engineering

organization, the local chapter of which was
granted this year. The national fraternity was
established in 1904 at the University of Minnesota. Its purpose is to foster high ethical and

professional standards and it has a definite
policy that each chapter shall have a house.

Vlexnb'ership is limited to students of worthy
personal qualities and promising engineering
ability. All of the founders were prominent
members of the engineering profession. The
fraternity is governed by conventions and national officers ; it also publishes a quarterly
magazine.

OFFICERS
Regent
Vice-regent

-

-

Treasurer
Scribe

Jacob Erickson
Charles M. McCash

-

Frank Bacon
Ira Bacon
Earl Bennett
\ \rildon Brinton

MEMBERS
Dean. G. M. Butler
jack Hopper
Louis Fiscal
Leo Laine
Robert Harding
Otto Mangum
Robert Heineman
Rex McBride
William Gishart

1\Iersche McMullen
David Minton
William. 'rremaine
Barney Shehane

PLEDGES
John. Anderson

Carl Bruce
Elton Dail

]'Ago 1 77

Roy M. Goar

Fred J. Denny

D. Gardner
jack Gilbert
Peter Kiernan

F. Locee

Paul Newell
George Peters

H. Pierson
E. Sanders
P. L. Shaw
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Top row- Cardon, Van Sant, Russ, Roberts, Langdon, Gillette
Second row -Curd, Pearce, Tatum, Douglass, Crismon, Draper, Canale

AAA-Le Club
Aggie Club is an organization for students in
the College of Agriculture. Any one enrolled
in, the Aggie College is eligible to membership,
and the purpose of the organization is to unite
agricultural students socially as well as in pro-

ject work. The two annual events sponsored

by the Aggie Club are the Aggie assembly,
which precedes the dance, and the Aggie dance,

or Barnyard Formal. The Aggie Club is becoming more and more an important unit of
student activity, especially for those in the Col lege of .Agriculture.

OFFICERS
President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer

Darwin Aanderson
Fraud Arener.
Ralph Canale
Parley Cardon
L. B. Churchill
Charles Crismon
Price Curd
Harvel Casper

-

Eldred Roberts
Karl D. Butler

-

-

MEMBERS
C. F. Dierking
Harry Irvin
Keith Douglass
Bruce Knapp
Adrian Kuffer
Fred Draper
Volney Douglas
Jesse V. Langdon
Guy H. Murphy
Richard Farnsworth
Irvin Gee
E. S. McSweeney
H. El Melihy
L. C. Gillette
Charles McKinney
L. P. Hamilton

John Cassidy.

E. A. Telford

E. A. Maier
Norman Pearce

F. H. Parker
Viola Russ
H. B. Smith
Bryan Tatum
Edward Tatum
Carl Teeter
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Smith, Thomas, Laine, Doty

Y. W. C. A.
President

-

Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

Donna Leah Smith
Margaret Doty

Esther Laine

-

Billie Thomas

This year saw Y. W. C. A. achieving greater successes than previously. Membership was larger
and activities greater. Affiliation with national Y. W. C. A. was consummated this year, after the
fifth year of its organization on the campus of the University of Arizona. Among the other activities have been the formation of "interest" groups, the acquisition of a room to be used as an informal
meeting place and lounging room for women, and a May Day flower sale. More members than ever
before are being sent this year to Asilomar to the convention.
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Hamlin, Tribolet, Knowles, Plannerv

Newman Club
President

-

Vice-President

Recording .Secretary

Treasurer - Corresponding Secretary

Charles Tribolet

-

Steve Ochoa
Kathleen Flannery
-

-

Olga Hamlin
Alice Knowles

The Newman Club is an organization of Catholic students which has been on the .University of
Arizona campus since 1926. Membership consists of approximately one hundred and sixty students.
.Meetings are held monthly. Twice a year the members organize a choir from their membership to
sing for the war veterans at the United States Hospital. The membership has been growing steadily
since the establishment on this campus until now the organization occupies quite a large place in the
field of campus activities. This is a national organization and has been affiliated for several years.
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Top row -Grosheider. Culbertson, Deglin, Pearson, Gemmel
Second row -Smith, Praeger, Wilson, Welty, WTineburg

Coffee Club
President
Secretary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Theodore L. Deglin
Jane Pearson
-

Ted Deglin, Dick Waite, H. O. Welty, Jane Wilson, Jean. Williams, Virginia Culbertsein, Adelaide
Gemmel, Stephen Spingarn, Mildred Wineburg. Howard Praeger, Mary Onstott, Agnes Smith,
Florence Grosheider, Betty Boblee.

The Coffee Club was organized this year under the direction of Theodore L. Deglin. This club
grew out of an organization founded three years previçusly called Pad N' Pencil, which was originally a literary organization for lower division students. The members meet monthly for dinner
and discuss literary, topics under the direction of a speaker each time. The name is taken from the
Coffee Clubs of England during the time of Addi3on and Steele. Since its establishment t!iis year
the organization has been growing steadily in favjr as a social club.
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The formal at the El Conquistador

Stray Greeks
President

-

-

V ice- President

-

Secretary -Treasurer

-

-

-

Stephen Joel Spingarn
Charleton R. Key
-

-

John C. Scully

Directors -John H. Joss, Lyman D. Bothwell, Norman E. Gable

The Stray Greeks organization consists of transfers from Hellenic organizations at other schools.

The past year the officers demonstrated their ability to make an active organization out of this
group. The purpose of the Stray Greek organization is -to afford social contact for those student
whose fraternal relations are not represented on the campus. Outstanding among their activities
was the formal dance, held at the El Conquistador Hotel. The attendance of representatives from
other campus organizations helped to make this function a complete success. Greek letter f raternities from almost every state are represented in this group.
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Fariss, Ruthrauff, Miller, Smith

Varsity Villa(ers
President

-

-

Vice- President

Secretary

Treasurer

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pauline Fariss
Adona Smith
Marjorie Miller
Virginia Ruthrauff
-

'The Varsity Villagers is an active organization composed of girls who live in places other than
those afforded on the campus.; that is, town girls.
This year the group has been sponsored by Dean Jones, who has been largely responsible for their
growth and success this year. An innovation in their social activities was a Spring Sport Dance
held in Herring Hall. _-athletics and scholarship played a large part in this year's program. The
large group of girls taking an active interest in the Varsity Villagers assures continual success.
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The 1930 Desert wishes to acknowledge
the aid of Sam Babcock, Mary Brian, and
Richard Arlen in the production of this
feature.

And to announce the results of the Desert Queen election, the personality contests, and the most representative students

The Desert Queen
Marjorie Miller
Most Attractive Girl
First -Jane Wilson
Second -Mary Francis Berryman
Rest Looking Man

First -Gus Seidel
Second -- Herbert Chambers
Most Representative Seniors
Donald Striegel
Ina Nelson

John Turner
Dorothy Finley

llarold Patten
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Marjorie Miller, 1930 Desert Queen, is
very prominent in activities. She has been
particularly outstanding in athletics. Besides playing on several class sport teams,
she is an active member of the Women's A
Club, and held the presidency of the. Women's Athletic Association for the last year.

She has appeared in singing roles in the
Senior Follies for the past three years. Dur-

ing her junior year she was president of
V. S. T., honorary junior women's organization. Marjorie is a member of Kappa Kappa

Gamma. The identity of this tenth Desert
Queen was revealed as -a feature o f the
spring Desert dance.

RICHARD ARLEN
HOLLYWOOD
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A secret committee composed of one so
rority woman, one fraternity man, and one
non-organization student, selected from the
senior class the three men and two women

whose pictures appear on the following
pages as the most outstanding men and
women of the graduating class at the University of Arizona. They were chosen on
the basis of the activities they listed on the
regular activity blanks submitted to the
Desert, together with their university record
on file in the registrar's office. It is expected

ant this section will he a permanent feature
of the future Deserts.

University

"Then I pulled his pigtaii"

"God's gift to publications

"Animal lover"

"Vaquerita No. 1"

"A shrinking violet"

;`Squat"

"Human clay"

"Runner -up"

"Lasting a long time

" l'hOeIli x 1)i>und..

"Who's next ?"

"Who's got any money?

"We're getting robbed !" "Do you play football, too?"

"The Yuma flash"

"Now my forehand"
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Activities

"It's not 4 :3C yet"

"Anybody seen my car ?"

" \ I nmi; )

ust lookin' around"

r

;

,

"Taxi?"

"Throw in that tower._

é

°

"1"e, .1\1 r. McKale"

"ill just handle that myself "
Pao'e 205

".Ali got a pin at last"

'.\l e and my throne"

M

.'E

A.

`Çly de who?"

"A Greek on the stray"

"Second, second, second!"

"Seen any frósh, Anglin ?"

"Fritz does my work'

"My vote's for Dicus too"

Frosh

(At right) "Hold That Line !"
(Below) "It's a steep climb, frosh."

(Above) "What's the delay?"

(At left) "Holding down a surprise.

(Circle) "Wham !"

"What ! Freshmen laboring?"
Page 2 06

Frolics

(At left) "Just a friendly pillow
fight."

(Below) "Arizona ropers in
action."

(Above) "A neat bit of footwork."

(At right) "Powder River!"

(Above) "Classes in angles !"
Page 207

Spectators

The pictures on this
page are of the
University Band in

action- at Phoenix
and. Tucson.

Both

stadiums aie also

shown. The games
were with Pomona
and cal -Tech.

Page 2 0 &

Homecoming

(Above) Pi Kappa
Alpha.

(Above) Sigma Chi.

(Right) Kappa Kappa

(Below) Kappa Alpha

Gamma.

Theta.

(Below) Sigma Nu.

(Above) Delta Gamma.

(Above) Phi Delta T Leta.

t'ag e 209

(Right) Pi Beta Phi.

Senior Follies

(Above) Men's Chorus.
(Below) Stowe and Moran, Comedians.

(Above) Jane Wilson,
Feminine Lead.

(At left) Mixed
Chorus.

To left Girls' Chorus

(Below) Evans
and Leonard,
comedians

(Above)
Marion George,
featured singer

At right- Senior
Follies personnel

JAMES
SHIRLEY

Viaea 6q
mARJORIf
MILLER aná.

FERN
PATTEN

ACT VI
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Athletics
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l..h. McKALE

1

.

4la

t

í;

rred Enke

a/

Walter Davis

Coaches
Coach James Frederick lcKale, director of
the department of physical education for men
and head football and baseball coach, is this

year completing his sixteenth season as the
autocrat of the field and the campus friend of
the wearer_ s of the red and blue.
"Mac," as he is known to sophomore scrubs
and deans of colleges alike, for a decade and a

half has given the best of his efforts to young

men of Arizona, and to him goes the lion's
share of the credit for having brought the school

into her present ascendancy in things athletic
in the Southwest.
"Mac" has seen fat years and lean ones in
the past sixteen, judged by the .percentage of
games won and games lost, but whatever the
material and whatever the opposition, he has
considered every season a successful one if his
men have fought hard and fought cleanly.
And starting with the dilapidated field house,
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which even the older students -On the campus
will remember, he has contributed the major
share of the effort which has given Arizona one
of the finest athletic plants in the West.
As McKale's right -hand man in training the
football squad for a number of years has been
Fred Enke, line coach, who specializes in turning out a fast -charging brand of linesman. And
when football season is over, Fred assumes responsibility for turning out the Arizona basketball teams, consistently among the best.
With Enke is Walter Davis, who coaches the
yearling teams which annually clean up all but
varsity competition; and sometimes give even
the "A" men worried moments. Then with the
coming of spring, Dave takes charge of the cinderpath and field as head track coach. And in
between times, he is well known outside of the
locker room for the manner in which he maintains a strict but happy state of law and order
in Cochise Hall as head resident.
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Athletic Managers
Varsity Managers

Towne, Nordyke, Anderson, Solomon

An entirely new, and what is apparently a
thoroughly successful managerial system, has
been inaugurated this year by Graduate Manager A. L. Slonaker. A more concrete organization, with a graduated apportionment of responsibility, has been the result.

For each of the major sports, a senior .manager who is in full charge is appointed. Under
him are from one to four junior managers, and
these in turn maintain contact with the several
sophomore assistants, who are considered as
candidates trying -out for the junior 'managerships of the following season.
Alfred "Speck" Towne managed the 1930

football team, turning in a creditable performance in the difficult office of arranging for everything from shoulder -pads to thousand -mile
trips. As junior assistant he had Al Levy.
Spence Nordyke was in charge of the business end of basketball, and had working with
him Bill Kimball, Stan Stewart and Bus Pow ers. John Anderson was senior manager for
baseball, assisted by Doug McSweeney, and
Adolph Solomon was Coach Davis' right hand
man in the position of track manager, aided by

Bill Ryder. A new managership, that of the
intra -mural sports, was created this spring, and
Bayly Filcher was appointed to the job.

Junior Managers

Ryder, Kimball, Stewart
Page 218

Scene II
Football
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WILDCATS
M1'1rc7'/e

Herrií

vvhii
DaitreQ/h

Warteí'z

C0M/ey

Pleds

"Fred"
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FOOTBALL
FALL of '129

Left to right -Herring, tackle ; Mangum, tackle ;
Acuff, quarter ; Dunseath, center

With the stadium still unfinished, and five
mainstays of the 1928 team gone forever, things
were not apparently looking up for the Wildcat
grid artists. Discounting the arguments of the
crepe- hangers, the absence of ex- Captains Gen -

try and Diebold, and of Stofft, Clark and Sorenson left bad gaps in the Arizona squad. It
was doubtful, also, that Dicus and Swick would
be sufficiently recovered from their injuries of
last year to be of much use.
Our first game was with a club that is always
counted as a strong foe, Occidental College.

Even the most optimistic Arizona fan could not

do much more than predict an even break for
the team. The game was played at the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, at night, this inaugurating
the idea on the Coast.
Dope was upset when Arizona won 16 -7, the
Wildcats leading 9 -0 at the half. Bill Hargis
and Captain Wimp Acuff had already starred ;
but the lead was unpleasantly shortened when
Oxy made the score 9 -7. In the last few min-

utes of the game Hargis ran 48 yards for an-

other touchdown, Acuff converting to make the

Seidel and Dunseath stopping the Mines backs
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FALL or '29

Left to right -Riggs, half ; Hargis, half ; Seidel,
tackle ; Gridley, guard

final tally 16-7. The Arizona stock went up a

and part in the backfield. He was successfully
tried this way in several other games during

practicability of night football was proved.

the season.

The game with the Frosh was won 21 -0, even

if the youngsters did put up a good scrap. For
both clubs it was a practice session, substitutions being made throughout the game. Johnny

Riggs first showed himself to be the great
little ball- carrier that he was in this encounter ;

another feature was when Mike Swick, emu-

lating his great contemporary, Nagurski of
Minnesota, played part of the game in the line

October 12 marked an event to which loyal
Arizonans had been looking forward for a long
time -the dedication of the new stadium. In
addition, it was Homecoming. Governor John
C. Phillips flew from Phoenix to speak between
halves. The game, as far as victory was concerned, was all that could be asked, as Arizona
crushed the hopelessly inferior Cal Techmen
35 -0.

The Engineers were a hard -fighting

Hargis coming off left tackle with Gridley about to take out the Cal -Tech defensive half (14)
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FOOTBALL
FALL of 'Z9

heft to right -Swick, guard; Sancet, half ;
Connollÿ, tackle; Patten, end

team, but were outweighed and outfought.
The California team had a system of lateral
passes that was beautiful to see. Perhaps it is
their scientific or engineering training that enables them to calculate time and space to such
success ; whatever it is, if Cal Tech had had

anything else to aid it, the score would have
been much closer. This game saw Johnny
Riggs in all his glory, as he was the most promi-

nent man on the field in all three departments
of the game. Seidel, who towers Heavenward
6 feet 6 inches, was outstanding in the line.

One week later the El Paso School of Mines
sent the strongest team it had ever produced to
Tucson. The passing combination, Andrews to
Campbell or Emmett gave the Wildcats some
trouble, but in the end they triumphed 19 -0.

The Miners displayed more spirit with their
cheering squad of 150 than did all of the Arizona crowd. The game was marred by roughness on both sides. Leiber and Bever did most
of the playing to obtain the victory for Arizona,
as Hargis and Riggs were watched closely.
The Wildcat string of victories continued un-

Fever goes over the line for a touchdown in the second quarter of the New Mexico Aggies game
Page .224
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L;eft to right -Dicus, end ; Anderson ; guard;
Warren, guard; AfeA.rdle, guard

interrupted when the New Mexico Aggies fell,
28 -0.

This was also the Parents' Day game.

Lucero. of the visitors, was the flashiest player
on the field, while Leiber did much of the ball packing for the local club. The Aggies put up
a hard fight against a superior team ; the score

was increased by an extra seven points in the
last few minutes when Middleton got hold of
the oval to return it for a touchdown.
The Tempe game did not show Arizona to
great advantage, as the Bulldogs' defeat at the
hands of the r rosh made them enter the fray

under a great handicap. Tempe played a good
game, but that did not save the club from being
plastered, 26 -0.

An easy schedule, plus the great Poke Hartman, caused Arizona to lose to Pomona, 15 -12,

at Phoenix.

Pomona was underestimated by
Arizona ; moreover, the Sagehens played some-

what over their heads. Early in the game,
Swick and Gridley, Wildcat guards, were injured and had to be taken out. Pomona led
9 -0 at the half, due to the splendid playing of
Captain Hartman, who made a 65 -yard run to

The "Eel" stopped with almost a clear field in front of him --Swick (extreme left) about to put the blocks to someone
of the Cal -Tech crew
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FOOTBALL
FALL of

Left to right -White, guard; Collier, Half
Middleton, center

raise the score to 15 -0. Things were looking
pretty low for Arizona, when the Wildcats, led
by Riggs, Bever, and Patten, made a remarkable recovery. Hargis made several brilliant

plays to help raise the score to 15 -12 as the
game closed.

A long vacation ensued for the Wildcats,

who began studying New Mexico plays. Both

sides were out for blood, as the two colleges

have long been rivals. On a snow -covered field,

at Albuquerque the Wildcats won 6 -0, Leiber

making the winning touchdown after a series
of line smashes. During the rest of the .game
the fight raged from one end of the field to the
other, although neither club could score.
Fresh from their triumph over the Lobos,
the Wildcats had an easy time with Whittier.
overwhelming them 40 -0. All of the Arizona
squad had a chance to play in this Turkey Day
game, and what was taps- for many men.

Captain Wimp Acuff, Ad Gridley, Mike

Swick, Porque Patten, Karl Mangum, Johnny

Hartman of Pomona just as he started the fake pass that changed into an end run and six points
at Phoenix ; note the apparently perfect defense position of the Arizona line
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FOOTBALL

FALL of '29

Left to right- Bennett, end ; Towne, manager ;
Leiber, full

Riggs, Fish Herring, Irish McArdle, Blondy
Warren, and Max Connolly, all have played
their last football game for Arizona. Letters
were awarded to Dicus, Patten, McArdle, and
Bennett, ends ; Seidel, Mangum, Herring, Connolly, tackles ; Swick, Anderson, White, Gridley, and Warren, guards ; Middleton and Dun seath, centers ; Captain Acuff, quarter Hargis,
Riggs, Collier, and Sancet, halves ; Leiber and
Bever, fullbacks. Alfred Towne was manager
for this year.
.

While many criticisms were made of the weak
1929 schedule, it must be remembered that
when it was made the stadium was still on pa-

per, with good prospects of remaining thus.
Next year, with the new stadium and an increase in spirit due to a stronger schedule, football should go through the season in great style.
The three outstanding games of 1930 are with

Pomona, Occidental, and Rice' Institute of
I Iouston, Texas.

The Tempe backs and a lineman watch one of Johnny Riggs' boots sail between the uprights for
an extra point
Page 2 37
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Frosh Football
A highly successful football season was

In one of the best games of the season the

opened by the freshman football team on Octiber 4, 1929. The first game was the annual

Frosh nosed out Brophy College 7 -6. Brophy

struggle with the varsity. As is always the
case, the Frosh succumbed to the older men,
this year by a 21 -10 score which is not so bad
considering the difference in size of the two
teams.

The next game was with the Tucson High
and was played on the Badger field. The Davis coached aggregation started off well, annexing

scored in the third quarter and the freshmen
won the game in the last few minutes of play.
The final game was against the Phoenix Indian School on the Arizona State Fair Grounds.
The Kittens won handily 13 -0. Anglin,
O'Dowd and White were outstanding as future
varsity material.

In the game with the Tempe Varsity, the first
year men completely upset the dope by taking

Those awarded '33 numerals were : Anglin, Boggs, Carey, Clark, DeWeese, Fisher,
Gallagher, Hood, Kauscha, Kercher, Leary,
Mannen, McKay, O'Dowd, Phillips, Podesta,
Tewkesbury, Williams, Whitaker, and White.
The team was coached by Walter Davis and

the contest by a score of 7 -0.

Limey Gibbings.

21 points in the first three quarters. However
the preps rallied, scoring 14 points in the last
frame, almost catching the Peagreeners.

Davis, Cummings, Thompson, McKay, Schuman, Podesta, Williams, Wilks, Fisher, Anglin, Hartig, Hummel, Tribolet
Gibbings, Tewkesbury, O'Dowd, Hood, White, Whittaker, Cl ark, Barrett, Mannen, Phillips, Gallagher, Daniels, Babson
Kerchaer, Kauscha, Leary, DeWèese, Zuckerman, Boggs, Carey, Grondona, Fairchild, Cook, Armer

I'age 2 `LS

Scene III
Basketball
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Basketball
Winning 15 out of 21 games, the University of Arizona
basketball team, led by a pair of goal shooting co- captains

and forwards -Neal Goodman and Waldo Dicus, and

coached by Fred Enke, tied the University of New Mexico
for the Southwestern championship.
The Wildcats piled up a total of 721 points against 578
by their opponents.
Prospects looked bright for one of the best Wildcat fives

to ever represent Arizona at the opening of the practice
season, but a number of men upon whom Coach Enke was

depending dropped early in the season, weakening the squad's
reserve strength considerably. However, such men as Neal
Goodman, Waldo Dicus, Myron Nelson, Porque Patten, Don
Streigel, George Ridgeway, and Bill Hargis, all veterans, and

John Riggs, Mike Swick, John Turner, Wilbur Webb, and
Britt Fullbright, new additions to the squad, stuck it out and
developed into dangerous opponents for any collegiate team
in the Southwest.
They opened the season in their usual manner by dropping
Co- Captain Neal Goodman
the Frosh in a pair of games, 64 -10 and 62 -18. Their next
game, which officially opened the season, was with the Phoenix Clarence Saunders Stores five, which they succeeded in downing with very little trouble, the
score being 27-19.

Two nights later they met with their first defeat of the year when U. S. C.'s'rrojans handed them
a 35 -21 beating on the Trojan floor. The Enkmen had plenty of chances to score, but were decidedly off, missing a great many set -up shots under the basket. The following night they met the
Trojans again and took their second beating of the season, the final score being 35 -26. The Wildcats again missed a lot of easy shots, and at one time in the second half the score stood at 22 -21,
U. S. C., with about 10 minutes to go. The Trojans broke away, however, and scored 15 points
while the Fnkemen were only adding 5. AlthoughNelson, Wildcat backguard, was the outstanding
player on the floor, Dicus was high point man in the game with 12 points.
After returning to Tucson and practicing for a week, they met and defeated the Tempe Teachers
in two games, 50 -40 and 54 -23. Neal Goodman broke away in the first game for 17 points.
In the second game Goodman and Dicus both scored 12 points each, and Striegel accounted for 10.
Myron Nelson, Cat backguard, played fine basketball both nights.

Nordyke, Patten, Ridgeway, Turner, Riggs, Enke
Nelson, Striegel, Goodman (co-capt.), Dicus (co-Capt.), Swick, Hargis
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On January 18 Coach Enke sent his Wildcats against Coach

Rudy Lavik's Flagstaff Teachers. The results were disastrous for the Teachers as the Cats returned to Tucson with

a pair of easy victories, one 29 -16 and the other 26 -18, stowed
safely away. It was a tough blow for the Lumberjacks, but
they took a còuple of tougher ones later in the year.

The next series was with the Texas Miners on the Arizona
floor, and the Cats added two more victories to their string.
They annexed the first encounter 38 -31 and the second 31 -20.
Goodman and Dicus and Striegel were again high point men,

while Riggs, Swick, and Nelson did some stellar defensive
work.

About the first of February Coach Enke took his men to

Tempe and split.a two game series with the Bulldogs, winning
the first game 48 -40, and losing the second 34 -31. Tempe

played a much improved brand of ball in comparison with
their early season play.
On February 10 the De Paul University Blue Devils, trav-

eling out of Chicago, stopped off in Tucson long enough to
administer a 29 -16 beating to the Wildcats. De Paul five
was by far the best quintet that the Arizona team opposed all
year, and had plenty of license to win the game by an even larger score. Dicus was about the only
Arizona player who could connect that night, and scored a total of 7 points. Nelson displayed his
customary guarding in the rear floor position.
Four days later Coach Rudy Lavik brought his Flagstaff five to Tucson, praying for a pair of
victories, but left with his prayers still unanswered. The Wildcats took both games by one -sided
scores, winning the first 37 -17 and the second 46 -24. Dicus scored more points single- handed during the first game than the entire Lumberjack team, annexing a total of 18. In the second game
Striegel plunged into the limelight when he accounted for 14 points from the field. Flagstaff's one team- Allen- -was no match for Coach Enke's well oiled machine, and all their state championship hopes went up in smoke created by a fast moving Arizona quintet.
With hopes high for another Southwestern championship, the : Wildcats started on the last lap of
their journey, which was also a disastrous one. On February 21 and 22 they met the New Mexico
Lobos in Albuquerque, and split the series losingthe first night 28 -32, and winning the second 2826. Goodman, with six points from the foul line and six from the field, led the Cats in the first
Co- Captain Waldo Dicus

MITCHEL SWICK
Guard
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DON STRIEGEL
,

Center

BILL HARGIS
Forward
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game and Striegel with 9 points was high in the
second contest.

The Cats still had hopes for the championship, but the New Mexico Aggies blasted them
when they took one out of two from the Enkemen. Playing on a floor about the size of Herring Hall, the Aggies shot from all angles and
positions to defeat the Wildcats the first night
46 -42. Dicus scored exactly one -half of Arizona's points in the first game, getting a total

of2l.

The second night Hargis, with 8 points, led
the Arizona five to a 23 -15 victory, but the lose
on the previous night threw them into a tie with
New Mexico for Southwestern honors.
During the year the team had several games
scheduled with independent teams throughout

the state, All of which were won by the Cats.
These games included two with the Phoenix
Clarence Saunders Stores five, one with the
Globe Ryans, and one with the Yuma Independents.

Waldo Dicus and Neal Goodman served as
co- captains during the year, and that plan will
again be followed when Myron Nelson, two let-

terman, and Bill Hargis share the captaincy

next year.
Letters were awarded to Nelson, Goodman,

Dices, Hargis, Patten, Swick, Riggs, Ridge-

GEORGE RIDGEWAY
Forward

NEAT, GOODMAN
Forward

MYRON NELSON
Guard

JOHNNY RIGGS
Guard
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way, Turner, and Striegel.

Of this group

Dicus, Swick, Riggs, Patten, Striegel, and

Goodman will be lost to next year's team.
Neal Goodman led the Cats in scoring with
a total of 192 points, Striegel was second with
169, and Dicus third with 167. During three
years of play these three men averaged about 8
points each in every game in which they played,

which is a good average for any man on anybody's basketball team.
During the last five years University of Ari-

zona basketball teams have won 74 out of 98
games.

This year's team was managed by Spencer
Nordyke, and was well handled throughout the
season.

Neal Goodman as co- captain and forward
was undoubtedly the outstanding player of the
season. High point man for the year, he had

an uncanny ability for looping baskets from

difficult angles, and was always especially effec-

HAROLD PATTEN
Guard

WALDO DICUS
forward
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tive with one -arm hook shots from either side
of the floor. His floor play was fast and tricky,
and he will leave a big gap to be filled in next
year's quintet.
Nelson, While having less opportunity for
spectacular play at the floor guard's position,
played, a brilliant defensive game, and should
be the mainstay of the 1931 team. Many critics
say that the brand of ball played by him is on
a par with anything seen in the country. Don

JOHN TURNER
forward

SPENCE NORDYKE
Manager

A.;

Striegel concluded his third year on the varsity at the pivotal position, and in addition to taking the
tip-off consistently, was runner -up to Goodman for high point honors. He is another veteran who
will be missed next year.
\Valdo Dicus teamed up with Goodman both as co- captain and forward, and had a fine season.
Not only was his old eye for the basket functioning. this year, but his defensive playing was greatly
improved, and he was one of the most valuable players in the smooth -working five.
Mike Swick, who had been better known for his gridiron and baseball ability in former years,
was successful against considerable competition in winning a regular place as running guard, to fill
the vacancy left by "Swede" Sorenson, and played a steady game throughout the schedule.

Bill Hargis was virtually the sixth man on the "five," and, substituting both at forward and

center, saw nearly as much play as some of the starters. "Porque" Patten was a reliable back guard
for Enke to fall back upon, and gave opposing forwards plenty of grief. George Ridgway again
made a letter at forward, plays a fast floor game similar to that of Goodmans, and will constitute
part of the nucleus of veterans about whom the varsity will be built the coming season. John Turner
was the fourth of the forwards to win a letter, played a steady game throughout the year, but will
not he back next season. Johnny Rigg, after a brilliant season on the gridiron, came out for basketball, and easily won a berth as running guard, where he played a fast and tight defensive game.

Frosh Basketball
Coach Davis directed the Wildcat Frosh
through a season of eight victories out of 12
games. Two of their defeats were at the hands
of the Varsity, while the others were administered by Douglas High and the Tempe Frosh.
During the season they scored a total of 370
points to their opponents 338 and averaged
30.8 points per game. Davis carried a squad
of about 22 men all season and developed a
number of man who should be good varsity
material next year. Members of the squad
were Tewskbury, Rafferty, Warnock, Stone,
Bate, Teeter,,, Mock, Nickolas, Thomason, Cal -

They met Douglas High in their next encounter and lost through a touch of over -condence by a score of 22 -14. Their following

battles were with the Tempe Frosh on the

Bulldog floor and they split a two -game series,
winning the first 24 -19 and losing the second
28 -25.

Tucson high was their next victim,

whom they defeated 34 -17 for their second win

over the Badgers. The Flagstaff Frosh followed and the Kittens emerged from this series
with two wins 41 -43 and 37 -14. In their last
game of the year they defeated Brophy Col -

licotte, Crimson, Abbott, Thomas, Southard,

lege in Phoenix 22 -19.

and Maddox.
After losing to the varsity, 64 -18 and 61 -10,
they -defeata Tucson high in their next game

Those who were awarded numerals were :
Harold Warnock, Edgar Crismon, Jack Rafferty, Bill Bate, Raymond Tewksbury, Carl
Teeter, Byron Mock, George Nickolas, and

28 -18.

Next they downed the Tempe Frosh

ill two games 59 -16 and 59 -29.

Howard Abbott.

Davis, Maddox, Solomon, Moore
Teeter, Callicotte, Crismon, Warnock, Stone
Bate, Nicholas, Southard, Rafferty, Mock, Tewksbury
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Track and Field
Coach Walter Davis's track and field artists won the unofficial Southwestern Championship this year by. virtue of victories

over Tempe and Flagstaff in an open meet, and Over New

Mexico University in a dual meet held here Saturday, April 26.
While there were no exceptional performers, a well rounded
squad was able to give a good account of itself in every meet
engaged in this year. Bill Hargis, versatile athlete par excel-

lence. was high point man for the entire season with 44/`

markers. The dashes and the discus were his specialty.
Watson Defty secured 39 points from his efforts in the high
and low hurdles. His best day was at. U. C. L. A., where he
broke the record in the highs. Dori Hjalmarson, distance runner, was next with 29 points, followed by ex- Captain John
McArdle with 18. "Irish" would have made a much better
showing and would in all probability have been high point man
for the year if he had not had -a muscle pulled in the U. C. L. A.

meet, which kept him out of the running for the rest of the
season.

JOHN McARDLE
The first meet of the year was held with Tempe State TeachSprints
ers' College ; and the Wildcats walked off to an easy victory,
874 to 43%. Clean sweeps in the 220 yard low hurdles, the
quarter mile and the pole vault helped run up the score. McArdle and Finley of Tempe shared
high -point honors with 15 markers apiece. The Arizona captain took firsts in the 100, the 220, and
the 440. Finley took first in the shot, second in the javelin, the high jump, and the broad
jump, and third in the discus.
The following week the tracksters journeyed to Los Angeles where a meet with the University
of California at Los Angeles was held. The Bruins took the Wildcats into camp to the tune of
79 to 52. The Arizona team was no match for the well- balanced aggregation that they entered in
the meet. Irish McArdle, Cat dash man, pulled a muscle in the furlong meet in this meet and
that reduced the Arizona points considerably.
A shining light in the defeat was the performance of Watson Defty, Arizona hurdler, who turned
in two firsts for his afternoon's work. In one of his races, the highs, he broke the U. C. L. A.
record and the Arizona record also, in the fast time of 15,4. seconds. Hjalmarson and Hargis
also made good marks in their events.
The next Saturday the Wildcat team entered th e State Meet held at Tempe and won the tri-

Avers, Algert, Bright, Hoffsten, Perez, Forbes, Yount
Clark, McCorkindale, Teeter; Knoles, Todd, Hjalmarson, Davis
Smith, Chambers, Defty, Wollard, Hargis, McArdle, Stewart'
Kimble, Thompson, Curtis, Pendleton, Pohle, Muff, Kupfer
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cornered race with 69 points. Tempe, the nearest competitor,
had 41 points, and Flagstaff was third with 24 %.
Finley, the Tempe ironman, was high -point man for the day
with firsts in three events, second in one, and fourth in two.
He broke the existing records in the discus and the high jump.
Hargis was second in the century and broke the record in the
220 yard dash with the time of 22 2/5 seconds.
The last meet of the year was held with the University of New
Mexico. This meet was won by the Cat athletes, with /5 points
against 56 for the hobos. It clinched the Southwestern Championship for Arizona.
Bill Hargis had a gala day at the expense of the New Mexico
boys, when he romped home for first place in the 100 and 220
yard dashes, and tied for first in the broad jump, in addition to
throwing the discus further than anyone else o.n the field. Hargis
should be good for many a point next year.
Hjalmarson turned in an excellent performance in the mile
WATSON DEFTY
Hurdles

run, negotiating the distance in the time of 4 :33,3 just 9/10
of a second over the record. On account of this strenuous
race, he was unable to finish in the two -mile race which was
won by Homan of New Mexico, with McCorkindale of Arizona

second. New Mexico got a tough break in the low hurdles, when Webb, who was running neck
and neck with Defty, fell over the last hurdle and lost the race. In the same race Stortz of the
hoboes turned his ankle and was unable to finish.
An interesting feature of this meet was the fact that all the Arizona men entered are men who
are going to be back next year. McArdle and T odd were both unable to enter on account of
injuries. The number of entries was limited to fi fteen men in order to cut down expenses on the
trip. This meet closed a fairly successful sea -son for the track team.
Throughout the entire schedule the team was without the leadership of a captain, but at a meeting
held at the close, his teammates selected Bill Hargis as the one who had most merited this honor
for the past year. As has already been stated, Hargis was a consistently excellent performer as
evidenced by the high number of points he made in each meet. This was Bill's first year of
varsity track, and he more than proved his worth.
At the same meeting at which it was decided to award the captain's sweater for the past year to
Hargis, the team chose Dori Hjalmarson as next year's leader. This was also Dori's first year

JACK TODD

BILL HARGIS

Broad Jump

Penthathlon
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REX KNOWLES
High Jump
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of varsity competition. He
excels in the distances.
The board of control has

just passed on the following men -to receive track
awards : John McArdle,
Bill Hargis, Guy Smith, W.

R. Pendelton, Carl Teeter,
D. Hjalmarson, McCorkindale, Watson Defty, C.

Wollard, R e x Knowles,
Mark Pohle, Jack Todd.
Gus Seidel, A. L. Rountree,

S.

Stewart,

Loren

Curtis, and Tom Muff. All
these men with the exception of McArdle and Todd.

will return next year and

form the nucleus for an exceptionally strong team.
Coach Davis will not be
here next year as he is go-

ER NEST HOF'FSTEN

CLARENCE WOLLARD

ing to New York UniverPole Vault
Hurdles
sity to complete the work
on his Master's Degree. It has not been deJack Todd in the running broad jump, all of
cided who will coach the team as yet. Among
this year's seventeen lettermen will again rethe men being considered for the job is
turn to the University of Arizona to participate
"Jumbo Pierce, former athlete and coach
in the field and cinderpath events.
here.

In surveying the outlook for next year in
the light of the past season's performances, the
prospect for a highly successful track season
looms up as being exceptionally bright.
For with the exception of "Irish McArdle
in the hundred and two- twenty dashes, and of

TOMMY MUFF
Middle Distance

Bill Hargis, when football and basketball are
over with, will be back again, and should contribute a good many points to the Arizona total
in all of next year's meets. Bill has shown his
ability to step the hundred in the neighborhood
of 10 -flat and the two -twenty in close to 22 sec-

onds all season, and these times are usually

SPENCER STEWART
Javelin

LOREN CURTIS
Dashes
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tently stepped the lows in
close to 25 seconds.
Dori Hjalmarson, captain- elect, has turned out to

be one of the greatest distance men that has ever run
for Arizona, and should al-

ways be good for eight or
ten points in the mile and
two -mile events. His times

are always well down in the
4 :30's

for the mile, and

around ten and a quarter for
the two -mile run.
"Eig Gus" Seidel has

been out in front with his

40 -odd foot tosses of the 16-

pound weight this year, and
should be even better with
the experience behind him
during the 1931 season.
REARDON PENDLETON
Middle Distances

good for firsts in Southwestern meets.

MARK POHLE
Pole Vault

If a

few points in the discus and the broad jump are

also allotted him, the Wildcats will have a
pretty good one man team to begin with.
Then there will be Watson Defty, skimmer

of the high and low sticks, to reckon with.

Watson ran a close second to Hargis for total
point honors during the past season, collected
in these two events alone, running up 39 of
them.

His best time was 15.3 in the high

hurdles against U. C. L. A., while he consis-

McLAREN FORBES
Miler
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Coach Davis predicts, in
fact, that he will attain 46

feet before the season is

over. Close behind him has been Al "Tubby"
R.oundtree, who will also return.

In addition to Hargis, the hundred will see
Loren Curtis, who garnered a number of sec onds in the event this year, returning ; and in
the two -twenty, Dill will have Guy Smith back
to push him along. Tommy Muff has stepped

the four -forty in good time all year, as has

Curtis. so that this event should be well taken
care of.
`'Red" Pendleton, versatile dash and middle-

HENRY CLARK
Javelin

CARL TEETER
Miler
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distance performer, has accounted
for Arizona's points in the 880 -yard

run, and will in all probability be
found at the half-mile post again.
Carl Teeters, who lettered in the mile

this year, may also be found in the

in which he specialized at
Tempe.
In the high and low hurdles, Defty
has been closely followed by Clancy
880,

Wollard and Herb Chambers all

year, and the same three will partici-

pate under the red and blue colors
with the 1931 squad.
Mark Pohle is the Wildcat veter-

an in the pole vault, and has been
bettering his jumps all season, so
that he should wind up his career by
doing better than eleven feet. Coach

Davis has had a dearth of reserve
material in this event for several
years past, and next season will apparently be no exception to the rule.
GINES PEREZ
HERBERT CHAMBERS
Slim Knowles may be depended
Distances
Hurdles
upon to do as well or a little better
when another season comes around.
up their endurance and stamina.
"Klondike" Stewart has been Arizona's
This past fall, Ed Echols was added to the
mainstay in hurling the javelin, and is another
staff as cross- country coach. This act enabled
of the veterans who will bolster up the next
Davis to relinquish active coaching and relegate
squad. McCorkindale, who teams up with
the men to the hands of Echols. The entire
Hjalmarson in the two -mile run, completes the
squad was entered in the annual desert maralist of lettermen who are returning.
thon in November. The winners of this event
Under Coach. Walter Davis, the track season
were the representatives of the Delta Chi fraat the University of Arizona is an all -year mat ternity, Halmarson, Pendleton, and Rogers.
ter. In the fall, the cinderpath and field aspirRush, another varsity man, was in the running
ants meet with him three or four times a week,
until he encountered a stallion of the Arizona
receiving individual attention from him in their
plains and carne off second best.
various events. At this time, he expends a
With the termination of this Greek institugreat amount of effort toward the general contion, the Hien were released from regular trainditioning of the men. All candidates are reing until the intra- mural games immediately
quired to do considerable track work, building
previous to the track season. The success of

ROBERT YOUNT
Middle Distances

PHILLIP THOMPSON
Dashes

ALBERT ROUNDTREE
Weights
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this organization for track pre -

paration is amply attested by the

enviable record of the scantily-dads
this season.

The new track was laid in exact
accordance with the A. -A. U. recom-

mendations. A deep bed of gravel
and dirt topped with the required
amount of cinders. The track is a
complete quarter -mile oval, curbed

on the inner edge with a

six -inch

concrete pole. On the west side, immediately fronting the stadium proper, is a 220 -yard straightaway, en-

abling all the shorter dashes and
stick events to he run on the direct
objective course.

In addition to the jumping and
vaulting pits fronting the stands on
the south end, are practice pits imADOLPH SOLOMON

mediately to the north of the stadium
elevation, avoiding the necessity of
using the competitive sawdust -filled
excapations for training purposes.

GUS SEIDEL

Manager

\Veights

Summary of the New Mexico meet :

Pole Vault- Stortz (N.M.), Pohle (A),

Riley (1N11.). Mime, 10 seconds.

Webb (N.M.) . Height, 11 feet 6 inches.
440 -yard Dash -Muff (A) , Curtis (A) ,

(`;.A1.)

Cagle ( N .M.) . Time 52.8 seconds.
Dicus --- Hargis (A), 127 feet

l00 -yard Dash---Hargis (A), Curtis (A),
Mile Run - FIjalmarson ( A. ), Homan
Teeter ( A). Time, 4:38.8.

Shot-put---Seidel (A) 40 feet / inch ; R.

Richardson (N.M. ) 38 feet 8/
Roundtree ; (A) 38 feet 4 inches.

inches ;

120 -yard High. Hurdles -Webb (N.M),
Def ty (A) , Strotz (N.M.) .
Time, 15.6
seconds.

320 -yard Dash- Hargis (A), Smith (A),

Riley (N.M.)

.

Time, 22.6 seconds.

6 inches;

Stockton (N.M.). 125 feet 11A inches ; Foster
(N.M.), 119 feet 2 inches.
220 -yard Low Hurdles -Defty ( A) , Wollard (A) . Dunway (N.M.) . ' Time, 25.6 seconds.

880 -yard Run- Pettit (N.M.), Pendleton
.(A), Bonner (N.M.). Time 2:04.

LAURENCE McCORKINADLE

GUY SMITH

DORI HJALMARSON

Distances

Dashes

Distances
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High Jump- Stockton (N.M.), 6 feet ;
Stortz (N. M.) and Knoles (A), 5 feet 10
inches.

Two -mile run -Homan (NM), McCorkindale (A), Leone (NM). Time, 10:41.6.

Yl f 4041 1.p

i.1(p

Broad jump -Hargis (A), and Stortz
(NM), 21 feet / inch.
Javelin -C. Henderson (NM), 167 feet 5
inches ; Stewart (_A), 159 feet 10 inches ;

Stockton (NM) , 154 feet 9 inches.

Froste Track
The Frosh track team did not engage in
enough meets this year ; so there were no numerals awarded for the season's work. There

was only one official meet held, the one with
Tucson High School, although a few members
of the team did enter the open meet at Green way Field Day. While this year's freshman

track team did not have the array of talent
found on the last year's squad, there were
nevertheless several good men on the roster.
The Tucson High School meet was won by

the Peagreeners with the score of 63 5/6 to
53 1,76. Suydam's time in the furlong was
faster than that made by McArdle in the same
race that afternoon in the Varsity meet. Another good mark was made in the twelve -pound

shot by O'Dowd, Frosh weight man, when he

put the iron ball for a distance of 45 feet 2
inches.

A handful of Frosh athletes went tip to the
Greenwav Day Field Meet and were able to
garner 9172 points against the field composed
of Junior College, Normal School, and unattached athletes. Cole placed second in the
broad jump, Smith and O'Dowd each took a

third in the 440 yard dash and the shot -put

respectively, and Ayers got a fourth place in
the high hurdles.
The Frosh track team, as usual, was handicapped in the fact that they did not have a full
time coach. More individual attention to the
men would undoubtedly have greater emphasized the tracksters' potentialities. However
the main purpose of the freshman track squad

is to allow the coach to look over the virgin
material with an eye to the future varsity worth

of the various cinderpath and field aspirants.
Coach Davis is confident that there is a great
deal, if latent, ability in this year's group and
he hopes that with an added season's experience

to add to the lustre of Arizona's fame in the

persons of the present squad. Suydam unquestionably has possibilities in the dashes. O'Dowd

carries a lot of weight behind his arguments

in the dashes. Ayers possesses plenty of speed
in the stick events and with form improvement
is bound to letter in these sports. Another pros-

pect in the hurdles is Johnny Wood. Mock, at
the close of the year was consistently clearing
the bar at a fairly lofty altitude and threatens
to be a reputable running mate for the elongated Knowles in the future. Cole in the distance jump will also bear considerable watching.

Mock, O'Dowd, Keenan, Ayres, Solomon
Welter, Cole, Smith, Suydam, Wood, DeWolf
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Baseball
In a season which on the whole can only be summed up as
mediocre, but which occasionally saw flashes of Class -A ball,
the Wildcat baseball club had an off year in 1930. The
defeating of Tempe 32 -2, on the valley team's home lot, and
the loosing of a game to the University of Southern Calif ornia by 19 -2, represent the high and low points of the season.
The University's new ball park was unofficially dedicated

on March 21, when the Wildcats took Tempe for a 12 -4
cleaning in a heavy hitting contest which gave the opening
day crowd plenty of thrills. McKale's men garnered 13 hits
during the contest off of Clapinger, while Lieber allowed the
Bulldogs 8 of them. Brad Miller accounted for three hits,
and Fulton rapped out two.
Johnny Riggs gave the best pitching performance of the

season in the second game, striking out 13 Tempe men.
Although the Bulldogs out -hit the Wildcats, six to five,

Johnny hurled tight ball when necessary, and his teammates
came through with hits when they meant runs. Moore tripled
CAPTAIN FRED °FUI,TON
in the third, and came home safely when the relay to the plate
was wide. In the sixth, Miller beat out a slow hit to short,
went to second on a wild peg to first, was sacrifi ced to third by Kelly, and completed the circuit by
stealing home in pretty fashion.
The Wildcats stepped up out of their class a little in the two -game series with the Bisbee Bees of
the State League, and lost both contests, although they very nearly tucked the first one under their
belts.

When the eighth inning came around in the first game, Hank Lieber was on the mound for the
Arizona nine and was going in great shape, with the Cats holding a three -run lead. But this
frame proved disastrous to the collegian's hopes, for seven Bisbee runs, had crossed the plate

before the side was retired. The final score was 8 -4.
Sore arms and eccentric streaks made the work of the Arizona moundsmen an unpredictable
quantity throughout the season, and one of the bad days showed up in the second game, with the

Bees fiinding Riggs and Velasco for a number o f hits and seven free trips to first during the

Swick, Kelley, Lieber, Gray. Provence, Baker
Riggs, Carter, Miller, Fulton, Velasco, Moore
Hollinger, Roberson, Baxter
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The first game was played April 3, and it was not long
after President Shantz had pitched the first ball until U. S. C.
was well on the way to a revenge for the balance of defeats
which Mentor McKale's men have handed the coast school
in past years.
The Trojans put three men across home plate in the first
inning, and soon had the game on ice when seven hits and
two costly errors let eight more cross the rubber in the sec=
MANAGER JOHN ANDERSON

ond.

From then on it was simply a case of retiring the

Trojans by dark, and the game finally ended 19-2. The men
of Troy garnered 18 hits, stole 8 bases, and moved the fences in with home runs by Hill and Arbelbide during the afternoon. Truster Davies allowed only six hits during five innings after, he had
relieved Riggs, who had relieved Lieber, turning in the best performance of the day among the
Wildcats: Griffen, on the mound for U. S. C., allowed only two hits during the game.
Handicapped by a lack of reserve material for the mound, McKale started Lieber again the next
day, and a light contest seemed iminent through the first six innings, at the end of which the Wild-

cats boasted six runs to the Trojans' five, highlights having; been Fulton's triple and Moore's

homer, with Lieber in fine fettle. But the home fans saw the Cats blow tip in the next two frames,
and with Willingham pitching tight ball for the Los Angelenos, the end of the game found the Trojans with 13 hits and as many runs, to the same 6 for the Cats.

The Wildcats again started out well in the third game of the series, and with fine pitching by
Davies during the first seven innings, the outcome was kept a doubtful matter. The McKale men
found Gooch consistently, but the snappy work of the Southern California infield saved him from
serious difficulty. Hill's triple and Arbelide's sharp single accounted for U. S. C.'s first run, but

JOHNNY RIGGS
Pitcher

Pf ñe 245

BRAD MILLER

HANK LIEBER

Second Base

Pitcher

li,l

``
`

.

1

contest, which ended with the Wildcats on the shorter end of
a 13 -4 score. Brad Miller's stick work was the feature of
the day so far as McKale's men were concerned, the diminutive second baseman rapping out four safe bingles out of five
trips to the plate.
With good showings in three of the four games they had
played, the varsity nine was ready for the three -game series
with the University of Southern California, ancient baseball
rivals, which was to officially dedicate the new diamond and
$13,000 baseball stadium.

'
Il

I11l f. M
' i{
r.
.

Arizona tied it up when Miller doubled and
scored on Fulton's single.

But two singles, a double and a homer by
Willcox put the Trojans out in front again in
the fourth, and they were never headed, although a Cat rally in the sixth brought in three
runs and found the bases loaded with none out
until Moore hit into a fast double play on home

and first, which put the quietus on Wildcat
hopes.

Southern California collected 15 hits
and 10 runs, to 11 bingles and 5 runs for the
Arizonans.

For the first time during the season, the
Wildcats got to functioning smoothly when
they traveled to Tempe for games with the

Arizona-

AB

Miller, 2b

5
2
2

Kelly, ss.
Baxter, ss.
Fulton, cf.

5

Moore, lb

3
5

Lieber, p-rf.
Gray, 3b.
Provence, rf.
Riggs, p.
Davies, p.
Holinger, If.

4

1
1
1
2
2

McBride, lf.

Carter, c.
Baker, c.

Totals

__..:

U. S. C.Hill,

RED ROBERSON
Outfield

RHO AE
1

1

2

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2

1
1
2

2

0

0' 0
1

1

0
0
0

0

0
0

7
2
0

0
0
0
1

1
2

2

0

1

0

0
1

0

1

1

0

0
0

0

1

0
0
0
7

0

1
1

0

8

0
0
2

37 .2 7 26

9

0

0

4

0

Miller, 2b.

1
1

0
0

1f.

5
5

4

5
6
6
6
6

2
4
2

Boswell, rf.

4

Griffin, p.

2

Totals

3

2

1
1

1
1

2
2
2
2

9

0
2
0
0
0

2

4

1

1

1

0

0

3
0
4

1
2
1

1
1
1

5 12

0

45 19 18 27 13

0
0
0

Lieber,

1"f.

Roberson, rf.
McBride, rf.
Baxter, ss.
Carter, C.
Davies, p.
Velasco, p.
Totals

U. S. C.-

0
0

1

0
3

"

Kelly, 3b.
Fulton, cf.
Moore, lb.

ÀB R H O' A E

Mohler, ss.
Hanby; cf.
Arbelbide, 3b.
Ward, c.
Wilcox, 3b.
Shepherd, 2b _

AB R H O

Arizona--

0

BUD MOORE
First Base

Hill, If.
Stanier, lf.
Mohler, ss.
Hanby, cf.
Arbelbide, lb.
Ward, c.
Wilcox, 3b.
Shepard, 2b.
Boswell, rf.
Willingham, p.
Totals

2

1

3
4

1

1
2

0

1

5
5
3

0

0

1

2

0

1

0
0

0
0

5
4

4
1

37

1

2
1

1
0

2
0

A

E

5

2

0

0
5

2

0

0

8
0
0

0

0
1
0
0

1
1

6

1
0

5 11 27

0

0
0
2
1
1

0
2

0

0
0
0

8

3

AB R H O A E
1
5

1
0
0

4

4

4

1

0

0
0

0
2

0

3

1

2

1

1

5

1

2 11

1'

0
2

5

1
1

2

7

2

1

5

2

2

4

0

4
4
2

2
1
1

1

2
3
0

3

1

0
0

0

42 10 15 27 14

5

0-0, 0

1

0

Bulldogs, and with the U. S. C. series behind
them, proceeded to roll up a tremendous number of runs.
With Tempe holding a six -run lead in the
first game, the Wildcats scored three men in
both the third and sixth innings to tie the score,
and a walk and three hits in the ninth put the
third encounter of the season with the Teachers
in safe-keeping, the game ending 10 -6. Lieber

fanned 8 men during the contest, and got a
homer and a triple. Fulton collected three.
The fallowing afternoon was ,reminiscent of
MIKE SWICK
Catcher

the U. S. C. series, and batting averages soared
as the Wildcats hung up something of a local

record by scoring 32 runs to the Bulldog's
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the ninth opened, and Gray reached first in the
sanie manner. Johnny Riggs was now sent in
to pinch hit, and instead of striking out in the .

proverbial pinch hitter's fashion, rapped the
pellet into deep center for a home run and a
baseball game.
Arizona fared less well in the next two games

of the series, however, being .defeated on suc-

cessive afternoons by the superb pitching of
the Miner's ironman, Allen.
Allen held the Cats to seven well- scattered
hits in the second game while his team mates
hammered in 13 runs to give the El Pasoans a

Catcher

Arizonalliller, 2b.
Baxter, ss.
Fulton, cf.
Moore, lb.
Lieber, p.
Gray, 2b.
Hollinger, If.
Davies, ri.
Swick, c. __
Totals

U. S. C.Hill, lf.

Mohler, ss.
Hanby, cf.
Holzhausen, Th.
Arbelhide, 1b.

AB R H O A E
1

1

7

1

1

0

0

3

2

0

5
4
5
4
4
3

1

4

1

0

1

1

2

1

0

0
0

0

7
0

Miller, 2b.
Kelly, ss. ...
Baxter, ss.
Fulton, cf.

3

1

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0
8

4

35

4

4

3

3

1

2

3

0

0
1
1

3
4
7

1

2

1

2

5

Wilcox, 3b

5

2

0
0
0

0

5

5

2

2

2

0

0
0

0
0

Totals

2-0

1

0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31 12 13 26 11

1

2
1

2
1

0

Moore, ib.

2
1

1

Provence, If.

3

0

1

0

1

Gray, 3b.

3

1

1

0

Swick, c.
Hollinger, ri.
McBride, rf.
Carter, c.

1
2

1

1

2

Leiber, p.
Totals

0
4
0

0

0.

Tempe-

0

1

Smith, ss.
Casey, ib.

0

0

0

2
0
3
1

O

1

1

1
0
0

1

0

40 13 13 27 12

3

2

2
0

.1

5
4

6

1

0

0,

4.

O

0

6 10 27 13

3
2

E

1

1

0

1

3
3

A

3

5

0

AB R H O A E
4

lt H
3
1

AB

0

4

Allen, c.

Pursell, 2b.
Boswell, rf.
Ehlers, p.
Willingham, p.

Arizona-

3
4

MOSS KELLY
Short Stop

Keith, cf.
McCullas, 3b.
Cruz, if.
Moses,.2b.
Hinton, rf.

Totals

1

Q

1
1

3
3

0

0

0
0
0
1
0
7

3

1-

2

AB

R.

4

2

4

0
0
1

55

H O

1
1

0
0
0

AE
2

11

1

2

0

3

0

0

1

2
0

4

1

0

2

2

0

0

0
0
0

0

3

0
0

0
0

35

4

S 21 17

Davies allowed five hits in six frames and Riggs
allowed none in the remaining three.

With this gory series in the past, the Wildcats staged a come -back in dime novel fashion

the ninth.
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CHUCK PROVENCE
Outfield

0

2

1

2
4

0

2
2

two. Tempe allowed 25 hits and bungled
chances 14 times during the game, while

in their first game with the Texas School of
Mines, and garnered their third victory of the
season. The contest settled down into a pitchers' duel for the first six innings, at the end of
which the McKale men were on the long end
of a 2 -1 score. A Texas rally in the seventh,
consisting of four hits and a walk, gave the
visitors a two-run le ad which they held until
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"Bucket" Baxter then worked the Texas
moundsman for a walk as Arizóna's half of
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13 -4 victory. McKale used Davies, Riggs and
Velasco during the afternoon, but loose hurling
and weakness in the infield gave the Miners the
contest in easy fashion.

Hank Lieber apparently had the Texans at
his mercy in the last game of the series, and
at the end of the sixth frame the Wildcats were

again on the long end of the tally with a 5 -3
lead. But the fatal seventh saw the Miners
send seven men scampering across the plate as
Lieber's support in the inner garden collapsed,

and Davies allowed seven more runs in the
final frame, after a slight Arizona rally, to end
the game at 16 -8.

RUSSELL CARTER

Traveling to El Paso to close the season in

Arizona-

E

A

1,1

2

4

0

1

1

1

0
8

2
0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0 13

0
0
0

1

3

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0

Player
Suggs
Riggs '
Lieber
Miller

2

0

0

2

0

Fulton

:Iiller, 2b.

4

kellv, 3b.

3

F niton, cf.

4

Moore, lb.

3

Provence, 1f.
Baxter, ss.
Hollinger, rf.
Swick, C.
Riggs, p.

3
2
2

Totals

RHO

AB

Catcher

26

2

2

5 27

9

BATTING RECORDS

0

0

Velasco

2

Moore

Tempe-

AB

RHO

0` 0'

0

1

2

Smith, p.

3

0

MeCullar, 3b.
Keith, cf.
Cruz, lf.
Moses, ss.

4

0
0

0
3
7

2

2

1

4

0. 0

1
1
0

Crabtree, lb.

3

0

0
0
1
0
0

7

Chesley

1'

Cislaghi c.

4

0
0
0
0
0

37

0

Totals

3
3

i

7

3

5

13
14
14

55
61
62

13
15
11

22

5

6

3

2

3

2

1'

0

.500
.417
.400
.377
.371
.353
.333
.327
.318
.300
.243
.216
.200
.185
.106
.106
.087
.000

14 498 106 146

.293

23
23

3

3

2

1

14

55
22
20
37
37

12

18

0
1

Baxter

11
13

McBride
Kelly

5

5

1

1

13

10

10

2

2

il

_

1

Carter
Provence
Baker

9
7
8

54
19
19
23

0

Roberson

3

5

0

0

2

0

6 23 14

3

0
0

7

8

0
2

0 10

1

8

0

0

Ave.

1'

Davies
Gray

E

4
4

H.

1

AB.

Ilollinger,
A

Clapinger, rf.
Casey, 2b.

R.

1

G.

6

7

5

6
9
8

5
6

0

FRED FULTON

Tot als

Outfield

a series with the Texas Mines, the Wildcats
lost the first game in a slugging contest, and
rang down the curtain on the 1930 season with
a win in the second game. The third was cancelled in order that it might not interfere with
the spring football game on the same night.
The ()remen found Lieber for 15 hits in the

first game, six of them for extra bass, and
scored 11 runs while Allen, who had twice
before proved Arizona's nemesis, held the Cats

to six runs with poor support from his own
team.
With Davies working steadily on the mound,.
CHUCK HOLLINGER
Outfield

Arizona scored five in the third and two in the

fourth innings of the final game, while the
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Arizona's way well along in the contest, only
to have bad errors in the infield and a weakening on the mound let in a deluge of runs.

On the other hand, the Wildcats at times

played as good a brand of college baseball as
is seen, and when thus functioning, could have
accounted for themselves in any collegiate company.

Captain Fred Fulton's play was at' all times
outstanding, and was sometimes brilliant as .
he frequently covered a large share of the outer
gardens from his post in center field. He bore
a large share of the stick work, and was a heady
base runner.
Captain -elect Brad Miller's play was above

LAWSON BAXTER
Utility Infielder

President

Homer

average, and he batted exceptionally well, as
did Moore and Lieber.

The team as a unit batted for a percentage
of .293. Such an average throughout the year

LeRoy

Shantz officially opened the
baseball series with Southern
California by throwing out
the first ball of the game

is not to be looked down upon considering
the schedule of fourteen games.
Miller, Fulton and Lieber combed the enefirst two
most hits,
for
had 23 and the latter one bingle less.
Miller and Lieber crossed the rubber no less
than 15 times to bring in the most tallies.

from his box in the grand-

stand. President Shantz took

his seat in the stand shortly
before game time and watched the teams go through their
final

limbering -up

The Wildcats participated in fourteen
regularly scheduled battles and two practice
combats with the Tucson Waddies. Of the
14 games they won four from Tempe and
two from Texas Miners, and lost three to U.
S. C., three to Texas, and two to Bisbee.
Lieber did the most toiling on the mound
as he won three games and lost five, Davis
won two and lost two, and Riggs won one
and lost one.

exercises.

As the players assumed their
positions for the game, the
President made a short
speech, and then threw a
brand new bál1 upon the field.

He was an interested spectator during the greater part
of the struggle.

HARRY GRAY
Third Base

Miners, though they collected eight hits, were
able to bring in but one run. Arizona's infield
functioned perfectly for the first time during
the year. Brad Miller lead at the plate with a
triple and two singles out of four times at bat,
while his team mates collected six hits.
Arizona ended the season with a percentage
of .500 reckoned on a basis of college games
won and lost, or of .375 if the four games with
the professional clubs are taken into account.

In summing tip the season, it may be said
that the play of the Wildcat nine was mediocre
on the whole, especially as regards the baubles

made by the infield in attempting to handle
easy chances, and the eccentricity of the pitching staff. More than one game was going
Page 249

RUBEN VELASCO
Pitcher

flta N

Frosb. Baseball
Frosh baseball this year was not entirely successful if scores alone are considered, but the
games did not point out those who will probably be most capable of becoming varsity material in following years. Games were played

from Crismon's bat, scoring the only Frosh
tally.

The two following games with the high

School.

school team resulted in a win each, the frosh
taking the third go. However, some bitterness
of the losses to Tucson High is removed when
it is realized what an excellent class of ball the

The first few games were practice tilts held
with the varsity. The first of these was 15 -2
in the varsity's favor so it was decided not to

high school squad dispayed throughout the season. They easily won the state tournament in
that sport later on in the spring when they beat

These first games revealed some ragged interpretations on how the game should be played,
and cannot be used as a basis of comparison,
or a basis of anything.
On March 25, the squad pitted talents against
the strong Tucson High squad. D. Carillo, the
prep school pitcher was largely responsible for
the 4 -1 win over the Kittens. One batter was
out in the fourth frame before Carilla permitted
a Peagreener to reach the initial sack, this being the only inning in which a freshman man-

Week.

with the varsity stickmen and Tucson High

keep score for the remainder of the series.

Graven of the Frosh

out Phoenix in the finals during University

Graven, Smith, and Stone held down the
twirling positions for the Frosh throughout
the season. Hales caught the majority of the
innings, with Schwartz holding down the mitt

during some of the frames. Hudson was the
boy who cut them off at first, Rafferty at second, Crismon at short, and Warnock at third.
Grondona played some infield positions for
some of the innings. In left field, Abbot. held
the glove, and Cole was stationed in center field.

hurled a fine game but his teammates were not
equal to the task of scoring and fielding neces-

Warnock featured some fairly heavy hitting
during the season.
Although the number of games scheduled

Warnock, on base by virtue of a single
in the fourth inning, was sent home by a bingle

prohibited the awarding of numerals this year,
some of the best of these men will undoubtedly
find a varsity rating next year.

aged to touch first.

sary to hold the high school boys to a lower
score.

Rafferty, Smith, Stone, Warnock, Abbot
Hales, Graven, Grondona, Crismon, Cole, Doe
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Polo
For the first time in the
history of polo at Arizona,

the sport received

official

aid other than the funds
given to purchase sweaters.

The board of control this
fall granted four hundred
dollars with which to buy
mallets, balls, and other
equipment. Greater inter-

est on the part of the student body and townspeowas shown than heretofore.

and both the Wildcat and

city newspapers aided with
publicity.

After the initial call and

cut early in October, the

mallet men opened the sea-

son against the powerful

CAPTAIN JACK HOPPER

Oklahoma Sooners on October 23, and went down to defeat by a score
of 8 -1. Lack of confidence and coordination
spelled disaster for the local four.
The second game of the series, played two
days later, was a different story. Throughout
the six chukkers the Wildcats maintained their
lead, a rally on the part of the visitors in thK,,
fifth failing to overcome it. The final count
stood 4 -3, Willie Dritt making every marker
for Arizona. Stew Johnson, playing at No. 3,
had been injured in the first game, but went
through this one in spite of that.

CAPTAIN MAUGER

The next series was with the Phoenix Polo
Club, an aggregation of former college stars
and prominent Phoenix players. Arizona won
four and lost one. battling a team made up of
veterans. Later, out of two games played at

the State Fair at Phoenix, the Cats won one,
the Phoenix club taking the other. Two disheartening defeats were handed the Wildcats

during. December, New Mexico Military Institute winning in both of the games played here
by substantial scores. N. M. M. I. has always
furnished Arizona severe competition.

From left to right- Hopper, W. Dritt, Johnson, Spicer, Evans, C. Oakes, Pine, Barkdoll,
Mauger, Lacey, Rose, Evans, F. Shore, Wright, Sands, J. Dritt, McGee, Hunziker
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Several men of great

value will be lost through
graduation or ineligibility.
Captain Tack Hopper has
played a stellar part all

year; and has been an
aggressive No. 1 Stew
Johnson has been useful as

No. 3 and "Bally" Oakes

h el d down No. 4 well.

Among the second s, Bus
Evans, Milton Rose, and F.

Douglas Pine have played
their last for Arizona.

Willie Dritt. transfer

from N. M. M. I., has been

easily the outstanding

player on the team, a fightF. DOUGLAS PINE

LOUIS SANDS
Reserve

Reserve

Two of the games during the trip to Oklahoma and New Mexico have been played already. At Norman, Arizona defeated Oklahoma in one of the best games ever seen on
that field. The score was 8 -7. In the second
game Arizona lost by almost the same score.
An Oklahoma player suffered a broken leg,
while Russ Spicer of the Wildcats cracked his
elbow.

The returns from the N. M. M. I.

series have not been received in time to be

recorded in the Desert. Men making the trip
are Captain IIopper, Dritt, Spicer, Oakes, and
Sands.

Stew Johnson

No. 3
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Bally Oakes

No. 4

ing No. 2, he has led the
scoring

in

almost every

game, often taking the ball
clear down the field to boost the Arizona tally.
He was awarded the Cummings- Rider cup as
the most valuable player of the club. He will

return next year, as will Sands, Shore, and
Spicer. Harold Rupkey, a freshman, has

shown the most promise among the yearlings.
While it is not known to whom letters will
be awarded, the selection will be made from the
following men : Captain Hopper, Dritt, Johnson, Oakes, Spicer, Sands, Evans, Pine, Rose,
and Shore. Capt. Gene R. Mauger proved
himself an efficient coach this year, and will be
here in 1930 -31. Capt. William Irvin refereed
many of the games.

Jack Hopper
No. 1

Willie Dritt.
No. 2

!/ii11

g,

Tennis
The Wildcat Netmen had the best schedule ever this

year and had a very successful season. With eight scheduled
matches with outside schools, a couple of matches with pick -up

Frosh and ineligible men and two major tournaments, the
Arizona State and Southwestern at. El Paso, the net -men
found considerable competition.

Tempe and Phoenix Junior College fell before the Cat

Racketeers in short order. The coast invasion proved successful.. Though losing to U. C. L. A. the boys came back

strong to defeat Pomona College and to divide the six

matches played with Occidental. New Mexico was defeated
in both doubles and singles in a tournament held here the
same day of the track meet, April 26th.
The squad was composed of Captain John Williams, Jack
Walker, Kenneth Jamison, Charles VValcutt, and Claire Hepworth, along 'with which Al Randall acted as Manager and
coach. Williams and Walker playing even nearly the entire

year played No 1 and 2, Williams playing No i one time
and Walker the next." Jamison played No 3, while Walcutt

CAPTAIN JOHN WILLIAMS
and Hepworth held down No. 4 between them.
Prospects look very bright for next year as Williams, Walker, Jamison, and Hepworth will all be

back and with such promising Freshmen coming up as Merle Moore, Solomon, Terry and ineligibles of this year as Harris and. Wilkinson, tennis should be a big sport. Already U. C. L. A. has
been scheduled to come here, and a match in Albuquerque with New Mexico is assured.
The following men have just been awarded letters for their services on the tennis courts : John
Williams, Jack Walker, Kenneth Jamison, and Charles Walcutt. The last three will be eligible next
year and should form a very strong team.

Randall, - Walker, Jamison, Hepworth, Williams, Walcutt
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Swimming
Swimming has been rapidly coming into its own on the
campus during the course of the last two or three years. It
was first recognized as a University sport two years ago when
a stellar group of mermen, by dint of their own perseverance,
went unheralded and unsung to the coast and defeated the
Pacific Coast Champions. Asa result of this feat, the team
was given letters, placed on firm footing, and given some
support from the student body funds.
This year the squad is scheduled to meet its old rival, U. S.
C. The time set for the meet is tentative, but will be held
in the University pool some time about the first of May,
Under the ever reliable tutelage of Coach Limey Gibbings,
Arizona is again expected to turn out an inimitable squad.
With such swimmers as Greer, Wood, Dille, and Hanson
and divers with scintilating ability as have "Fat" Collier and

Osborne Walker, the team cannot go far wrong. Captain
Greer is expected to turn in some time on the two- twenty
and hundred yard free- style, and John Wood is sure of a
CAPTAI

BILL GREER

first in the breast- stroke and a place in the back -stroke. With

these two men and "Fat" Collier, who is incidentally state
champ on the low board, as a nucleus, men like Dille and Hanson have strengthened it until it is
quite a. well- rounded team.

The squad has done all of its training in the new pool this year, and from all appearances it is
quite evident that several University records will be shattered. The Annual intra -mural meet will
be held about. the middle of May, and since all varsity men are allowed to compete, many fast times
are expected.

Gibbings, Wood, Dille, Greer, Verner, Hansen, Walker, Simpson
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Rifle Team
The 1929 -30 R. O. T. C. rifle team, coached by Captain
Mauger and assisted by Sergeant Beck, brought the Eighth
Corps Area championship to the University of Arizona for
the first time. The team which
this victory over the

Universities and colleges of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
Oklahoma and Texas was composed of John Anderson, team
captain ; S. McKinley, E. K. Douglas, F. Bennett, R. Taylor,
C. Blenman, A. Hood, H. Rupkey, H. Fink and J. C. Stewart.
The score of 3725 out of a possible 4000 was made.

The team also competed in the Hearst Trophy matches,

and by virtue of their win in the Eighth Corp Area were also
contenders in the Inter -Collegiate matches. Both of these
matches were in competition with universities throughout the
United States. Thus far the results of these two important

matches has not been made known, but it is felt that the

Arizona team made a very favorable showing in both.
The season will terminate with the close of the State Rifle
matches to be held in V t. Huachuca on May 3 -4. The team
for this match will consist of John Anderson, Allan Hood,
CAPTAIN JOHN ANDERSON
Charles Blenrnan, Howard. Fink, Harold Rupkey, Franklin
Bennett. and Tames C. Stewart. With the exception of Stewart, all of these men have competed
in the National Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, and the team - should give a creditable account of
itself in the State Matches.
Because of the better showing made and the greater interest manifested this year, as compared
with previous years, Colonel Tatum has increased the number of medal awards.
A winning team is assured for next year as only one man, McKinley, will be lost to the team
through graduation. With a squad of experienced men on hand, the 1930 -31 season ought
to see
another championship squad for Arizona.
As this publication goes to press it is announced that the rifle team gained first place in the Hearst
Trophy Match for the western division.

)01,

'N

Mauger, Stewart, Hood, Bennet, Taylor, Beck
Douglass, McKinley, Foster, Fink, Wood, Roberts
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Cross Country Team
Another _step in the filling out of a complete athletic program was the organization of a cross country team for varsity
competition, during the past year. Following the intramural
competition in this race, word was received that Tempe and

Flagstaff Teachers' Colleges were desirous of holding a

three -way meet to determine leadership in the sport.
A meet was scheduled to be held during the halves of the
Thanksgiving football game with Whittier, but Flagstaff
was unable to enter a team because of lack of training. Tempe
brought down a surprisingly strong squad, however.
The course was the same one used in intramural competition. Culbert, captain of the Tempe Team, led the field to
the tape after a- gruelling race to win over Hjalmarson, the
captain, of the Arizona squad, by about two hundred yards.
.

This isn't a great deal when one considers that the race is
over three miles long. Culbert set a new record for the
course, his time of seventeen minutes, twenty -five seconds
bettering by one minute Hjalmarson's record established in
CAPTAIN DORI HJALMARSON

this year's intramural competition.

In spite of Culbert's efforts, the Arizona squad won the
meet, Velasco of Arizona getting a third place, and Pendleton annexing fourth.. Perez, Arizona
man, was sixth while Forbes wound up at ninth. The final score was twenty -one to fifteen for
Arizona.
It is doubtful if the average spectator appreciates the exceeding physical as well as mental strain

put on a contestant in a race of this nature. If this thought were kept in mind, it should result in
more courtesy being shown the runners while in action. This year during both intramural and varsity
competition everyone with a car seemed to think it his duty to personally patrol the road directly in
front of the runners, and the more dust he raised the more efficient his patrolling, not to mention
the great help that the exhaust gases gave.
Now that cross-country is definitely established it is reasonable to assume that a reward of some
nature will be made to those who merit it. No provision was made this year.

Eckles, Pendleton, Perez, Hjalmarson, Forbes, Velasco
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Fencing
A new diversion on the lists of minor sports and introduced to the campus during the last year. Fencing is recognized at most large universities throughout the country as
a sport of unusual attraction and possibilities. This year a
student instructor, Lyman Bothwell, gathered around him a
group of students interested in fencing and organized a class
in this sport.

In fencing the beginner usually starts training with the
foils. Later saber and epee can be taken up after the funda-

mental rudiments are learned. Each student purchased a set
of foils, the mask and other incidentals. Classes were held
three and four times a week during the larger part of the year.
About eight students reported regularly for instruction. As
the fencers developed in forth and dexterity the sport became
more interestinf. Class matches were held between individuals and soon the entire membership was feeling fit to fight a

duel on point of honor or for any other reason that might
turn up.
To give vent to this pent -up ambition it was decided to

COACH LYMAN BOT'ttVEI,,.

hold an elimination tournament before an audience. Between
halves of the Flagstaff basketball games in the gymnasium, the exhibition matches were puot on
and the contestants fought it out to the bitter end. Since the actions and customs were new to the
audience, the exhibition was not fully appreciated, but that didn't dampen the enthusiasm a whit.
The contestants in the finals were Gunthorp and Coolidge who put on a lively exhibition, Gunthorp
garnering the majority of touches.
The costumes worn were an added attraction. The helmet resembles somewhat a baseball catcher's
helmet except that it has a finer mesh front. Th?, stilt is a neat white outfit. Someone remarked
among the spectators that they must have raided the Palace of Sweets employees' wardrobe.
The points of the foils are wrapped in adhesive tape thus preventing dangerous injuries. The
main idea is to make a touch ; at the same time, preventing yourself from being touched. Speed and
agility are the main requisites of a good fencer.
With the excellent start male in fencing, it undoubtedly will be included on the program herceforward. Tt has its part in rounding out a most complete athletic program.
Fencing as a sport owes its inception on the Arizona campus to Lyman Bothwell, who learned
the agile pastime at the
University of Michigan .

where he was a regular on
the varsity team ; and to the

interest taken in the sport
John Fitzgerald
head of the Spanish departby Dr.

ment, who is himself a
fencer of no mean ability.
To give all the credit to
these men alone is hardly
right but they deserve the
greater share of it. The rest
must be given to those students who showed a steady

interest throughout the

year.
Fencing, as has been said.

is perhaps one extreme of
the sport program, but its
sponsors are confident of
its future success, now that
it is installed.
DeVatxlt, Caldwell, Cunthorp
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The unusual success of ` the intramural programs this
year was undoubtedly due to the guiding genius of the
gentleman whose picture may be found at the left of this
page, himey Gibbings. He, it was, who made out all the
schedules, arranged for officials, computed standings, and

did all the other detailed work in connection with the
to urnaments.:

In addition to running the intramurals, which is just a
small part of his work, Limey has charge of all equipment
for the various sports and in general supervises the running
of the gymnasium, even to the handing out of the towels.
Not being able to keep Inimself busy enough with the

duties listed above, the ambitious Gibbings took up his
shoulders the burden of coaching the swimming team. It
was unfortunate that no meets could be arranged this year ;
so his proteges might have a chance to show the results of
his coaching,

Cross Country
'Ihe cross -country run was held on November 13 and was on by the Delta Chi team. Both first
and second places were taken by the winners, and Rush would have probably finished well up if he
had not met with an accident
1.

H j almarson, Delta ; Chi.

Pendleton, Delta Chi.
3.. Velasco, Varsity Inn..
4.. Pollack, Beta Chi.
5. ' Perez, Cochise Hall.;
2.

6.
7.
8.
9:
I O.

Bradford, Kappa Sigma.
Callicotte, Phi Delta Theta.
Churchill, Varsity Inn._
Goodman, Pi Kappa Alpha.
Suggs, Sigma Chi.

'I1eam. Standings

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Delta Chi.
Kappa Sigma.
Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Nu.
Beta Chi.
Sigma Chi.
Phi Delta Theta.
Zeta Delta Epsilon.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Tau Upsilon.

Delta Chi Cross Country Team
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Basketball
Members of the winning team :
Rundel
Seidel
Passey
Crismon
White
Haffner

A. Turner

Pi Kappa Alpha Basketball Team

Final Results
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Sigma Chi.
Beta Chi.
Sigma Nu.
Arizona Hall.
Delta Chi.
Zeta Beta Tau.

Phi Delta Theta.
Kappa Sigma.
Tau Upsilon.
Zeta Delta Epsilon.
13. Beta Kappa.
14. Omicron Phi Omicron.
15. Cochise Hall.
16. Square and Compass.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Prosh
Basketball
Members of the winning
team :

Rafferty.
Grondona.
Maddox.
Callicotte.
Thomason.

Phi Delta Theta Fresh Basketball Team

Final Results
Phi Delta. Theta.
2. Pi Kappa Alpha.
3. Sigma Chi.
4. Arizona Hall.
5. Beta Chi.
1.

Cochise Hall..
Delta Chi.
s. Sigma Nu.
9. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

6.
7.

10.
1.1.

12.
13.
14.

Tau Upsilon.
Zeta Delta Epsilon.
Omicron Phi Omicron.
Kappa Sigma.
Beta Kappa.
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1.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Final Results
Sigma Chi.
Kappa Sigma.
Delta Chi.

Phi Delta Theta.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Nu.
Zeta Delta Epsilon.
Cochise Hall.
Beta Chi.

Sigma Chi Track Team
8.
9.
10.
11.
12:
13.
14.
15.

Event
220 -yard Dash
440 -yard Dash
800 -yard Run -

Winner
Smith, Cochise Hall

-

Curtis, Sigma Chi
Hjalmarson, Delta Chi
Mile Run - Hjalmarson, Delta Chi
High Hurdles - - Wollard, Phi Delt
Wollard, Phi Delt
Low Hurdles
Two Mile Run - Hjalmarson, Delta Chi
Mile Relay - - - Kappa Sigma
( Smith, Hargis, Knowles, Welter)
-

Tennis

Members of the winning team.
Moore, Angeny, Hepworth

Phi Delta Theta Tennis Team

Final Results
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Phi Delta Theta.
Delta Chi.
Sigma Chi.
Sigma Nu.
Zeta Delta Epsilon.
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Tau Upsilon.
Cochise Hall
Varsity Inn
Arizona Hall.
10. Beta Kappa.
11. Kappa Sigma.
6.
7.
8.
9.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

s

+i

-

4.

.,

.. ._.`t

Track

Winner
Event
1. Shot Put
Sample, Sigma Chi
Passey, Pi Kap
2. Pole Vault
3. javelin
Sample, Sigma Chi
4. High Jump
Passey, Pi Rap ; Knowles, Kappa Sig (tied)
5. Discus
Roundtree, Sigma Nu
6. Broad Jump
Sample, Sigma Chi
Hargis, Kappa Sig
7. 100 -yard Dash

1

S
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Zeta Beta Tau.
Square and Compass.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Pi Kappa Alpha.
Beta Chi.
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Volleyball

Members of the winning
Volley -Ball Team.
1.

Patten

2.
3.

Sample
ordyke
Knapp
Bate
Smith

4.
5.

6.

7.. Miller
8.
9.

Wright
Tribolet

Sigma Chi Volleyball Team

Final Results
1. Sigma Chi.
2. Pi Kappa Alpha.
3. Phi Delt Theta,
4. Delta Chi.
Cochise Hall.
6. Zeta Beta Tau.
7. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Sigma Nu.
Kappa Sigma.
Zeta Delta Epsilon,
Beta Kappa.
Beta Chi.
Omicron Phi Omicron.

B as eball

Members of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Baseball Team. 1.
2
3.
4.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Acuff
Smith
Leary
Collier

Smith, F.
Provence
Deweese
Hudson

Turner

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Baseball Team
1.

2.
3.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Phi Delta Theta.
Sigma Nu.

Final Results
Varsity Inn.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Sigma Chi.
Beta Chi.

8.

9.
10.

Delta Chi.
Tau Upsilon.
Arizona Hall.

Pi Kappa Alpha.
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Scene VII
Co -ed Sports
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Department of Physical Education
The Department of Physical Education for women has been

under the direction of Miss Ina E. Gittings for the past ten
years. During that time, the number of co -ed sports has
increased from three to nine, and a teachers' training course
in jhysical education has been inaugurated, in which a large
number of girls is enrolled.
Assisting Miss Gittings are Miss Marguerite Chesney,
whose main interest has been the formulation of a program
of sports, in which each girl may participate; Miss Mary
Keith, who directed a most successful "Play Week" this
year ; Miss Genevieve Brown, whose principal interests were

dancing and archery, and Miss Madge Burt, who has been
here for the first time this year, and who was particularly
interested in golf, which is the newest addition to the number
of girls' sports.

With the able leadership of this staff, the Girls' Physical
Education Department, is fast becoming one of the most
popular in the University.
Every woman is required to pass a medical examination,

Clara Miller

Business Manager
conducted by the University Physician. In addition, a
physical examination is given by the Department before
students are admitted to courses. Physical education is required of all first and second year

women.

Each under -class woman is required to elect some form of outdoor recreation, in addi-

tion to the floor work and manual therapy classes. The recreational courses consist of hockey,

swimming, baseball, horseback riding, tennis, basketball, track athletics, marksmanship, archery,
horseshoes, and natural, folk, and clog dancing. Por those students who are physically unable
to participate in these activities, classes in modified, individual, and corrective kmynastics are
provided, as well as a health education class for those totally unable to exercise in any way. For
the various phases of physical education and athletics there is provision. Herring Hall contains
the director's office and a well- equipped gymnasium. A sodded field 50x150 yards, hedged by
trees, is reserved for the exclusive use of the women students. Athletic games are conducted on
the field and equipment for baseball, hockey, and basketball is supplied.

Chesney, Keith, Brown
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Women's Athletic Association
The Women Athletic Association was organized in 1925
with a membership of 25 co -eds -- -now the organization has
an enrollment of over 300. The present thriving enrollment
is due to the western girl's characteristic fondness for out-of-

door recreation, which is especially pleasant in Arizona's

unusually delightful and mild climate. With this equipment
from nature and additional materials for each of the twelve
sports, W. A. A. affords attractive interests to girls who are
keen for fun and sports. The purpose of the organization
is to foster women's participation in campus athletics.

Business is transacted at the regular monthly meetings
under the guidance of the Executive Board. The management functions are in the hands of the Executive Committee
composed of the officers, sport leaders, and the staff advisor,
Miss Mary Keeth. The 1929 -1930 officers are : President,
Marjorie Miller ; Business Manager, Clara Miller Vice
President, Olga Hamlin ; General Secretary, Elizabeth

Shannon (first semester) and Mary, Robertson ( second
semester) Recording Secretary, Lucy Akin ; Treasurer,

Marjorie Miller
President

Betty Rigden, and the sport leaders are as follows : Hockey,
Peg Williams ; Swimming, Katherine Zlatnik; Soccer, Olga
Butler ; Tennis, Aida Garcia Equitation, Winnebell Cochran ; Basketball, Agnes Mathiesen ; Archery, Marian Dudley ; Baseball, Leota Neeley ; Dancing, Martha Hart ; Golf, Shirley Thompson,
and Hiking, Pauline Farris.
The customary annual events brought forth the great enthusiasm hoped for, particularly the
big picnic earl -v in October on the Girls Athletic field. All girls in the university were invited
and it very successfully started the year right for girls athletics. The old presidents of W. A. A.
-

were special guests.

.

The real success of the year was the second Annual Play Week which took place early in Octoher. Every afternoon of that week after sch col, almost every co -ed in school participated for
one hour in some sport.
Throughout the school year W. A. A. memb °rs are frequently seen indulging in their favorite
pastime sports. Interest is decidedly on the increase as was shown by the initiation of sixty girls
all at one time just before the Christmas holidays.

Akin, Hamlin, Miller, Rigden
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Swimming
Katherine Zlatnick, a junior and a beautiful diver, is this

year's manager of girl's swimming. She has been an enthusiastic participator in- swimming in the school for several years.
The Inter -group swimming meet started out with the usual
big splash. The meet was won by the Varsity Villagers, who
had a strong team this year composed of Pauline Eariss, Caroline 1VIcCloy,

Katherine Bradner, Edith Abel, and Agnes

Mathieson. Among the several teams that went down in the

competition were Delta Gamma, Chi Omega, Gamma Phi Beta,
Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Phi. Each team is composed of four girls,
all of whom must be fairly good swimmers.

Water polo, the game that was installed last year for the
girls, was a success, being enthusiastically hailed by all the co -ed
athletes.
The spring meet was held May 20, when the four classes came

together with much rivalry in their hearts and a great deal of
anxiety weighing on their minds as to the probable winners.
The Junior class, last year's winners as sophomores, were doped

to win because of the strong gróup of natal experts retained
from last year. The freshman, sophomore, and senior teams
gave the juniors a lot of competition, but the junior tide could
not be stemmed. They won just the same.

Katherine Zlatnick
Leader

Varsity Villagers Swimming Team
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Tennis
The open Singles Tournament was played during the month of October,
It was won by Margaret Byrne who has won it for three consecutive
years and who now keeps the silver challenge trophy permanently. Dorothy
1929.

Sarrels was runner -up.
The Consolation turnarnent started with those eliminated in the first round

of the Open Tourney. This was won by Olga Hamlin with Jane Stewart
as runner -up. Following this, the Inter -group Tourney matches were played

Delta Gamma won the tournament. Pima Hall scored second.
During the months of March and April a Ranking Tournament was con ducted. It is from this tournament that the members of the Honorary Tennis
Club are chosen. Members now in school are Margaret Byrne, Carol Courtney Marion Moore, and Louise Reed.
Aida Garcia and Ruth Coles, from the University of Arizona, won the
Doubles Tournament at the Arizona State Tennis Tournament held at Phoenix
the latter part of April. In the same tournament Ruth Coles was runner -up
off.

in the singles matches.

Aida Garcia
Leader

Aida Garcia was the tennis sport leader, and was ably assisted by Marion
Moore. To them goes much of the credit f or the success of the past year in
this sport. It is the sincere wish of all interested in this sport that shortly
more courts will be added to the tennis world of the University.

Delta Gamma Tennis Team
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Soccer
One of the liveliest of girls' sports was entered with greater enthusiasm
than usual this year. This was probably due to the fact that this year the
competition was limited to an inter- organization tournament, whereas before
it has been inter -class campetition. The inter -organization arrangement
brought out more girlsthan usual, in fact almost 100 girls were out for practice.

After two full weeks of practice there were eight teams ready for games.
There were two games played on each field, making four gams in all, every
day, for three days ; then the winner of League 1, combined team of Pima Hall,

Phi Omega Pi, and A. G. O,, played the winner of League 2, Gamma Phi
Beta, and League 1 was awarded championship. Some of the members of
the championship team were : Winnie Bell Cochrane, Ruth Cowin, Dix Neely,
Adelaide O'Brien, Leota Neely, Peggy Floyd, and Lucy Stone.

Olga Butler
Leader

Championship Soccer Team
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Baseball
Leota Neely, senior, was baseball sport leader this year.

She

had her freshman sister for the assistant.
This sport is the major one of the spring season. Eight organization teams entered a round robin tournament after two

Christine Garcia, holding her old position as
pitcher on the Varsity Villager's team, was largely responsible
for their victory.
Class baseball started the week after the inter -group games
were played. The senior team had to play an extra game to win
the championship from the freshmen. Those 'who made the
honor baseball team are : Helen Wiegel, Dix Neely,Mary Loff,
Ruth Steele, Ruth Tames, Dorothea Plath, Mary Peralta, Olga
Hamlin, Clara Miller, Christine Garcia, Maybelle Wisdom; and
weeks of practice.

Edna Boyd.
Immediately after the final game the traditional baseball feed
for the honor team and the seniors was held.

Leota Neely
Leader

Honor Baseball Team
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HikinA
Hiking was again included in the activities of W. A. A. this year, under the
leadership of Pauline Pariss, sport leader. Many interesting events took place,
including an overnight hike to Vit. Lildv during the first semester. In addition
to this, many short hikes were made in the vicinity of Tucson.
During play week, roller skating was instituted under the leadership of Pauline
lEariss. Several skating parties were held, one of which was a treasure hunt.
Those who have been active in the hiking program this year are Ruth James,

assistant sport leader; Delphine Hewitt, Ruth Steele, Katherine Zlatnick,
Llewelyn Richards, Helga Nelson, Jessie Paddock, Margaret
[argaret Turney, Helen
Moon, Helen Hutchins, Catherine blood, Eldora Hopkins, Elizabeth Shannon,
Lillian Woolf, Josephine R.ulison, and Adelaide Gemmel.
The University is situated at Tucson, which lies in a broad valley at an altitude
of 2,400 feet and is surrounded by rugged mountains. Its dry, mild, and equable
climate has made Tucson a winter resort unsurpassed for healthfulness. These
conditions combine to make an unsurpassed environment suited to the real enjoyment of this sport, hiking.
Pauline Farris
Leader

Hiking Group
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Hockey
Hockey ! One of the most popular games of the season began Novem-

ber 20. Many girls turned out on the field for the opening practice.
Practices began and were held for two weeks, and every girl worked
hard to make a place on her respective team.
As the time came for the choosing of the class teams, the captains,

with the aid of the coaches, Miss Keith and Miss Chesney, and the
sport leader, had a difficult task picking each team as there were so many
girls out from each class.
The games were scheduled and played off. The final game was a hard
fought one between the Seniors and the Juniors. The Juniors were victorious with a 2 -1 score.
The coaches, the sport leader, the assistant, and the captains chose the
Honor Team and it was announced between the halves.
The members of the Honor Team are : Katherine Zlatnick, Marjorie

Miller, Olga .Hamlin, Christine Garcia, Lucy Akins, Pauline Pariss,
Margaret Hedderman, Agnes Mathiesen, Peg Williams, Mary Eoff, Ruth
Steele, Esther Lane, N ellie Jean Douse, Mary Rechif, Marian Webb.
Mary Eoff
Leader

Honor -Hockey Team
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Golf
Golf has been included for the first tune this year in the regular
W. A. A. program of activities. Under the efficient instruction of
Miss .hurt, and the sport leader, Shirley 'Thompson, it has become
a popular sport.

There were about fifty girls enrolled in classes, and of these
about thirty participated in tournaments. An elimination tournament was held early in April on the five -hole golf coarse at the
University. In May another elimination tournament was planned
o take place on one of the eighteen -hole golf courses in the city.

It is expected that next year even more girls will take up this
sport, as both instructors and co -eds are becoming enthusiastic
about it. Some of the girls showing especial interest in golf this
year were : Shirley Thompson, Dorothy Klink, Mildred North more, Helen Handley, Nancy Galbraith, Barbara Willis, Catherine
Chism, Ann viIcElhinney, Anna Eckman. and Grace Mitchell.
These co -eds became quite proficient at the game before the year
was over and were breaking par with great regularity.
Shirley Thompson
Leader

Co -ed Golfers
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Equitation
The women's riding classes at the University of Arizona have

a great many activities to make the equitation course an extremely inviting one.

The basic girls have their training the first semester in the
riding pen, and second semester take cross- country rides, as the

advance class does. A ride over to the foot -hills of the Catalinas, to Fort Lowell, jumping ditches, up and down steep banks,
a brisk canter across the desert ; all are equally interesting.
Twice a year, in the fall and spring, a horse show is given in
which both basic and advanced students participate. Jumping,
Roman riding, Cossack riding, and drill are some of the phases
of the horse show.
In addition to this, the advanced girls have a polo team, which

is under the leadership of the riding sport leader, and practice
is held once a week. The girls have made considerable progress
in polo this year, and it is to be continued next year.
Winniebelle Cochran was the sport leader for last year.
Winniebelle Cochrane

A group of advanced riders in last horseshoes
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Dancing
Orchesis is the national honorary dancing organization,
brought to this campus two years ago by Miss Genevieve Brown,
dancing instructor. The organization is made up of a group of
advanced girls seeking mastery of technique. The dancing is

entirely interpretative, using natural fundamentals to create
movements of the dance.
Along with the group's own work they sponsor Junior Orchesis, which is for those women students desiring to belong to Or-

The group has participated in several programs this
year, among them being the program for Dr. Shantz' inaugural garden party and the dedication of the hittle Theatre.
The dance pageant, which comes as the culmination of the
year's work, was staged May 23, on the `'omen's open -air theatre. The performance, "Desert Moods," was a program of
chesis.

Martha Hart

mixed beauty and humor. Many of the dances. were original, being- made up by the girls who participated in the program..
The pageant began early in the evening as the fading rays of
an Arizona sunset stretched its colorful light across the desert.
Soon after a full moon rose to give light and a beautiful setting.
Much interest is shown in this annual drama, and its production is anticipated both by the students and the general public.

Posed classical group
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Archery
'Under the leadership of Marian Dudley fifty Arizona co -eds ran
close competition to Dan Cupid on the University campus this year

by scoring almost as many bull's eyes as did this accomplished
little archer of international fame.

Although the Tucson desert has not as yet produced a Sherwood
Forest, the girls find the old grass -covered football field equally
satisfactory, while bright- colored sport clothes make an even more
attractive picture than the traditional Lincoln green.
Miss Brown, instructor of archery, which was made a major sport

this year, conducts six classes a week. Possessing a full set of
equipment, including bows, arrows, and targets, W. A. A. is able
to offer points for practices and participation in tournaments.
In January the first archery contest, an inter -group tournament,
was won by Pima Hall, whose team was awarded a silver loving
cup. June Williams, member of Kappa Alpha Theta, proved her-

self the most efficient wielder of the bow and arrow by shooting the
highest individual score. February saw practices to pick an honor
team, which participated in a telegraphic tournament with Tempe
on March 1. Later in March a round -robin tournament was held.
Miss Helen Hawkins was the only member to win archery honors.
Growing interest in archery, a year -round sport in Arizona, indicates that a greater number of participants can be expected in next
year's events.

Co -ed archers in action
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Basketball
The basketball tournament went over big this year, with Agnes Mathiesen as
sportleader and Maybelle Wisdom as assistant sportleader.
There was a long and hard practice before the regular tournament began, so
the teams were all in good order.
The championship of League I was won when the Gamma Phi Betas defeated
the Varsity Villagers in a close and exciting game. The Delta Gamma team won
the championship in League II when they defeated the Theta team. There was
a big turnout for the final game, and excitement ran high during the whole game.
The Gamma Phi team came out on the long end of the 41 -16 score.
Much of the credit for the success of this year's tournament should go to Miss
Keith, Miss Chesney, and Miss Burt, who gave much of their valuable time in
coaching the teams and refereeing the games.

Agnes Mathiesen

Championship Gamma Phi Beta team
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Girls "A" Club
Olga Hamlin, a senior, is president of this year's "A" Club. The membership
of this club is composed of all girls who have won 800 W. A. A. points through
participation in girls' athletics, and who were elected to this honor by the members of the club.

The object of this organization is to increase interest in all girls' athletics.
"A" Club sponsors "Play Week," which is an annual event in the University.
The "A" Club also elects from its members the most outstanding sport girl.
She is usually a Senior, and she must have won her "A" sweater. Olga Hamlin
was the selection of the club for this year.
The members for the past year were : Lucy Akin, Mary Baldwin, Margaret

Byrne, Ruth Cowin, Marion Dudley, Pauline Fariss, Aida Garcia, Christine
Garcia, Olga Hamlin, Martha Hart, Agnes Mathieson, Clara Miller, Marjorie
Miller, Leota Neely, Betty Rigden, Tone Sparks, Ruth Steele, Lillian Woolf, and
Katherine Zlatnick.
Olga Hamlin

Baldwin, Rigden, Sparks, Steele, Cowin, Akin, Fariss
Zlatnick, Neeley, Woolf, M. Miller, Hamlin, C. Miller, 1Vlathiesen
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Burlesque
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DR. HORACE GUN T-FIORP, better known in the annals of Beta Kappa as the "Big Gun,"
wins this year's gold barnyard pickle fork for the outstanding performance of the current season.
Dr. Gunthorp, ex -grand scribe of Beta Kappa, head of the Biology Department and moralist extra ordinary, is likewise the father of a charming son, C. Lawrence, who further enhances the family
dignity and who is pictured in the current show, "Horses, Horses." ( See p. 30?.) This year's medalist
draws mention for taking one -fifth off every co -ed's grade because she appears stockinless.
for urging that they obey the rule lest he have to examine "too closely" the covered obedience of
their calves, for spending half his lecture time flaying the evil of cosmetics, for declaring that all fraternities on the Arizona camnus are a "disgrace to their national organizations," for alienating
faculty and students alike in his fight to recognize a nurtured group. (including son Lawrence)
that they might bring Beta Kappa onto Arizona campus, and for finally succeeding in planting among
Arizona fraternities a Greek -letter organization that nobody cares about, nobody wants to care about,
and nobody will care about.
Pase `383

REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
One star means poor.; two stars, punk; three stars, rotten; four stars. foul; five stars, nauseating;
six stars, disgusting; eight stars and o-$ er, utterly stinko.

WE'RE HE MEN

n
n

(A Sigma Alpha Epsilon Production)
The old -fashioned melodrama of virtue wronged and
righted is a thrilling three -act thriller, "We're He Men,"

the current ' S. A. E. production.

Villainy trods the planks heavily in the first act, when
the household is put to sleep by a dastard house manager
crooning "Violets," and escaping immediately thereafter
with $1,500, burning his books behind him. The alarm is
sounded, frantic consultations are held, and in the second
act, the climax is reached as galloping hoofbeats approach
and a national officer rushes in as the sheriff, loudly de-

manding the deed to the old homestead.
Dark, dark indeed are the prospects for the little family,
but Papa Brooks and Sonny Krentz put their heads together,

and hope that the roof may be kept over their heads, and
the charter on the walls is horn anew. The third act, in the
fall of 1929, finds them fighting desperately to obtain all of the class presidencies (they get two), to pledge
up transfer athletes (at a considerable outlay for corn whiskey), to win the intramural banner with the prodigal
son, Jimmy Day, serving as coach and giving little inspirational talks just before the games. In spite of hell,
high water, and the Tucson police department, all is regained in the end, and the curtain falls upon the little
fafnily sinking back into the Barney Knowles tradition (be so disreputable that you'll he dutstanding) -its accustomed place.

GOLD- DIGGERS OF PARKWAY
(A Kappa Kappa Gamma Production)

*

Gone are the days when this company will put on a show
that is even entertainingly risque. This year's enterprise
was on the whole rather pitiful.
When the curtain rose, the new members of the cast looked
fairly good, but as time went on, it was apparent the girls
weren't quite good enough to click. Joe Barnes drew a hand
one of the outstanding bits of excavation, digging approximately twenty saps out of their much -needed coin. Wit*h_the

t,:Z,
C ,.

1-

rapidity of a fox terrier, she flitted from one prospect to an-

other until the audience fairly sat agape. Bunny Phelps

started off well, when first under the glow óf family publicity,
but soon lost popular interest. Ho -hum ! There were plenty

of others, but who cares about them now?
Some of the older members of the company performed
creditably. Marjorie Miller was a pretty picture as Desert
Queen, but drew a few handfuls of vegetables by a rather vulgar juggling act with Phi Delt fraternity pins.
Adrienne Johnson, the coast cleared by the exit of Punk Storey, settled down to a hum -drum love scene with
Jimmie Day. And there you have it.
Of course, we realize the show had to be clean. When the national censor put the company on probation last
year, they were desperate. Out went the Waters girls, in came Mary Rechif and other owlish scholars, and
KKG found itself doing- its best. But the transition makes the show dull, eventless, and uninteresting.

THEY WHO GOT SLAPPED
(A Sigma Chi Production)

*

A sordid example of how rotten a show can be when
you can't muster together a decent cast is this Sigma Chi
effort. Difficulties set in at the very first of the season,
when it was found that most of the old stand -byes (who
worked so well in athletic parts) were gone. but not for-

Waldo Dicus was made casting director - probably
one of the grossest mistakes ever committed, for his looks
plus his personality drove men away as fast as Rich -Man
Smallwood could impress them with the wealth and ostentation of the company. The result of the whole bloody mess
was that the cast was filled with a gang of nondescript pickups who couldn't play any part successfully, let alone be
athletics. Puberitific Rifton Rodgers was signed on contract
with the understanding that Big Athlete Howard Abbott
would be pulled in later. The Phi Delt company got Abbott
(though he realized his mistake soon enough and ask ed for his passports) leaving the Sig Chi company with
the worst of a silly bargain.
And so the show finally went on, with the boys man
a fair athletic production in spite of it all. Patten,
Sample, and a few other last remaining athletes carried the burden of trying to make the show look good in
spite of every evidence to the contrary.
The non- athletic .scenes were more or less unwhole some. Spence Nordyke tried a John - Gilbert role and
looked as ridiculous as Ham Hamilton, finally getting by at the Theta House because he hung around so long
they had to take pity on him. The rest of the lot just wandered around, doing nothing but act dumb.
gotten.
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REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF TRUMAN
(A Kappa Sigma Production)

**

Amid the tragic ruins of .an old ranch home, runs the

course of this depressing play. With a- small cast of God knows -who- the - fellows -are,

the production brings to the

curious theater -goer the old, old story of how sour the milk
gets when the bacteria multiply. The story centers around
the classic plantation of William Truman, 1929 student body

president, et al, who departs for fairer climes, leaving his
home in the care of "worthy" brothers. The ne'er -do -well
lot promptly fall back into debauchery and idleness, an old
still is opened in the back annex, Brothers Williams and
Rymers rot in sin, Brother Neal leaves before he has to,
Brother Allen works his way into a position of community
importance through corruption and connivance, and Brother

Simpson caps the climax with more than his accustomed
assininity. The lot just don't seem to care when the much vaunted intra -mural team lacks even the points to enter the baseball tourney ; things drift from bad to worse,
until the whole scene resembles a shambles of destruction. Truman's ghost returns in the last scene to threaten
Brother Allen with an accounting of the Senior Class funds, but the crew only jeer in scorn as the curtain falls.
A depressing spectacle, if you like that sort of thing.

SUNNY -SIDE DOWN

(A Delta Gamma Production)

**

"Sunny -side Down" is one of these bright and cheery

little plays- bright and cheery like a meeting of the Epworth
League, Ladies' Aid Society, or Woman's Christian Temperance Union. If a slip -shod assemblage of erstwhile

actresses ever took their work more seriously and sourly
than this bunch of frowning foreheads, we have yet to see
them.

To a theme song of Chopin's Funeral March, the surly
sisters stalk through three gloomy acts, dividing their time
evenly between food, sleep, and study. The scene is somewhat livened by a few clever swimming and bathing scenes
with Babe Saunders and Joe Jacks, and the audience thought
for awhile maybe there was something to the show after
all. But the erring black -sheep were promptly evicted from
the fold, and the old drab scene continued. What disgusted
everyone particularly was the way in which the impure ones were cast out into the night ; their names were blacklisted into every Greek- letter home (a rule, but not a custom) in order that everyone might know that Delta
Gamma stood for purity and. Godliness.

When this reviewer had thrown his last chunk of deteriorated cabbage and departed into the healthy outer
air, Sister Zlatnick was still screaming "Study, girls, study," while the remainder of the Black Horde were
shrilly threatening Russell Robins and Nancy Tate for affairs that "don't look nice."
At least the company no longer boasts the presence of Jayne Gassaway, who reminded - everyone too much of
Jayne Gassaway for comfort.

ONE WILD NIGHT

(A Pi Beta Phi Production)

**

Putting out a type of production which has filled their
new Mountain Avenue house to the brim with an eager if
nondescript variety of male nightly, the current Pi Beta
Phi production, "One Wild Night," has approached the
Kappa record this season for the burlesque -sort of show.
The youth- must -be- served theme has been worked and

over - worked in this melodrama, which is one long heart
throb from curtain to curtain. The story is that of a group
of girls in a convent, who, peering from behind the curtains
of their cells at the men flocking up the street and down the
street and across the street, but never in, resolve to rebel
against the domineering Mother Superior Ferguson and
become regular hellers.

.

They take for their slogan, "One wild night with every
man on the campus," and the
that one night is all
any ordinary man can stand with a Pi Phi simplifies matters. A genero -us bit of comedy is thrown in by the
proverbial prudes, .A.lkire and Stearritt, whose impersonations of prissies are immensely convincing. And that
man Bradbury, who dates every one but the Mother Superior.
But if you've seen one burlesque show, you've seen them all, and the Pi Phi attempt leaves just as bad a taste
in your mouth as the others. As this reviewer reached for his hat and quietly stole out about the time the curtain
went up on the third act, he rather hoped that the girls would go back to the cloister, where nobody would know,
and nobody would care.
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REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
BEHIND THAT CURTAIN
(A Pi Kappa Alpha Production)

*

This little allegorical tale is divided into two parts, show-

ing how many disgusting things can be hidden inside a
The first scene represents "What
the Public Sees," with lxus áeiaei, r eat e ooaman, Myron
Nelson and even Turner (after eight years of poor trainmg) displaying "A" sweaters to a bunch of onlookers who
Spanish -style sanctuary.

don't know, any better.
'l'he second scene, in which the curtain is drawn, exhibits
a stage picture which represents "What Prospective Pledges
Ought to Know." Brothers Goodman and Seidel, heroes
at the gym, are shown washing dishes and dumbly wonder-

ing what it is all about. The rest of the crew sit snarling
at the dinner table, enraged because another pledge has
quit before it is too late (i. e. before being initiated) .
Brother Turner slumps motionless throughout the act,

pining for some washed -out blonde in New Mexico. I n the latter part fifty thousand creditors invade the dining
room and demand their pay, whereupon the heedless lot turn their pockets inside out, shrug their shoulders,
and grin hideously.

The social scenes are gone in this year's tragedy, the political shots are nil, the only thing that greets the
spectator is the one drab view of how colorless college life can get when the wolf is baying at the door.
The company, being practically bankrupt, is forced to book its next year's production in the badly- worked
over shack on East First Street that the Thetas tore to pieces. Most of the boys who ever drew a hand will be
gone, leaving Seidel to do what he can with the disintegrating outfit.

THE WILD PARTY

(A Sigma Nu Production)

* * *
Just another over -advertised story of gay college life

is "The Wild Party," the plot centering around the activities

of a bunch of adolescent boys from California who find
themselves stranded in a small :desert town in Arizona and
set out to show the native talent something about wild life.
For plain and fancy carousing, this play exceeds anything

else of the sort' that has appeared during the season as far as the publicity goes. But the unwary, hearing the

production heralded' as a daring revelation of flaming youth,

are sadly disillusioned when confronted with the actual
spectacle. From the opening scene, showing the late.

Brother Bishop passing out on a bottle of tea flavored with
corn, to the closing shot in which Brother Eddie enthusiastically portrays the what -a- gay -boy -am -I type, making
an ass of itself at the Pioneer, it is just one banal scene
after another of the carouse "collegiate as imagined by motion picture directors and California high school boys.
Outstanding is the performance of Brother Doherty, perfectly cast in the role of an extremely drunk,
extremely noisy, and extremely irritating collegian.
The Sigma Nu company is said to have gone heavily into debt in staging the production, the cost of the
Spanish -atmosphere sets having at one time threatened the firm with bankruptcy. In your reviewer's opinion,
the firm ?night well have stuck to its old one -reel slapstick.
-

THEY SHALL NOT PASS
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(A Zeta Delta Epsilon Production)

****

The vain attempts of a little country girl, Zeta, to seduce
a big feller from the city, Fi Gammadelta, is the extremely
tiresome current drama "They. Shall Not Pass." The play
drags on and on, but not even by the time that the curtain

falls has Zeta learned that the man she craves has no

intention whatsoever df spoiling her local standing.

The play takes its name from a tense moment early in

the spectacle, when Evans holds the door against a surprise

delegation of Fi j is while Middleton is put in a trunk in
the basement, the sleeping quarters out behind are disguised

as a garage, some one is sent in search of Papa Striegel,
who hasn't been around for months, and the rest of the boys

are coached as to Zeta's financial standing, past exploits,
and future expectations.

No stone is left unturned by this wily wench. She fawns
on_ Brady, Kennedy and Tewksbury, gets Striegel elected president with the plea, "Help us make Fiji," mails
out a brag -sheet that would make Provence blush, and if the ballot-box looks like a coal bin after a prospect
has been voted on Monday evening, the simple statement "His old man's a Phi Gam" is enough to cause a
stampede for white balls. She even buys, on prolonged monthly payments, an Orthophonic. But things
procede from bad to worse for her.
But at the end of the third,act, she still has hopes of making Fiji. She simply can't learn that she hasn't any
allure. As a comedy of errors, this production is supreme.
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REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
EUROPEAN REVUE OF 1930
(A. Phi Delta Theta Production)

*****

This play has its good points, if you don't' mind an im-

ported production.

In a little kingdom of aliens on East Speedway, this

foreign dialect story runs its nauseating course. The cast
sounds like a roll -call at the Jewish synagogue or the army

register in upper Silica with a conglomerate of tongue-

twisters like Grondona, Kauscha, Krause, Viola, Medigovitch, and so on far into the .night.
Last year's liquor orgy, which almost caused the settlement its loss of squatter's rights, had the effect of somewhat taming this season's activities. There is not even the

bright light of debauchery to liven their new sluggish

production. There are a few creditable athletic bits in the

second act, to the beating of tom -toms and the shrill cry
of jews- harps, but on the whole the play is no more
interesting than a quiet day at Ellis Island. Blood is spilled in the latter part of the play to liven the action a
bit, when the toothsome Chambers is knifed in the back by "he knew what he wanted" Freddie Hoar. O'Dowd,
one of the few Americans, is the only new recruit who d )es, anything but sing in dialect "Phi Delta Theta for
All," and even then he has trouble living down the taint.
Ho, hum, will the curtain never fall?

NAMING OF THE SHREWS
(A Kappa Alpha Theta Production)

* * * *. *.

Here is pictured a typical scene from the all- back -biting
Theta offering, now playing to a scanty audience of engaged

boys on North Mountain Avenue. The play shows the
American college girl at her worst, with a cast peculiarly
fitted for their parts.
The opening scene depicts the feminine throng, fully

impregnated with the knowledge that they have been so good
in the past, that they are really to good now for the Arizona

hoi- polloi, and that Theta stands for everything divinely
important. In a noisy first act, visiting males are led to
completely believe that they are as unworthy as Chinese

Coolies and as unclean as Indian lepers. Doors are slammed

in their faces in the "not at home" hours, Mother Batey
shrilly flays them for any word said aboye a whisper and
bashful ones are met with the bitter scorn of superior
sarcasm, during which time the whole tribe discordantly quarrels and fights within itself. In the second act,

the bulk of the visitors have gone elsewhere, and the only males left are a nondescript and forlorn handful who
are shackled to the mess by the tragedy of , "frat -pin" engagements.
The curtain falls as the jester hisses : "Theta doesn't mean God ; it comes from the old. Arabian word
signifying `a snob is usually just a pain in the neck.' ' "

THE ROUND -UP
(A Delta Chi Production)

*****

A flaming neon sign advertises this bit of low comedy.
Who ever thought of directing traffic, with the blare of

trumpets and gleaning search -lights, to a back -alley trash pile ?

The play opens with Brothers Peterson, Martindell, and
Randall, clad in chaps and spurs, lassooing in a horde of
pledges with vague talk about Delta Chi and ex- President
Marvin. For some reason, the late Dean Shirrell is omitted.
After the shack is filled to kitchen sink with every known
variety of what- awful- things -pick- out -Arizona- for -theirschooling, the pie -throwing starts.

Brother Pendleton, who looks quite harmless in a track
suit, starts his eternal jabber ; Brother Jamieson continues
to prove that when he made an ass of himself in the 1929

Badger fight it was because he was fundamentally that way ;
and Brother Martindell sits down to brood on what a disastrously puerile sheet he really made out of the Wildcat
in one year.

Brother Peterson, who in previous productions has so well portrayed the role of the boy who just can't

succeed in anything, provides the love interest in this play. Brother Moriarity (loes likewise with less pronounced
publicity.

Tragedy stalks in the third act when the politician, Martindell, who has nurtured the throaty Hitch into line
for the Wildcat editorship. sees his hones blasted in the maelstrom of campus votes.
For a whole lot of nothing at all, this play is recommended.
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REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
THE POOR, LITTLE RICH GIRL
(A Chi Omega Production)

*******

This depressing drama is the long drawn out tale of a

crowd of femmes with money enough to build a new mansion but neither charm enough, or anything enough, to attract any girls who know what they're about or any men who
know what they're about.

Desperate at their lack of local standing (which has
stayed at the bottom for so long that it's chronic), infuriated at the dearth of suitors and popular respect, the girls
plan in the last act to construct a mighty dwelling place as
a snare for everything they want. But the oracle sweeps
onto the stage and, with accusing finger, screams : "Poor

little rich girl ! Money can buy a new house, but no amount
of coin can compensate for queer faces, bulging calves, and
dish -water personalities."

If it's a Chi Omega play, it's the worst show in town," has been the maxim among Arizona theater -goers for

many years, but it was this reviewer's hope that the new play would be a slight improvement. From opening discord to final curtain, however, it was apparent that the maxim still holds. We can remember when the corn pany had some genuine leads that people at least knew something about, but that time is even gone.
Peggy Paige was still with us, performing- a lot of ridiculous antics with her forlorn Kappa Sig mate ; but the
rest didn't even act silly to get applause. They just walked on and off the stage ; nobody knew where they came
from, why they were there.

ROSES OF YESTERDAY

(A Gamma Phi Beta Production)

*******

If it wasn't that the Desert reviewer wished to spare some
of the old members of the Gamma Phi production company,

°Ç

who were associated when that organization was at least
on a par with Chi Omega, this review would have been put
over in the "We Absolutely Do Not Recommend" section ;
but as it is, we absolutely do not recommend "Roses of

_

,//

Yesterday" anyhow.

Whether this season's performance is duller than last
year's or whether the old shows were so far away from

"

the campus that they were luckily overlooked, is not known;

f

but it is quite certain that the new ` show house has only

, 'lll

`(

accentuated the lack of presentable material within.
We weren't able to make heads nor tales of the play ; it
seemed that a bunch of neurotic girls had been thrown too-ether somehow, that they were horribly lonesome for a
little m ale (not Beta Chi pledges) companionship, that they were hard put to meet payments on the new barn.
We understand that the Gamma Phi company had a pretty good actress, MacDonald, early in the season, but
that she couldn't support the whole cast, and was car ried home in hysterics. There was a blonde named
Hart, and a brunette named Sparks, and one or two others that ran around chattering their heads off all the
time, but we can't remember the names of anybody else.
Back in the old days, the Gamma Phi company boasted the names of Wade, the McDonalds, the Nelsons,
but where are the roses of yesterday?
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pure instinct they put up a sign "Fire Sale" and move
stakes to Speedway where they may be closer to the
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A, a poor sequel to "The Cohens In Paris" conies the

rank comedy "The Fire Sale," which depicts the gruesome
antics of a small crowd of Isaacs at Arizona. The play
opens with a 1929 setting, showing the lads cannily running
out of a blazing domicile on East Third Street. Out of
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THE FIRE -SALE

(A Zeta Beta Tau Production)

2;:/?

companionship of the Phi Delts.
The smart -aleck Lang brothers draw the principal razz berries by trying to act the part of two high-powered colle
gians.

Little does their doting father, who phones them

-

up every week -end to caution them about keeping the bed
4
w% Q
" r'
quilts tucked in warmly and wearing their outing flannel
-' `
pajamas, know that the'two sour 'apples are making- just two
collosal asses out of themselves. P. P. Horowitz is another ham -nibbler who thinks he's the best thing on earth, when as a matter of fact the only reason he got the
Wildcat managership was because there was nobody else silly enough to make excuses for the rotten sheet to
<i¡4'; :g

nt

r%

..

local business men.

The comedy was broken in the opening act when Deglin and Levit, newcomers to the scene, left the crew in
disgust, unwilling to even let the bonds of creed tie them down to a morbid' existence. The villain, Wolfson,
black -ball in hand, stole into the picture in the second act, and with a diabolical_ grin, blasted Deglin's chances
to make an honorary that he deserved.
The curtain is drawn quickly at the end to cut off th e barrage of sour fruit.
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REVIEWS OF THE CURRENT GREEK DRAMA
THE LONE STAR RANGER
(An Alpha Tau Omega Production)

C

* * * * * * -*

Just another example of how a bunch of ham actors can
worm their way onto the stage and spoil what might other-

wise be a creditable performance was "The Lone Star

Ranger," in which Jack Hopper attempted to carry himself
and a horde of punks through three weary acts.
There was one exciting moment, about the middle of the
play, when a horse fell on Hopper in a big polo scene and

all the unknows cluttering up the stage let out a wail of
"Goodbye A. T. O."

But Hopper recovered, unfortunately

for himself, and this was seized upon as an excuse for
prolonging the tiresome drama till they got it.

Hopper seemed throughout the spectacle to have. possi-

bilities, and the reviewer could not help feeling that he

might have won at least a smattering of applause if he had
signed tip with a recognized production company. All the
gags known for drawing a tear or a hiss from the spectators were used. Some person going under the stage
name of Sperry hobbled about for months on crutches ; another listed as Walcutt, who should have stuck
to readings of Shakespeare at church socials, gave a deceptive performance as a villain, complementing people
indiscriminately to their faces and snarling "chicken" behind their backs; as he vainly sought a Rhodes scholarship.

But we are as tired of talking about this performance as we were of watching it after the first five minutes.

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN

*******

(A Beta Chi Production)
Starring that old war -horse of the locker -rooms, Klondike

Stewart, in a heavy tragedy of frustrated sex -life, this
year's Beta Chi offering, "Men Without Women," is a
penetrating if dull psychological commentary on life:

The cast is made up of ordinary mortals -too damned
ordinary, in our opinion -who seek and seek, but seek in
vain, the consolation of at least one woman's love, and

become persuaded in the end that they don't want it anyway.
No one blames the women. certainly, not even the Pi Phis

when Rosenblatt tells the pledges to lay off the Beta Chi

dates ; but someone does blame the Beta Chi cook for leaving

arsenic out of the coffee every morning.
There are interludes now and then when the loyal (but
why ?) sons of Beta Chi devote their activities to chasing

that will -o- the -wisp Delta Tau Delta. Sometimes they even
wonder if there is a national fraternity by that name ; none of them has ever seen a member of it around anywhere.

But most of the time is spent wishing that they could find a woman who would date with one of them, in
thinking that no woman is worth the trouble anyway, or in consoling themselves that the Gamma Phis built a
new house, too, but can't go over big.
The same dismal atmosphere pervades the stage in the last as in the first act. Klondike and Lee Stephenson sit
on the porch and snap fingers at a passing Pi Phi ; the curtain gets stuck as it falls ; nothing goes right. But who
cares? Not even the Beta Chis.

WOMEN WITHOUT MEN

Phi Production)
*A*pitiful
* *picture
*(An*Alpha
*
*
* * * * * * * .* *
of how harren a sorority front room

can really be on Saturday night is this drab play, "Women
Without Men." The scene pictured above hardly changes
throughout the three lonesome acts, except that the girl on

the left leaves for five minutes to write to the national

president for the fiftieth time that Ann -Eve Mansfield was
secretary of the student body.
The play is staged in the red brick cracker -box that once
belonged to the Beta Chi company,, and one reason for its
unpopularity may be that the place wasn't fumigated thoroughly enough.

Outside of the Mansfield girls, who are famous for the
facility with which one consistently seconded McKale's
suggestions in the Board of Control, the east includes a

small clan of rushee left -overs t'iat nobody ever heard of or
wants to know. Virginia Watkins drew a hand between acts with a clever bit of adagio dancing, but was
subsequently hissed when the drinking scene with Spe edy Buehler was frightfully overdone. Buehler, dark -

eyed, slays himself shortly after as the gay siren does a neat tap step with an ex- campus toe artist.
If anybody wants to see this tragedy, we advise aga inst it
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PRODUCTIONS WE ABSOLUTELY DO NOT
RECOMMEND
` ` HOLDING THE GUNNY SACK "

" ` OH PHI ON YOU "

The current Beta Kappa production is ending its
second record -breaking year as the least -attended
show billed. It is the pathetic story of how a bunch
of boys with the best of intentions, no doubt, formed
a local fraternity, and of how a "Con" man, "Gunny"
Gunthorp, deluded them in spite of all that anybody

urge our readers to stay clear of, as harmless as ifs
helpless. '.rhe highlight of the performance seems to
be the closing scene in the third act, when the cast
congregates, and, pointing its fingers at each other,
chants "O Phi on You, You Went O Phi."

could do to save them. As the curtain falls, they stand
in a small semi- circle clutching a Gunny -sack con-

" ARE WE, OR ARE WE "

taining one Beta Kappa ritual, twelve pictures of

If you have ever sat and morbidly speculated as to
whether or not life is just an empty dream from which
you'll someday awaken, you'll enjoy this psychological
drama. The flaw in its construction, however, is that
the cast decides in the end that it really exists, whereas

Gunthorp, and a large portion of blasted hopes. C.
Lawrence Gunthorp chants the Beta Kappa dirge,
"We're All Beta Kaps Together."

we strongly suspect that it is just an empty dream.
Produced by Phi O Pi.

DE MOLAY FOLLIES "
A rather colorless production, depictin,- what happens to De Molay boys who come to college and have
a distaste for dormitory life. There must be a moral
in it somewhere, there's nothing else of interest.

Produced by the old Masonic Boys company, reor-

'
I

Another production which we must conscientiously

ganized as Delta Sigma Lambda.
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THE QUEST "
Just before going to press, we learned that an Alpha
Gamma Omicron company has opened up somewhere,

presenting a drama -of somebody chasing some national sorority. We couldn't find the thing, so leave
it for next year's reviewer.
1
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THE GREATEST NAME
IN AWARD SWEATERS

¡
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Wil Wite Award Sweaters Are the
Choice of Every Pac fìc Coast Conference

School, Also Hundreds of High Schools
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and Colleges Throughout The West.
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"At the End of The Old Oregon Trail"OLYMPIA
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Miami Copper Company

1
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61 Broadway
New York
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I
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i

ADOLPH LEWISOHN,
President

I

SAM A. LEWISOHN,
Vice-Pres. & Treas.

I

I
I

1

i
i

I

I
I

I

HERMAN COOK,
Secretary

i
i

I
I
I

I

I

I

MINE AT MIAMI, ARIZONA

i

i
I
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I

F. W. MacLENNAN,
general Manager
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Tucson
Shoe Shine Parlor

for

(NEAR DOOLEY'S)
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1

I
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Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Shoes Shined

i ,
1/4

1

1
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1
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ALL
OCCASIONS
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The
SMARTEST
CLOTHES

..

4.-
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ti,
,F

203 E. Congress
TUCSON
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HATS BLOCKET) and CLEANED
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PHOENIX
132 N. Central
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"Let Us Help You Look N i ce "
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The Year's Best Puppet Show

!Featuring Tony IllcKale and His Marionettess (Otis, Johnson, _Mansfield, Slonaker, Grosetta, Striegel.) 1

Greeted weekly with a burst of rah - rah -rahs

for the athletic department, Tony McKale's
puppet show on the board of control stage has
been a big success this year. Each weekly performance found plenty of enthusiasm from the
athletic groùps in the audience, plenty of razz berries from the "thinking" student element,
and plenty of snores from the remainder.

N

!

As puppet shows go, this has been a good
one- plenty of action, and plenty of skillful
manipulation on the part of the "Man Behind
the Scenes." But this reviewer, sensing the

peculiar likeness between the marionettes and
real human beings, felt a certain sadness creep

over him at the spineless obedience of the
figures on the stage as the "director" plied his
control wires.
The marionettes in this performance have
gone through the old, old story of how one department can get everything it wants if it just
knows how to get it. The show hardly varied
throughout the year's run. Each week the same
dreary theme ran its course.
The story opens with the puppets poised for
action in a "student government" meeting. The
theme seemed to center around the question of
whether or not the journalistic and other nonathletic elements on the campus were going to
be given a semblance of recognition and assistance.
Everyone, including this reviewer,
hoped that the story would work out with the

traditional happy American ending -fair -play
and all that sort of thing. But the wires tight ended at just the wrong times, and the puppets
went their course oblivious to public opinion.
Marionette Grossetta was one of the principal figures in the show. Nobody seems to
know just where he came from or what he was
doing on the stage, but there he was, dangling

from a wire, and having a great deal to say
and do. journalists came in, one after another, and pled for greater advantages in their
line of activity. The wires drew taut, Puppet

Grossetta threw up a violent arm -"Why
that'll cost money. You can't take money

away from the athletic department !" The tragic
figures pleaded with him but the jerking wires
threw out the constant reply : "Now don't lets
get too involved. You're gittin' into this too
deep."

Ann -Eve Mansfield, the whimsical Alpha
Phi activity seeker, provided the comedy of the

show. Her performance was outstanding and
the slight suggestion of a tug on the red string
attached to her collar brought forth a flashing
"second the motion" that sent the athletic boys
into gales of laughter.
And to the theme song of "To Hell With

Journalism," the board did its finale dance with
every Marionette in place. "Second the motion" was the final gag line with loud clinking
of coins in the gymnasium as the show ended.
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Boyd Allen
To Boyd Allen, because he has given the
youth of Tucson a conclusive and inspiring
demonstration of the truth of the old saying
about sticking to it until you succeed, has been
awarded the 1930 Silver Barnyard Picklefork.

Allen entered the University in 1925, and
for the first few years of his career, kept himself very much in the background, being con-

tent to go Kappa Sig, play an active part in
class politics, get himself engaged on three or
four occasions, and make a few honorary f raternities.

But. Boyd -began to feel the sterility of the
life he was leading, the utter emptyness of it,
and casting off his slothfulness, set out to write
a name for himself in the book of time. That
he has been amazingly successful is attested by

the fact that in his fifth year alone he has
resigned as junior member of the student coun-

cil to accept the presidency of the graduating
class, has directed the most successful Senior
Eoliies ever held, has cared for a lot of little
financial details such as senior announcements,

has postponed graduating a while so as to
serve as student body president during his sixth
year, and has come to be recognized as Prince

of. Activity Boys. That he will rtnn for re -election in his seventh year is not improbable. Paul
Stone, who plans to run in 1932, had better
look to his laurels, for that will only be Boyd's
eighth year.

fi'e

pioneer
Hotel
Tucson, Arizona
Rendezvous for University
Functions.

Dinner Dancing Nightly
During Season in the

MAIN RESTAURANT

A La Carte

Table d'ilote

"19th Hole" (Coffee Shop)
Popular Prices
Table d'ilote
A La Carte
GEO. W. LINDHOLM,

President
G. 11.. BENEFIEL,
Manager

EUROPEAN PLAN
250 Air -Cooled Rooms

Rates from $3.00
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"MADE IN AIZIZaNA"

United Verde Copper
Company
Producers of

Copper, Gold and Silver
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FOR CONTACT WITH
REAL COLLEGIANS
AND THE, BALMY
ATMOSPHERE OF
FELLO WSHIP
WHILE EATING
I)hOP INTO

WYa t t IS B00
Store
BOOKS

I
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E/'arsity Inn

"Everti)th.íng f or the Student"

Students' Rendezvous

1
1

64 E. Congress St., Phone 9

i

Tucson, Arizona
Ed Moore, Innkeeper

f
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Farewells
and Futures

.

N0,._.,_010111._.,_<,_.,_41.,__

.

Commencement ... diplomas ... a last round of festivities before friends part, each to take his own road
to his ambition's goal ... and many good wishes as
the start is made!
May we extend our congratulations and best wishes
with the rest of your friends? We've known many
. we-'re
of you through your visits to the store
sorry we didn't get to know ä1l of you ... but that
.

.

doesn't prevent us from wishing you all the achievement of your hopes' and dreams as you go through
the future.

And ... as the Future becomes the Present, and then
the Past, we know you'll learn more and more the
true value of Thrift and Savings ... and you'll learn,
as your parents have, what a good friend your J. C.
Penney Store will always be!
.

J.C.PENNEYGO
17 STYLE CENTERS IN ARIZONA;

I

Bisbee
Chandler
Clifton
Douglas

Flagstaff

Miami
Nogales
Phoenix

Globe

Holbrook
Jerome
Mesa

Prescott

1
1
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Safford
Tucson
Winslow
Yuma

i

1

Compliments of
Ì

YOUR UTILITIES
i

ô

Ì

1

Tucson Gas Electric

Light & Power Co.
A

:414 E. Congress St.

Phone 2754

Reputation

For Fair Dealing

GERLACH'S

The
T. V. Allen Company

F, ,erythi>zg

Makers of

NEW-SNAPPY-FAULTLESS

Class Rings

for

Graduation Announcements

The Well Dressed Alan

Book Diplomas
Home of Hart- Schaffiter Si: Marx
Clothes

810 -16 Maple Avenue

Los Angeles
i'n, , 298
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Stew Johnson
Because he cane to college in a box car,
rides around in an Auburn, and will probably
leave in a Packard, Stewart Johnson wins the
1930 Bronze Barnyard Picklefork. He has
clone very well, has Johnson ; note the well -fed
look around the jowls.
Not that he hasn't been above -board about it.
But some men sacrifice their all for their alma

mater ; some sacrifice their all for glory, and

some sacrifice their all for what they can get out
of it. Stewart has gone any one of these varieties three better, and sacrificed his all for alma

mater, glory and what he could get out of it

too, all at the same time.
Any man who can get fifty dollars out of the
board of control for non- athletic purposes is a
magician ; but a man who can get fifty dollars
a month for three months as business advisor

to the campus politicians has perpetrated a
Class A Miracle. Well, Johnson did.

And a hundred and fifty for business-man aging the Follies, after kicking because they
were going to give Gene Provence a hundred
bucks for writing the whole book for the show.
Ah, well, what are a few Follies dollars. As

Johnson said when Erriory asked if there would

be any profits to help with the senior ball,
"There won't be, any when we get through
with it."

When
-you get your sheepskin and are ready to begin your work -become a citizen a booster for your community-the

ARIZONA EDISON COMPANY
will be ready to serve you with
WATER
GAS
ELECTRICITY
GAS OR ELECTRIC APPLIANCES IN

Bisbee
Douglas

Coolidge
Casa Grande
Gila Bend
Florence
Miami
Chandler
Winkelman
Globe

ICE

Yuma
Safford
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Our Covers Were
Manufactured by

Weber -McCrea
Company Inc.
421 E Sixth St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

The Campus Speed Traps
The
L. G. BALFOUR
COMPANY
Attleboro, Massachusetts

Manufacturers of
Medals
Cups

Badges
Rings
Favors

Trophies
Medallions
Plaques

Programs
Stationery

Fraternity Jewelry
Memorial Tablets
Emblem Insignia
Athletic Figures
Door Plates
"Known Wherever There Are Schools and
Colleges"

Of course they think its smart to have those
bumps in the road back of the girls' swimming
pool. At least Billy Bray does. The Building
and Grounds Committee wants them taken out.
But Bray doesn't. So what are you going to do?
And then there's the drain -ditch back of the
Aggie Building that was originally dug to let
off the water after a heavy rain. The rains
have gone and it still stays. Everyone is sick
of jolting over it, Vitt what can you do about
it ?

The only decent paved roads on the campus
are blocked off, and the dirt roads are either
torn up into water drains or made unbearable
with speed traps. What men want to speed by
the girl's swimming pool anyway ? Nobody
but a few women- haters like Brad Miller.
If they're going to keep us off all the passable

roads and make the rest too full of ruts and
bumps and ditches to travel over without jolting out your eye- teeth, why leave the campus
open at all ? Be sensible about it one way or
the other, is the way we feel.
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Greetings

Partner!
Be it a lowly pen -point or an impressive library, the Associated

Students' store, known familiarly
as the "Co -op" is at your service.
As in all student activities at U.
of A. the store wishes to go all the
way to make your sojourn with us
a happy one.
The Associated Students wants
every one to feel that you are an
equal partner in the "Co -op." The
management of the store appreciates constructive criticism and any
suggestions you may make for better service facilities.

CO -OP BOOK STORE

1
i

1

i
1

1
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Did You Know That-.
1. It is Elliot Dunseath's ambition to have
an "affair" with every girl in every house on

the campus ?

By actual computation, Jo Barnes during
the past year used seventeen complete rolls of
2,

adhesive plaster as beauty spots in various

locations on her face ?
3. Bally Oakes still believes that the waiters

in the Varsity Inn should not speak to him

while they have their aprons on?
4. Kay Kellogg 'advocates the use of Den -

tyne gum as the most effective "breath" remover sold at the Varsity Inn? That she has

been cast in the role of Romeos in two successive years ?

10. Only last year, Dean "Follies" Rogers
posted an announcement in Music Hall that
there was to be no jazz played there? That he

still thinks that the 1930 Follies were a success ?
11. The old red schoolhouse days have been

revived by Tone Sparks, A. W. S. council

president, who makes delinquent girls copy the
voluminous A. W. S. rules one hundred times
as punishment, and that the rest of the council
thinks its all damn' foolishness?
12. Prof. Joseph DeLuca says that the beer
in this town tastes like -er -dish water ?

performed more than 200 tests to prove it?
13. You can't cuss in front of Doc Wedel
5. That the Kappa Sigs intend to absorb the
Tau Up members as soon as they have finished because he comes back with one stronger?
14. Doc Hubbard believes that men should
taking the pledges ?
6. That two Pi Phis late one night climbed have experience before getting married?
15. Trench mouth was the cause of more
out the window and went down to the station
to meet two Kappa Sigs returning from Yuma, casualties on the Gamma Phi war front last
but got scared and hid behind trees in the park ? September than association with the Beta Chis
the whole year ?
7. Mrs. Pearl Hart is the real boss up in the
16. Byron Mock jumped his contract with
Graduate Manager's office ?
8. Bobby Goldoff, Kenny Segar and John the Sigma Nus and went Pi Kap ?
17. The faculty wasn't remunerated on the
Flannery got a great kick out of watching a
mentally deranged woman do an indiscreet first pay -day because Prexy Shantz had spent
dance in the fifth ward of the State Hospital the checks paying off the Orndorff Construcfor the Insane? That six calloused co -eds fled tion Company which had stopped work on the
stadium three weeks before the dedication
from the scene, blushing?
9. Two assistant dramatics coaches have game ?

JOSTEV'S
Your systematic savings will earn 8%
guaranteed with the

Treasure -Craft Jewelers and
Stationers
Class Rings & Pins
Commencement Announcements
Trophies
Medals
o

I +'IRST NATIONAL

Factory, Owatonna, Minn.

BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

UNIVERSITY
BEAUTY SHOP
ISABEL BAXTER
Realistic Permanent Waving

"Arizona's Largest Association"

Marcelling

Paper Curling
Manicuring
Haircutting
Bleaching and Dyeing
929 E. Third Street
Phone 2072

Facial Treatments
Scalp Treatments

Phoenix, Arizona

Shampooing
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Consolidated
Copper Company
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25 Broadway
iNew York
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Mines and Plants
Gila County, Arizona

I

1

1Inspiration,

I
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Calumet & Arizona Mining Co.
New Cornelia Mines
Ajo, Arizona

Producers of Electrolytic Copper

Mine and Plants

Ajo, Arizona

Eastern Office -- Calumet, Michigan

Sims Printing Co.

Regardless
of Your Wants
Unlimited.

14 No. Scott Street
Tucson, Arizona.

Go first to T. Ed. Litt

the Druggist - if its
Pens, Pencils, Kodaks.

Give Kodaks or any motion picture
equipment. Whitm.an's Chocolates,
in fact regardless of what it is -we
have it.

Printers of
Arizona Wildcat

T. Ed Litt

Manuscript

Congress at Stone

PRONE 1570

Alumnus

Phones 58 -59 -1227
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Calumet and Arizona
Mining Company
j

I

OFFICERS

1
1

j

Gordon R. _Campbell

j

Edwin J. Collins
James E. Fisher
H. T. Ingersoll
Henry B. Paull

1
1

j

j

j
j

-

-

-

-

-

-

President

Vice- President
-

-

-

Secretary and Treasurer
Ass't Sec'y and Ass't Treas.
Auditor

DIRECTORS
Gordon R. Campbell - - - - Calumet, Michigan
Cleveland, Ohio
Dr. C. E. Briggs
Pasadena, California
Thomas F. Cole
-Pasadena, California
Thomas H. Collins - Duluth, Minnesota
Walter B. Congdon
- Superior, Arizona
Chester Hoatson Calumet, Michigan
Frank J. Kohlhaas
- Calumet, Michigan
George Ruppe - - Saginaw, Michigan
William B. Mershon
James Phillips, Jr. - - - Los Angeles, California
- Pittsburgh, Pa.
James C. Rea
- Chicago, Illinois
A. A. Sprague - - St. Louis, Missouri
Floyd Augustine
Pasadena, California
L. D. Ricketts
Calumet, Michigan
E. J. Collins - Calumet, Michigan
J. E. Fisher -

OFFICES
ÌGeneral Office, Calumet, Michigan
Mine Office, Warren, Arizona
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Western Hit

hove is shown a stirring scene from the recent production hit "Horses, Horses," a Western
thriller with the finest collection of horses as has ever assembled for one presentation.

Compliments to the

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
THE GREATEST UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTHWEST
From the

Tucson Chamber of Commerce
TUCSON-"The City of Sunshine"
At Your Service
Pug.e 302

JDEPENDABILITY
°

GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING, 417 EAST PICO STET
Telephone WEstmore 4228

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

eiln Organization of Skilled
Crafts in en
Designers/1H-

ists and Photo

exgraers
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Tucson, Cornelia &Gila Bend
R. R. Company
M. Curley, General Manager - - Ajo, Arizona
W. L. DuMoulin, General Superintendent Ajo, Arizona
SHIP BY RAIL
- ALL FREIGHT
Summer Excursion Fares To The
East and West
Kindly Write lis For Information.
E. A. I)IEIIL, Agent

Speaking of Flowers
For Every Need
Call
AIR. SERVES-YOU-RIGHT SAYS
"You can always have a good time when
food is properly served."
That's
about right.
We buy choice foods and prepare them
with a cooking knowledge that makes you

Hal Burns

fine

FL(JRIST

feel that you've come to the right place.

1)ANCI\ (r

The Grand Cafe, Inc.

"i/'s a Treat to Fat at the Gland

15 N. Stone Ave., Phone 107

Phone 24021

lalke Building, 34 West Adams Street

Tucson, Arizona

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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The Desert .Review's Page of Great Lovers
REX BELL

JO STRAUSS

Here is a boy who gets our unqualified approval. Voted the Greatest of Them All by
every girl who even had so much as 'a library
date with him, Bell stands far out in front as

In progressing to the three most energetic
feminine candidates, this reviewer's pen stops
without hesitation at the name of Josephine

the master lover. Bell contends that non- soror-

ity girls are easier to get along with, because
they're not afraid of endangering their social
prestige, but during the past season of notable
victories, he has on several occasions crossed
the sacred portals of sorority homes. Archaeology trips are Bell's meat ; he says girls succumb more easily under lure of the outdoor
type of man.

LYMAN BOTHWELL
Lymie is famous for employing the stadium
press -box as a battle- ground, but we are of the
opinion that Bothwell could do just as well back
of the Prexy's home or behind the power plant.
This man has that exotic atmosphere about him

that makes the co -eds grab for their roller
skates. With the soft slurring accents of a
foreign tongue, Bothwell opens up the usual

preliminary discussion by painting a glowing
picture of Mandalay, the Straits of Magdalena,
or Poughkeepsie, New York.

And then- !

Strauss. We pick her because she is the last of
a long line of Kappas who have engraved their
lipstick on the cheeks of . doughty warriors.
Gone are the days of the Waters sisters and of
Marjorie Terry, who left school suddenly after
a thrilling escapade in Bachelor's Hall. But
Strauss remains, heroically alone, bearing the

flaming banner onward. There is an old
legend, purportedly emanating from one of
the early Kappa bull -sessions, that Jo once
picked up a dictionary and thumbing through
the glossy pages stopped suddenly among the

N's at the word "No."

"What does that

mean ?" she asked, wonderingly.

BETTY ATKINSON
Betty Atkinson is a Delta Gamma. We do
not say this to advertise the sorority, but merely

to point out that anyone whom we regard as
better than Joe, Babe, Russell, and some of
the other Delta Gammas or ex -Delta Gammas

is a wow. The thing we like about it all is
that the girl is clever. Oh, yes. She gets all
the better adjectives attached to her name and
still remains with us.

COCA COLA

COCA COLA

Remember Us
Drink

BIG CHIEF
Always Good

Crystal Bottling Works
GEORGE MARTIN, Proprietor
Phone 642

313 North 6th Ave.
TUCSON, ARIZONA

Candies
Canada Dry

Paper Bags

Budweiser
Cliquot Clubs
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Curley's
AGUA PRIETA, SONORA

The Boys Are Always Welcome
To Get What They Want
Whenever They Want It.

1
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34 Years

e Shopping Center of Tucson
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Ln Up -to -Date

of Value

Department
e7 -Department

Giving

.... e( ).....,...( )( ...... )i11(

Stores

Store

Feautring These Nationally Advertised Lines
Manor Brooke Clothes
Walkover Shoes
Cantilever Shoes
Fashion Plate Shoes
Stetson Hats
Style Park Hats
Wilson Brothers.
Furnishings
Van Raalte Hose
Van Raalte Gloves and
Underwear
Rollins Hose

Wayne Knit Hose
Nelly Don Dresses
:Red Fern Coats

"Famous" Dresses
Butterfield Fabrics
McCall & Pictorial Patterns
Ladi es' Fownes Gloves
Men's Hanson. Gloves
Hickok Belts

Indestructo Trunks.
Lilley Luggage

\V hen In Agua Prieta Visit

Brookhill Bar

The White House
Club

All Sorts of Wild Game in

Spanish and American Dishes

Season

Short Orders

Phone 2895

Phone 320 -W, Agua Prieta, Sonora,

Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mex.

Mexico

A. T. Sammer celli

.

U. S. Williams
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Student
Style
Headquarters
Compliments
of

Phone 4(92

L

C JAMES MOTOR COMPANv
DODGE SMOTHERS
MOTOR CARS, TRUCKS DUSES
AND MOTOR COACHES
PHONE WOO

Y'DWAV AND SCOTT

Visit The

TUCSON

WHITE HOUSE CAFE

8's and 6's

The I1ome of Good Eats
2.15 E. Congress

Phone 1:99

While in Phoenix, the
Arizona Wildcats

stop at the

SHATTUCK DENN
MINING CORPORATION

Hotel Adams

Bisbee, Arizona

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Modern and Up -to -Date
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What the Stars are Doing
Telling all the boys again he's God's Gift to Journalism.
Standing in front of Mari.copa Hall, scratching his head.
Head cocked to one side, wondering how the hell he ever made people
believe he was a big man on the campus.
Cussing out the Thetas for tattling about him to his girl in Yuma.
FRED STOFFT :
Reading fan mail.
GUS SEIDEL :
Telling everyone he hates women ;. is the best journalist on the campus,
HOWARD P:RAEGER :
and is no Babbitt. Showing later, he falls for women, is no journalist and a bigger Babbitt than Stew Johnson.
Wondering why everybody laughs at him behind his back.
ART MIDDLETON :
Looking cross -eyed at the Phi Delt house.
MARJORIE MILLER :
Telling Munger for the sixtieth time he was.voted the handsomest boy
BILLY MYERS "
in Santa Monica High School.
Being nasty polite and. acting like a grandmother. Thumbing
HENLEY SIMPSON :
through the files- of Kappa Sigma and wishing the brothers would
quit kidding him along.
ANN -EVE MANSFIELD: Seconding the motion at Board of Control meeting.
Rolling her eyes, comic fashion, and running home to send in Theta
MARY LEONARD:
publicity for the A rizona Republican.
HENRY MARTLNDELL : Hanging around with Al Randall, wondering why nobody paid any
attention to the Wildcat this year.
Telling everyone what a big thing she has made out of the University
ANN ALKIRE :
Players.
Already making a pompous ass out of himself at Board Control
VIRGIL CHANDLER :

STEW JOHNSON :
DON STRIEGEL :
EMORY JOHNSON :

.

meeting.

JACK HOPPER :
BOYD ALLEN :

Thanking Heaven for A. T. O. and wondering how they ever would
have made it without him.
Begging not to be razzed in the Desert because "we're planning big
things for this year."

FISHER'S

If Your Clothes Are Not Becoming

The Music House of Quality

To You -You Should Be Corning

Steinway, Ivens & Pond, Story

-To Us.

& Clark, and other fine
pianos.

VARSITY CLEANERS

Victor Radio
Electrolas
Radiclas

ylleet Me at-

Strcmberg- Carlson Radios

THE SPLENDID CAFE

FISHER'S

41 .North Central ;Ave.

Tucson's Only Victor Dealer
Tucson
1.18 E. Congress St.

Phone 6510

Phoenix, Arizona
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Our Very Dramatic Contemporaries
The Kittykat
The Wildcat
And then there was the Kitty -Kat, allegedly
a humor magazine, which labored along all year
under the illusion that there was really some-

thing amusing about it ; whereas it was the
dankest, dourest, sourest reading matter published anywhere in the southwestern part of
America.

If Howard Alonzo Praeger, who edited it,
could only have secreted himself behind a bush
or a bureau somewhere, and watched a Kitty Kat victim read it from cover to cover without
once cracking a smile, he might have awakened

to the fact that at least two- thirds of the student body is past adolescence now, and can't
be amused any longer by a publication whose
sole mission in life is to carry dull sex jokes
which have been rehashed from other college
comic magazines, which had rehashed them
from some 1926 issues of the Kitty -Kat. And
hack in 1926, too, you know, the Kitty -Kat was
rehashing jokes from other magazines, which And then there was what Praeger flatteringly
referred to as "art" work. And some odd lines
of prose .thrown together, occasionally rhyming

to make the attempted hoax seem realistic,

which was brought together on a page labelled
"poetry," edited by Theodore Deglin. College
Humor broke down and printed a few Kitty Kat jokes out of pity ; one of them was Prae-

ger's, but he kept all of the "courtesy slips"
received, thereby making the distribution of
work on the staff equal.

1

The Arizona Wildcat, semi- weekly organ for

1

the dissemination of information about last

I

week's news, and purveyor of puerile editorial
opinion, has this year excelled, if possible, its
past performances in demonstrating how coin ical its attempts at seriousness can be.
Under Henry Martindell's direction, a lot of
little serious editorial thoughts about unimport-

I
1
1

1

ant things had their exits and their entrances

all year, quite unapplauded, though frequently
laughed at.
The best side -splitter of the array was "Keep
the University before the people of the state,"

just that, and no more. How it should be kept
there, or why it should any more than it was
by the Flagstaff football affair and the ignoramasses in Yuma, was
simply solemnly uttered.

never

i
1

i
i
1

explained ;

A lot of students, most of whom had never
heard of the three Big Issues before anyway,
were seriously interviewed, and the readers of
the Wildcat were treated to accounts of how
they managed to say "yes" to everything without conveying the information that they didn't
have any idea of what they were talking about.

i
i
1

î

There were some banal features, a sport page
which headlined the game lost two weeks before, and a society page which maintained the

general air of ridiculousness with notes such
as, "Bill Hargis, of the Kappa Sigma house,

i

went to Los Angeles with the football team."

î
1

If high schools
and, colleges

really taught everything
which would help a young man
to succeed in life
they would have a course
in correct dress and no doubt
the Fashion Park Style Book
would be the text book
of the course!
Spring Suits, $35 upward

MYERS & BLOOM CO.
One Priced Clothiers

Phone 47

63 -69 East Congress
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Compliments o f

The Rialto Theatre
and

The Opera House
TUCSON, ARIZONA

A Leader
.

in the minds of its readers
in its reception into the home

.

in the upbuilding of Tucson

.

Goldwater's

...

The Best Always
WOMEN'S WEAR OF GOLD-

WATERS DISTINCTION-

-for the woman who appreciates
the very newest and best.

Olifr Oixrtun Daily Cnitizen
Every Evening and Sunday Morning

ALL MAIL ORDERS. FILLED
THE DAY R.EC'EIVED-

is now an integral part of more than
8,000

- Parcel post charges paid in Arizona.

Homes in Tucson and Southern Arizona

15e a Week Phone 600 60e a Month

PI-- IOENIX

ARIZONA
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STEINFELD'S
TUCSON'S GREATEST STORES

FAMOUS FOR STYLE
To have the right thing-at the right time- that 's
what has made our apparel section for men and wom-

en the largest and best in the Southwest.

FAMOUS FOR QUALITY
And the merchandise must have merit or it has no

place in Steinfeld's -for our rule is "A dollar's

Worth of Satisfaction for Every Dollar Spent here."
i
i

FAMOUS FOR VALUE

1

And in addition to being right in style-and right in'
quality -our merchandise must be right in price.
Quality considered -Steinfeld's are rarely under !

sold.

FAMOUS FOR VARIETY
JUST THINK -three great stores -a Department
Store -a Grocery and Market -a Hardware Storeall told -over a million dollars worth of merchant

dise in stock -merely to serve you properly.

and -- FAMOUS FOR DEPENDABILITY

1

Paf.,,e 31.9

i

1

Compliments of

PHONE 369 or 399
1

1
1
1

CITY LAUNDRY CO.

The Bank
of Bisbee

The Laundry of Service "

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND

Toole Ave. & Miltenberg St.

PROFITS, $1,375,000.U0

DEPOSITS, $3,000,000

Tucson, Arizona

BISBEE, ARIZONA

"Sape S'omething Systematically"

1011R. t\

Riding Boots, Riding Breeches,

', ;üüü;illllj'
IL_

Spurs, Sport Coats, Dupont Rain

IIII JIIIII,

Coats, Everything in Canvas,

Women's Riding Habits.

SECURITY

BUILDING

AND LOAN

Army Store

ASSOCIATION
Tucson

Mesa

Phoenix

Sweaters, Lumber Jacks, Leather

40 Years In Arizona!

Coats, Shoes, Luggage, Camp

Selling the people of Arizona
BUILDING MATERIALS

Equipment, Men's Wear

(1t TA' RAN `i'EED QUALITY

215L E. Congress St.

J. KNOX CORBETT
Lumber & Hardware Co.

of

Tucson, Arizona

N. 6th Ave.

General Store -Marana, Arizona

at 8th St.

Guaranteed
Building
Mat aterials

Phone
2140
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BECAUSE. OF OUR MANY YEAR'S OF PRACTICAL TRAINING

AND EXPERIENCE WE FEEL THAT WE ARE ESPECIALLY
QUALIFIED TO ADVISE AND SERVE THE INVESTING PUBLIC

WE SPECIALIZE IN
Business Properties
Citrus Lands
Insurance

Home Building
Farm Lands
1st Mortgage Loans

Subdivisions
Rentals

Property Management

Dwight B. Heard Investment Company
Realtors

Heard Building

Phoenix, Arizona
0

There is no substitute for quality--

Leadership and Growth

so we can heartily suggest-

The figures printed below show the circulation growth of The Arizona Daily Star
since October 1, 1924, as reported to the
Postoffice Department. These figures represent the net paid circulation only, all exchanges, advertisers and other free copies
having been deducted.

Hickey- Freeman

Report October 1, 1924__..

Customized Clothes

Report April 1, 1925
Report October 1, 1925
Report April 1, 1926
Report April 1, 1927
Repórt April 1, 1928
Report April 1, 1929
Report April 1, 1930

for continuous good looks and
continuous satisfaction

4,013
4,599
5,573
5,573
6,060
6,748
7,217
14,423

"Men's Shop"

This shows the wonderful response on
the part of the people of Tucson and Arizona to a newspaper that is first of all a
Newspaper and a NEWSpaper that is unhampered by outside control.

130 North Central

The Arizona Daily Star

PHOENIX

Tucson, Ari zono

McDougall & Cassou
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13I0ENIX HEAD()UARTERS for
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

1

I

Nettleton Shoes

Fashion Park
Charter House

Golcib ergs

Clothes

)-i(1-I
1

1

I

Knapp-Felt
Ha.ts and Caps
Ha
Interwoven Hose

Central at Adams
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

I

!

i
I
1

1

' Established 1875

1

I
1

I

1
1

1
E

I

!

`

PMONE

Placking

1

Moving

I

1

1

Fireproof Storage

N

1
1

TUCSON WAREHOUSE
& TRANSFER CO.

Ì

I

110 E. 6th St., Tucson
I
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WHEELER PERRY CO.

AMERICAN KITCHEN

(INCORPORATED)

Open Day and Night
Prompt Service and Excellent

I

I

Wholesale Grocers

Cuisine
Dhinese Dishes to Order at all Hours

I
I

j

i

I
1

P. 0. Box 1560
Tucson, Arizona

Yee F. Sing, Proprietor
Phone 5030
33 N. Central Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona

121 Toole Avenue

Home Made Candies and Ice Cream
iCrystallized Cactus Candy
Lunches

It is nice to be sure.
Style is elusive.

j

1

i

I
1

I

charm of smartness is ever
present.

Tucson, Arizona
No. 1 -Stone and Congress,
Phone 200
No. 2 -125 E. Congress, Phone 32

I

I

Quality is largely hidden yet the

PALACE of SWEETS

I

Î

THE CO-ED SHOP
17 North, Stone Avenue

.

Phone 2430

TUCSON, ARIZONA

1

OUT DOOR SPORTS
GOLF EQUIPMENT

' The Best of Everything ißt Men's Wear"
11/

GUNS AND AMMUNITION
1

j

1

FISHING TACKLE
KODAKS

TENNIS

If you don't know

1

Highest Quality Kodak Finishing

VIC NANNY

I

"It Pays To Play"

you ought to -he sells

Clothes

Tucson Sporting Goods Co.

36 -42 North Central, Twin Fronts

Phone. 3
-

15 East Congress. Street
Page 323
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Curtain Speech
Upon the conclusion of the Desert, 1930, the

Editor wishes to take this opportunity of expressing his appreciation for the aid he has
received, not alone from the staff, but from
those certain individuals without whose assistance this present edition of the Arizona yearbook would have been a failure. It seems each

year that there are but a few students whose
labors materially affect the success of the
Desert. To them, James Shirley, Jane Wilson,
Jack Nelson, Virginia Roberts, and Lawrence
Rose, the Editor wishes to extend his sincere
gratitude. These people have sacrificed much
ease, pleasure, and certainly high grades for the
welfare of this publication.
Fortunately in the past, it has been custom -

Clyde Flood, a former student at this institution, the Editor wishes -especially to thank for

his untiring service in the interests of the
Desert, 1930. Jack Cannicott, manager of the
year -book division of Commercial Art and En-

graving company has also contributed more
than a contractor's share to the production of
this annual.
Always playing an important part in the
production of the Desert are the printers. This

year's book was put to press by the Acme
Printing Company. It has never been our priv-

ilege before to work with such an unselfish
group of men. At all times, this organization,
led by Merlyn O. Ream, has been personally

ary that behind the scenes there have toiled
those whose interest in the Desert was neither
less valued though less evident than that of

concerned with the best possible production of
the Desert, 1930. This interest has extended
into the shop proper, and to Bill Work, Andy
Holohan,\ "Hop" Hopkins, "Fergy" Ferguson;

the students. But, unfortunately, it was impos-

Joe Stearns, Harry Truswell, and Howard

sible to give credit to them in the eyes of the
student body. This year, this fault may be
somewhat mitigated by introducing these people to the student group of the University of

Reynolds, foreman of the shop, the Editor desires to extend his personal appreciation.
Al Buehman, our photographer, has never
at any time failed to strive at considerable inconvenience to obtain the complete satisfaction

Arizona through the medium of this page.

M. O. REAM
Acme Printing Co.

AI, BUEHMAN
_

Photographer
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of the production staff of the annual. To say
that he has succeeded is the highest praise' we
could possibly accord him.
Sam Babcock of the Weber - McCrea Company, not only produced our covers and bound
our book, but secured for us the services of the

motion picture players who helped make our
feature section interesting.
On the campus itself, A. Louis Slonaker, C.
Zaner Lesher, President Shantz, and Mrs.
Pearl Hart contributed valuable assistance in
the publishing of the 1930 Desert.

Lastly Alfred Levy, the Business Manager
of The Desert, I wish to congratulate on the
success of his department. He has been the
ideal confederate in this nefarious venture.
These and all others whose cooperation has
resulted in the Desert, 1930, the Editor thanks.
BILL KIMBALL,
Editor of The Desert, 1930.

JACK CANNICOTT
Commercial Art and Engraving Co.
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Acme Printing Co.
Tucson, Arizona
Commercial Printers
and
Specialists in School Annuals
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